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Introduction

Some five hundred years ago, afonso de albuquerque 
conquered the taluka of tiswadi enclosed between the 
mouths of the rivers Zuari and mandavi on the konkan 

coast in western india. the city of goa that was built by the 
portuguese on this land came up as the capital of their maritime 
territories in the indian ocean region. it symbolized the coming 
into being of structures of governance associated with colonialism 
that developed in asia and elsewhere. thus, the many coasts and 
the seas that the portuguese began exploring and dominating 
from the sixteenth century could be basically controlled due 
to the structure of governance developed at goa. Besides, there 
were other mechanisms of control that were devised according 
to the prevailing circumstance in a particular region. it is in this 
latter context that studying portuguese presence in the age-old 
commercial linkages that existed between the coromandel coast 
in south-east india and various parts of archipelago Southeast asia 
assumes importance. among the various linkages criss-crossing 
the indian ocean, the commercial linkage in concern developed 
distinctly around the first century c.E. the functional contact 
between the two regions, among others, was based on exchange of 
spices grown in the archipelago with coromandel textiles and vice 
versa which the portuguese and later other European companies 
also capitalized on. malacca was the choke-point of this bustling 
commercial network. Sailing on their huge ships, carracks and 
armadas across the indian ocean, the portuguese had understood 
its importance soon on their arrival to this entrepôt. 
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to understand different aspects of portuguese presence in 
this linkage, an attempt has been made to explore the official 
manuscripts of Estado da Índia from the huge and enchanting 
repository of documents. among them, the most copious are the 
correspondences between the king of portugal and the viceroy at 
goa about various affairs of the Estado that are compartmentalized 
under Livros das Moncões and Moncões do Reino. the documents 
of the missionaries like those of the Jesuits have also helped to 
sharpen the theme. furthermore, to understand the investment 
of resources in securing the concerned region of study, the 
documents related to the fazenda or treasury of Estado da Índia 
and the orçamentos or budgets of different years among others 
are insightful. Besides, other contemporary sources such as the 
European traveller’s accounts, the records of the English East india 
company and the translated ones of the Verenigde Oostindische 
Compagnie (the united dutch East india company or VOC, 
hereinafter) have also facilitated to reflect on the state of affairs and 
enable to draw a comparative view as well as act as a supplement to 
the official portuguese documents.

the secondary sources that pertain to the theme under 
consideration are either coromandel-centric or are focused on 
Southeast asia or simply have a pan-asian view. the early works 
around coromandel are centred on the region’s political history. 
rao Bahadur and c.S. Srinivaschari’s “a History of gingee and its 
rulers” (1943) is one such work. thereafter, the politico-economic 
themes acquired focus. reflection on the economic aspect of the 
coast in view of the European trade was first studied by tapan 
raychaudhuri in his “Jan company in coromandel, 1605-1690” 
(1962).1 Sinnappah arasaratnam’s three decades of writings on 
various themes related to the European companies and indigenous 
polity, society and economy culminated in his most distinguished 
work published in 1986 – “merchants, companies and commerce 
on the coromandel coast, 1650-1740”. the writings of Sanjay 
Subrahmanyam related to south india followed in 1990’s. His two 
books, “the political Economy of commerce” and “improvising 
Empire” are comprehensive accounts that deal with the intra 
and inter trade structure, the centres of trade and trading groups 
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besides the role played by the indigenous polities and European 
trading groups in the sixteenth century and the changes which took 
place in the mid seventeenth century.2 S. Jeyaseela Stephen’s “the 
coromandel coast and its Hinterland” (1997) is an interesting 
study of the sixteenth century coromandel in which epigraphic 
sources along with the main body of portuguese sources have been 
effectively used. 

in the case of Southeast asia, van leur’s ‘indonesia trade and 
Society’ (1934) was written with an indigenous perspective.3 the 
dismissive comments of van leur on portuguese trade formed 
part of meilink roelofsz’s critique (1962). two years after the 
publication of meilink roelosfz’s work, luis filipe fr thomaz’s 
thesis, “os portugueses em malacca” threw a valuable light on 
various aspects of portuguese expansion in malacca and the region 
beyond. Besides, many of his articles subsequently on different 
aspects of portuguese activities in asia gathered attention.4 
anthony reid’s work “Southeast asia in the age of commerce, 
1450-1680” (1993, 1998) spread over in two volumes not only 
brings into focus the European element but also envisages the 
milieu that dominated the land below the winds. in addition to 
these two clusters of writings that are either coromandel centric 
or focused on Southeast asia, there are a third set of writings 
that pertain to maritime and commercial history in a pan asian 
context. these are the works of c.r. Boxer, k.n. chaudhuri, ashin 
dasgupta, Sanjay Subrahmanyam along with the edited ones of 
francisco Bethencourt, diogo ramada curto and k.n. chaudhuri 
that have thematic bearing on the area and period of study.5 

thus, in the light of the above mentioned scholarly works, this 
monograph is an attempt to explore and interpret some aspects of 
the events that went untouched so far. the whole subject matter is 
summed in five aspects which are shaped in the form of chapters. 
writing and presenting it, thus, is a trial to be assessed by those 
who take interest in this field of study.

the first aspect that is dealt in the present effort is to study 
various topographical aspects of the concerned region. without 
understanding this macro-region and the various places that 
assumed importance in history, one cannot transverse ahead. the 
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sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries travel accounts in this 
regard have been profusely used. most travellers have described 
the coromandel or cholamandalam as the ‘land of open plains’.6 
they also record the crops grown and the abundance of cotton 
and the related textile production.7 also, the coast under study, as 
documented by the sailors was dangerous for its strong currents, 
frequent cyclones and storms. peter floris’s description (1611-15 
cE) also points out the coast of being dotted by bad harbours.8 
on the other hand, the Southeast asian region can be seen to have 
been comprised of two parts – the mainland and the archipelago9 
as compartmentalized by nicholas tarling today, but discerned 
by ludivico di varthema in the sixteenth century. while the 
mainland included china (south of yangtze), Burma, thailand, 
indo-china and peninsular malaysia, it was the archipelago where 
different aspects of the portuguese presence can be marked. the 
European demand for spices could be fulfilled from East malaysia, 
indonesia, Brunei, philippines and the moluccas. thus, it would 
be noteworthy to anyone as to how the portuguese had perceived 
the region. 

in the study of the sources available, of the region, one observes 
as how the portuguese presence had developed the maritime 
world during the period. it is on records that this colossal area 
of study had just three portuguese settlements-malacca, ternate 
and timor where they maintained their official presence. the off 
and on settlements exceeded and some of them were makassar, 
ambon, Banda, tidore in the archipelago while the coromandel 
was totally out of the ambit of goa10 but lay closer to ceylon where 
there existed official settlements. the political scene in the macro-
region during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was in flux. 
on the coromandel coast, the vijayanagar kingdom in sixteenth 
century and the golconda rulers in the seventeenth century were 
the polities in power. Besides, there were nayaks of tanjavur, 
gingee and madurai. in the archipelago, besides malacca, the 
Sultan of makassar, ternate, Susuhunan of mataram and Sultan 
of aceh gained power among other polities whose importance, at 
many times, did not last long. Such indigenous polities were the 
ones who caused the portuguese and encouraged them to establish 
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trade. But later on, these polities were the ones, who, according 
to many modern scholars, were responsible for the portuguese 
retreat.11 

the polities continued cherishing their relationship with the 
portuguese but there was a change in the agency. the portuguese 
were replaced by the dutch. Besides, it is interesting to locate 
the reaction of the indigenous powers towards the portuguese. 
this is more prevalent in the archipelago where for instance the 
Sumatran Sultanate of aceh, who was the arch-rival of malacca, 
turned more hostile with each passing day. a closer examination 
of such examples may enable us to come to a conclusion regarding 
the relation between portuguese and the indigenous polities in 
the succeeding chapters. in the seventeenth century, the other 
Europeans had also discerned the importance of the coromandel-
archipelago Southeast asia commercial linkage which became the 
obvious reason of the resultant conflicts among the portuguese, 
dutch and English. 

the next aspect which needs an examination is the configuration 
of the other European powers mainly the dutch and the English 
vis-à-vis the portuguese before the year 1641 cE. the year 
taken into consideration is important as it draws a watershed in 
the portuguese presence in the concerned linkage. portuguese 
malacca succumbed to the persistent dutch assaults. Studying the 
structures of the dutch VOC and the English East india company 
besides the portuguese’s Estado da Índia becomes imperative to 
understand their relations with each other. while the VOC and 
the portuguese were at loggerheads, the English maintained a 
defensive attitude towards the portuguese as well as the dutch 
as according to the circumstances. travelling between 1616 and 
1620 cE, martin pring records that the dutch had not only been 
doing wrongs with the portuguese but with the Englishmen too. 
one of the Englishmen, who was held as a prisoner by the dutch 
in the moluccas and had fled from there, reported of the dutch 
mischiefs12 though many of them went unobserved. among other 
examples of violence noted by the contemporaries, the ‘amboyana 
massacre” figures most prominently. if the English had met 
with such treatments by the dutch, then one could imagine the 
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state of the mind of the portuguese. Besides, in this aspect, an 
examination of how the English acted as mediators between the 
dutch and the indigenous polities would also be assessed. the 
treaties signed would also be given attention with respect to the 
prevalent conditions in Europe. a study of the way in which the 
companies were organized is also presented to explain that as to 
why the portuguese retreat began so early.

the penultimate aspect would relate to the contestations between 
the portuguese and the other European powers that changed the 
world in the linkages dominated earlier, by the former. the time 
period chosen is from 1600 to 1641 cE. the control established 
by the Estado through the sixteenth century was whittled down 
due to the presence of the ‘other’ European powers during the 
period. compared to the Estado, the VOC for instance, apparently 
was a different type of trading organization.13 the approach of the 
States of Holland promoted the dutch onslaught on whichever 
power they thought could pose difficulties in their functioning of 
which the portuguese were most effected. Besides, the portuguese 
connection with the Spanish from 1580 cE and the latter’s rivalry 
with the dutch in Europe also poised difficulties for the state of 
portuguese affairs in asia. in case of the concerned macro-region, 
along with the above-mentioned cause, the dutch could identify 
the importance of coromandel coast in relation to the archipelago 
in their early years in asia. Hendrick Brouwer, a governor general 
of the VOC noted that the coromandel coast was the “left arm of 
the Moluccas and the surrounding island because without textiles 
that came from there [The Coromandel Coast], the trade in the 
Moluccas will be dead”.14

the twelve-year truce (1609-1621 cE) between Spain and 
Holland inked among other things that the dutch and the 
portuguese should not interfere with each other’s trade in the 
East. But it was petered out by the statement made by the dutch 
governor general, Jan pieterszoon coen to Heren Xvii on 
twenty Seventh of december, 1614 cE which gave a clear idea of 
the dutch policy – “From experience, your lordship ought to know 
very well that in India trade is driven and maintained under the 
protection and favour of your own weapons, just as weapons are 
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furnished from the profit of trade in such wise that trade cannot be 
maintained without war, nor war without trade”.15 the dutch posed 
a serious threat to the portuguese ‘seaborne empire’. the results of 
the dutch policy were quite evident from the early years of their 
arrival in Southeast asia. a striking example that can be noted 
was peter floris’s observation on the Siamese markets in 1612 cE. 
He pointed that the entry of the dutch into markets previously 
monopolized by the portuguese inevitably resulted in temporary 
dislocation of trade.16 this fall-off could have effected other parts 
of the macro-region.

meanwhile on the coromandel coast, the VOC had obtained 
the firman from the Qutb Shahi Sultans to establish a factory at 
masulipatnam. But it was still an open question to the company 
directors about the larger role coromandel coast would play 
in their asian design apart from the fact that its cloth was the 
only item to barter in the moluccas. there followed a factory at 
nizampatnam and pulicat. the latter was detrimental for the 
portuguese because they had their settlement at São thomé, but 
used pulicat for trading activities. william methwold observed the 
dutch presence at pulicat as a “bade neihbour to the Portugall”17. 
thus the portuguese waged a losing struggle with dutch for pulicat 
for thirty years (1610-1640 cE.) it appears that in the first half of 
the seventeenth century the vijayanagar Empire was dissipated into 
the fuzzy states run by the nayaks who were as the real local powers. 
the Qutb Shahis were gradually extending their influence. during 
this period of relative insecurity, in the region, the establishment 
of fortified presence was the only guarantee the dutch would be 
willing to remain in it.18 in the whole of Southeast asia, malacca 
was the major bone of contention between the portuguese and the 
VOC. due to the portuguese dominance in malacca, they could 
control the spice trade. after a number of blockades and allying 
with indigenous polities like aceh, the dutch were successful in 
capturing malacca in 1641 cE. the contemporaries have described 
this event as a catastrophe. it was a big blow to the portuguese after 
which they had virtually nothing left.19 Besides examining the 
dominance aspects of the contest, the degradation that came into 
being in the Estado has also been examined.
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the Livros das Moncões provide ample information regarding 
the deterioration of the structure of the Estado da Índia. the 
correspondences between the kings and the various viceroys 
who occupied the post in time to time at goa, record the 
information exchanged between them relating to matters of the 
East. the subjects of the correspondences are varied. in these 
correspondences besides describing the methods, the measures 
that the king sought to execute are also mentioned. So it appears 
that the king understanding the gravity of the situation in time was 
trying to stall the Estado’s retreat by taking appropriate measures. 
the growing importance of Misericordias as well as bishoprics can 
be seen in this light. did various Misericordias had some role to 
play in the retreat of the portuguese or did they act as saviours? 

the last aspect refers to the rapid decline of the portuguese 
settlements during the period 1641 and 1662 cE. Since malacca, 
the main stronghold of the portuguese Estado, had already 
been occupied by the dutch in 1641 cE, it was not difficult to 
occupy other portuguese settlements. in a council meeting of 
the Estado held at goa on the Sixth of february, 1642 cE, the 
viceroy informed the members who were present that – “he has 
been informed through different sources, that the Dutch enemy was 
preparing itself to attack some of the praças (military installations) 
of Colombo, Jaffna, Manar and Saint Thomas and for this purpose 
have left from Batavia. Six naus and from that are outside this port 
have left for to join them and on their way they were in a position 
to create some damage to the fortress of Canara, Cannanor of 
Cragnaore, if the opportunity raised they could not miss it.”20 the 
places mentioned in the document actually became the scenes of 
conflicts in this phase. philip Baldaeus also noted the difference of 
opinion between two portuguese generals, meneses and gama, on 
the question of viceroy’s ship in 1662 cE. according to Baldaeus, 
this “had almost prov’d fatal to the Portuguese Affairs in the Indies”.21 
So if we are to believe Baldaeus, then it gives an impression that 
the men in position in the Estado were still contesting for power 
among themselves while the portuguese territories were already 
on decline. 
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the adoption of the policy of mare clausum clearly shows 
what dutch had aimed at. a good review of their position can be 
visualized by the general instructions compiled by Herreen Xvii. 
this was meant to be the guideline for the governor-general 
and his council at Batavia and was issued in 1650 cE. it explicitly 
recognized that the company’s trade in asia could be divided into 
three categories: firstly, trade in regions where the VOC exercised 
unchallenged territorial control by right of cession or of conquest. 
in 1650 cE, these places were limited to a few islands in the 
moluccas and some of the fortified trading settlements like Batavia, 
malacca and pulicat. Secondly, regions where the VOC enjoyed 
exclusive trading rights due to monopoly contracts negotiated 
with the indigenous politics such as the Sultan of ternate and the 
village headman of amboyna. thirdly, trade conducted by virtue 
of treaties with the rules ‘both on the basis of freely negotiated 
agreements as well as on the basis of free trade alongside merchants 
of all other nations.22 By 1660’s, the portuguese had been ousted 
from most parts of Southeast and the whole of coromandel coast. 
where did these portuguese go?

 the activities of the portuguese in the lesser Sunda islands 
also require attention. this group of islands, which is comprised 
of timor, Solor and flores, were controlled by the Estado directly 
as well as indirectly. it is interesting to note how in this micro-
worlds while on the one hand all three places were dependent 
on each other for their trade and survival; on the other hand, the 
official portuguese settlement was adjoining the unofficial ones! 
the dominican missionaries who with their activities controlled 
these islands had a noteworthy presence around. the portuguese 
frequented on these islands to procure the fragrant white 
sandalwood. the dominican influence was so well understood 
that the inhabitants, at times, fought against the dutch. But after 
the dutch capture of malacca, at a council meeting held at goa on 
twenty fifth of november, 1642, the dominican priests requested 
the viceroy to permit them to travel in a dutch ship to Solor.23 this 
is a note worthy fact that the priest now sorted the permission of 
goa for their travel in a dutch ship. the lesser Sunda group of 
islands need a deeper examination for many such reasons.
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 Situating the portuguese diaspora and the indigenous 
mercantile communities in the light of the developments that 
took place in the seventeenth century would further garnish 
the last concern. after the portuguese were pushed away from 
the moluccas, they congregated themselves at makassar from 
where they traded till 1660’s.24 it may be added that earlier when 
in 1511 cE, the portuguese had captured malacca; some of the 
muslim merchants had fled to makassar. the gujaratis, who were 
considered a dominant mercantile community before the capture 
of malacca had fled to aceh. later achinese attacks on Johore and 
the blockade of malacca by the dutch also led Javanese and malay 
traders to take shelter in Southern Sulawesi. the portuguese at 
malacca started leaving in distress once the dutch took over the 
port-state. fray Sebastein manrique, travelling between 1629 and 
1643 cE noticed that during Emperor Sumbanco’s tenure, the 
portuguese were permitted to take shelter in makassar.25 later on, 
one of the portuguese served as a regent and played a formidable 
role in the politics there. on the coromondel coast, the portuguese 
flocked to fort. St. george and formed part of the population of the 
white town. while summing up the taking over of nagapattinam 
by the dutch, Baldaeus recorded, “the Portuguese were permitted to 
depart with their Goods, Families, Church – Ornaments, and C. in 
Certain Ships appointed for that purpose by the Dutch Company”. 26 
the diaspora thus had been on the move in search of a niche. 

among the various features of portuguese expansion in the 
larger context of European expansion that would be analyzed in 
the theme, there are other ones that also bound the portuguese 
oceanic world together. the evangelical campaigns undertaken 
by different religious orders cannot be ignored. of them, the 
Jesuits, the dominicans, the franciscans and the augustinians 
were the prominent ones and generally boarded and preached 
the teaching during their travels in the Estado’s ships. Besides 
this facet, one would also note the spread of portuguese language 
and its adaptation in the vernacular. Even after the decline of the 
portuguese in the region that concerns our theme, their language 
and culture lingered on. there are references. one such is when 
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philip Baldaeus stayed at dutch nagapattinam in 1660 cE and wrote 
that he “preached the first the 18th, both in Dutch and Portuguese 
and administered the Holy Sacrament to 20 Persons, and Baptism 
to several children.”27 if Baldaeus is to be believed then it took two 
years before the dutch could start with their religious preaching. 
His preaching in portuguese shows that though the portuguese 
had vacated that town, but their legacy prevailed around. 

Notes

 1. other works in the group of regional commercial history are ashin 
dasgupta’s “malabar in asian trade, 1740-1800” (1967) and Sushil 
chaudhuri’s trade and commercial organization in Bengal 1650-1720” 
(1975). k.n. chaudhuri’s “the English East india company: the Study of 
an Early Joint Stock company, 1600-1640” (1965) and his later work “the 
trading world of asia and the English East india company 1660-1760” 
(1978) were different from the works classified under regional commercial 
history. His basic interest was to study the company and its penetration in 
the asian commerce. 

 2. m.n. pearson’s detailed study of the “the portuguese in india” (1987) and 
k.S. mathew’s “portuguese trade with india in the 16th century” (1983) are 
important related works.

 3. van leur characterized the Southeast asian trade as a pre-capitalist peddling 
trade. a strong follow-up of his work was m.a.p. meilink roelofsz “asian 
trade and European influence in the indonesia archipelago” (1962). d.g.E. 
Hall and B.J.o. Schrieke are other prominent names who have written on 
the theme between 1934 and 1962. But it was meilink roelofsz’s work which 
gave a broader perspective to the Southeast asian studies. 

 4. leonard andaya’s doctoral thesis on “the kingdom of Johore” (1975) 
was a fine study of its polity and economy. nicholas tarling’s edited. “the 
cambridge History of Southeast asia” (1992) was an enduring compilation 
of different articles by the known authorities of cornell group like kenneth 
Hall, anthony reid, J. kathirithamby wells, leonard andaya, Barbara 
watson andaya.

 5. c.r. Boxer’s “the portuguese Seaborne Empire” (1969) and “the dutch 
Seaborne Empire” (1965); k.n. chaudhuri’s “trade and civilization in the 
indian ocean” (1985); ashin dasgupta’s and m.n. pearson edited “india 
and the indian ocean” (1987); kenneth mcpherson’s “the india ocean’ 
(1993); Sanjay Subrahmanyam’s “the portuguese Empire in asia” (1993) 
are the main individual works on the theme. in the category of the edited 
works, francisco Bethencourt and kirti chaudhuri’s “História da Expansão 
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portuguesa” (1998) and francisco Bethencourt and diogo ramada curto 
(edt.) “portuguese oceanic Expansion, 1400-1800” (2007) are the important 
ones.

 6. dames, m.l. (ed.), the book of duarte Barbosa, ii, aES, 1989, p.125.
 7. domingo paes notices it in between 1520-22, fijiozat, vasundhara (ed.), 

vijaynagar as seen by domingo paes and fernao, nunao, nBt, delhi, 1999, 
p.60.

 8. moraland w.H. (ed.), peter floris, His voyaye to the East india in the 
globe, 1611-1615, london, 1934, p.9. His remark stated and warned about 
the occasional problem that the vessels faced: “We came before Paleacatle at 
ancker, passing over the (drought the) shallowe not being a lenghte above a 
musket shatt, having butt 3 fadeem water, which is very dangerous for greate 
ships”

  thomas Bowrey also commented that “All this Coast indeed wantinge nothing 
but some good harbours for shippinggs” temple, r.c.(ed.), a. geographical 
account of the countries around the Bay of Bengal 1669-1679, new delhi 
1997, p. 4. 

 9. nicholas tarling has made this distinction in his edited volume of “the 
cambridge History of Southeast asia”, vol. i, 1993. 

 10  newitt, malyn, a History of portuguese overseas Expansion, 1400-1668, 
routledge, 2005.

 11  Subrahmanyam, Sanjay, the portuguese Empire in asia, 1500-1700, 
longman, 1993. He sees it as a multi-dimensional affair.

 12. purchas, Samuel, purchas His pilgrimes, vol. v, p. 8.
 13. cited in Boxer, c.r., the dutch Sea borne Empire, Hutchinson, london, 

1965, p.90. as early as 1608 cE, the States of Holland passed a secret 
resolution they would never “in whole or in part, directly or indirectly 
withdraw, surrender or renounce the freedom of the seas, everywhere and in 
all regions of the world”.

 14. cited in prakash, om, the dutch factories in india 1617-1623, munshiram 
manoharlal publishers private ltd., new delhi, 1984, p.2.

 15. cited in tracy, James (ed.), the political Economy of merchant Empires, 
cup, 1991, p.1. 

 16. moreland, w.H. (ed.), peter floris, His voyage to the East indies in the 
globe, 1611-1615, the Hakluyt Society, 1934, p. XXXv.

 17. moreland, w.H. (ed.), relations of golconda in the early Seventeenth 
century, the Haklyut Society, 1931, london, p. 3. 
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▶ 1 ◀

The Coast and the Archipelago

portugal’s oceanic expansion in the indian ocean region 
had commenced with da gama’s epochal discovery of 
the route to reach india from Europe. it triggered many 

more events subsequently which have left distinct imprints in 
the archival records as well as in the memory of the populace of 
the erstwhile colonized area. the awareness of the existence of 
portuguese settlements in the mainland of indian subcontinent is, 
but natural, negligible as they were located only on the coast at 
certain nodal lands. their influence area among the masses was 
very limited when compared to that of the English who penetrated 
in nearly all corners of indian subcontinent. vasco da gama’s 
arrival to india and the subsequent conquest and expansion of the 
settlement at goa and around are the only facts that highlight the 
portuguese presence. though not being land based, the portuguese 
still ventured in the interiors as adventurers, missionaries, 
traders, emissaries and also sometimes occupied positions in the 
indigenous courts. thus, the impact felt by the inland indigenous 
polities or populace was marginal which can be cited as the reason 
for fading of the portuguese presence from memory. 

if one discerns the linguistic traditions of the coastal area of 
Bay of Bengal for instance, where the portuguese settlements 
existed, it is commonly noticed that the society still uses some of 
the terms derived from portuguese language without being aware 
of their origin. a case in point is the use of the portuguese word 
janela in Bengali language that has assimilated so well that it rather 
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appears to be an indigenous term. in its portuguese origin and as 
in Bengali, the word has the same meaning - a window. it is for a 
person having familiarity with the portuguese lingua or interest in 
linguistics to understand the assimilations. to a seeker studying the 
marginal settlements around the Bay, the presence of such words 
in the tongue do remind of the portuguese presence. one notes 
that in the public memory of Bangla-speaking people, the french 
and the English existence at chandernagore and calcutta has not 
faded but of the portuguese presence at Hughli. this is somewhat 
true for other regions of coastal india and their hinterlands that 
had witnessed the portuguese presence in the sixteen and the 
seventeenth centuries. the glory of erstwhile colonial madras did 
not fade the English proto-colonial settlement that came into being 
at fort St. george but the portuguese settlement of Saõ thomé and 
of mylapore figured out. the mylapore habitation was engulfed 
in the English city of madras as a sub-urban area with the shrine 
of St. thomas standing desolately on the mount. But not even a 
fraction of the population can recount the portuguese presence on 
that coast. was the nature of the portuguese presence so meager 
that though the words have survived in the indigenous lexicon but 
not the imagery of the people from whom the words derived? this 
is a matter of investigation.

a tiny nation with feeble resources could build a colossal edifice 
that dominated the coastal economies from Brazil to mozambique 
to Japan before the advent of the steam ships has preoccupied 
many in attempting to explain the nature of expansion. among the 
many reasons that led to the building of the portuguese presence 
were the entrepreneurial quality and the ability to recognize the 
existing patterns of commercial networks and devising systems 
to monopolize them. devising arrangements according to the 
need of the time was an important pattern that can be observed 
through the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries. this was 
either done by evolving systems like the prazo, concession and 
cartaz systems, through quasi-religious institutions like the 
misericordias or through the religious ones like the bishoprics and 
different christian orders like the Jesuits and dominicans while 
not relegating the authority of the captain of fortresses. But the 
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network that the portuguese built came into being as a result of 
their capitalizing the already existing economic linkages across the 
indian ocean. one such existing network between the coromandel 
coast in south-east india and Southeast asian archipelago was 
exploited by the portuguese. a glimpse at the regions in concern 
seems important due to the very nature of political formations 
that took place at the indigenous level and also in relation to the 
nature of the portuguese presence in the sixteen and seventeenth 
centuries. 

possibly two important factors helped the portuguese to acquire 
various coastal niches and the commercial linkages of the indian 
ocean trading world. the very geography and weather conditions 
of the region appeared to be good hosts. in the age prior to the 
advent of the steam ships, it was imperative that the mentioned 
factors largely determined the area in which the imperial edifice 
could be built and where frontiers could be expanded. accessibility 
to a region was thus a concern for early portuguese endeavours in 
asia. the first visits of the armadas led by afonso de albuquerque in 
Southeast asian archipelago, for instance, justifies this perception. 
to many more lands to which the portuguese armadas sailed, 
accessibility remained a dominant issue. it is in the latter context 
that it is imperative to comprehend the regions of the commercial 
linkage in concern.

the region is understood as a geographical entity that has a 
definable boundary or characteristics. the pursuit to understand 
a region does not involve the solitary aspect of topography. a 
wide range of features that can be included under the headings 
of social, political and economic aspect also discern a region. 
these facets tend to develop due to particular characteristics of 
the region as well the availability of the resources within it. Hence 
the topography of a region nurtures and addresses to a variety of 
attributes that become mutually exclusive with the expanse over a 
period of time. the concerned thematic region, the coromandel 
coast and Southeast asian archipelago separated mainly by the Bay 
of Bengal give the impression of being large and ambiguous. if one 
has to understand the importance of portuguese presence in the 
maritime commercial networks across the indian ocean region in 
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the sixteen and seventeenth centuries, then one cannot circumvent 
this linkage for it does indicate the existential situation within and 
outside the boundaries of Estado da Índia. the portuguese harped 
on this centuries-old nexus without effecting any changes in the 
commodities transacted. coromandel textiles and spices from the 
archipelago continued to remain the mainstay of this interaction in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

the testimonies of contemporary travellers visiting the 
coast at different times help to recollect the region in the 
most comprehensive way. the perceptions, personalities and 
backgrounds of the observant are reflected in the journal that has 
often raised arguments among the historians about using them as 
a reliable source material. most of the itinerants who travelled to 
what was largely termed as “East Indies”1 often touched the well-
known and accessible ports of asia. while there were voyagers 
who wrote fictive accounts about certain places resulting in the 
development of the notion of the ‘other’, there were barely few 
others whose conception was different. to create a narrative from 
such assortment of journals, it is important to sieve information in 
a comparative way so that the construct is closer to realism. 

a good number of the itinerants who travelled in the sixteenth 
century generally sailed along the coastline. Hence a vessel that was 
bound for the “East Indies” would after touching cape comorin 
navigate through the palk Straits passing across ceylon on the 
right and the pearl fishery coast on its left and further doubling 
on to the coromandel coast on the indian subcontinent. But after 
the discovery of the Brouwer route2, an even smaller number of 
vessels steered their oars first towards the coromandel en route 
to Southeast asia. nonetheless, in order to be in rhythm with our 
premise about the notion of accessibility that the early sailors had, 
a reflection on the topography and the navigational conditions 
of the coromandel region would explain the development of 
portuguese perceptions about the region. from the coromandel 
coast, one could undertake a journey on the age-old route across 
the Bay to discover the region abounding in the potpourri of spices 
that is, Southeast asian archipelago. 
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The Coromandel Coast

in the sixteenth and especially in the seventeenth century, there 
were two alternatives of navigational direction which the European 
itinerants on their way to ‘East Indies’ could chose from, once 
they were closer to cape comorin. the first one was that if the 
itinerant was travelling especially after 1616 cE, he might sojourn 
at ceylon before taking the Brouwer route again to reach malacca. 
in this case, he would not visit the coromandel coast. through 
the second route, on reaching cape comorin, the traveller would 
sail northwards along the tamil coast, though, this course was 
not so popular even before 1616 cE on account of the factors that 
directed the sail. a contrary violent wind, which was so akin to this 
region, could increase the probability of a tempest. it could even 
disperse the fleet. there were observations of many of the vessels 
getting unhappily lost due to such weather conditions. However, 
in order to procure the much known textiles of the coast, the ships 
did undertake the perilous journey to reach the coromandel. thus, 
study of this journey-passage is essential to understand the geo-
historic and the then environs of the coast. initially, this journey 
of exploration would take a voyager to the fishery coast where 
one would come across the paravas, occupied with fishing activity 
and culturing of pearls if the travel was undertaken between the 
months of march and June.3 Side by side, he would also encounter 
the Jesuits busy in various activities along with converting the 
indigenous populace into christianity. the Jesuits had come to the 
land of the paravas under the aegis of St. francis Xavier, whose 
labours saw the fishing community converting into the Holy faith 
around the mid-sixteenth century. this was the amphitheatre in 
the southern parts of modern tamil nadu which most onlookers 
noticed on their passage to the coromandel.

if we perceive the region through the eyes of a fictive itinerant, 
then on crossing the palk Straits, he would sail into the coronga 
Bay from where distinct landform features could be noticed 
while moving northwards. along with the palms that swayed to 
the rhythms of the wind there was a ferocious sea rocking the 
coast on the right and small vessels trying to manoeuvre on the 
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waves to reach to the shore or striving to catch fishes. this was 
the broad landscape along the coromandel. Situated on the south-
eastern end of the indian peninsula, the coromandel coast or 
cholamandalam4 as it has also been referred to, attracted attention 
of the itinerants, companies, trading groups and last but not the 
least, the portuguese renegades due to various reasons. its unique 
topography made it distinct. Be it the Ghats or the plains; the 
cyclones or winter monsoons- these characteristics distinguished 
it from other geographical entities of the indian peninsula. there 
is no doubt that these very features were responsible for shaping 
the “world” on the coromandel. this “world” had its essence in the 
cotton production in the hinterland. it was this very commodity 
that made the Europeans access the coast and made them hold 
through all odds whether it was the uninviting topography or the 
politics of the indigenous polities or the contest for hegemony 
among themselves. 

lying on the Eastern Ghats, nature has created with a broader 
strip of land when compared to the western Ghats. described 
as a ‘land of open plains’, it also encompassed the deltas of the 
three major rivers- the godavari, the krishna and the kaveri- 
wherein paddy was mainly cultivated. So this terrain presented 
an interminable sea of green or golden paddy-fields, dotted with 
villages and water bodies surrounded by palm trees. the narratives 
of the contemporary sixteenth and the seventeenth century 
travellers are either devoted entirely or at large on coromandel or 
as a section while describing their travels in asia. the coast has 
generally been described loosely by the itinerants as the region 
between point calimere in the south and the mouth of godavari 
river in the north. different accounts conferred its boundaries 
to the best of knowledge and observations of their perceivers, 
which turned generally similar. thomas Bowrey gave one of the 
clearest descriptions. He pointed out that the coast, “begineth at 
Nagapatam…(and)…Extendth it Selfe to point Godaware, on the 
South Side of the bay Corango, which by computation is in length 
400 miles.”5 Hence abiding by Bowrey’s definition, the present parts 
of northern tamil nadu and andhra pradesh with focal points 
being the settlements of São thomé and nagapattinam followed 
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subsequently by pulicat, masulipatnam and madras would help us 
define the geo-politics of the region.

Ensuing Bowrey’s description, one would thus need to travel 
from the south to the north with our fictive traveller and reach 
to places that incited interest in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries not only to the Europeans but also to a pan-asiatic 
trader. thus, the first place one would encounter would be 
nagapattinam 6. Seated near the shore, on the kaveri delta, the city 
had no convenient harbour. in fact Baldaeus is precise in pointing 
that the whole of coromandel was destitute of them7. thus the 
question of easy accessibility to the coast did not encourage the 
portuguese to venture to the coast in their early years. despite 
this major hindrance, nagapattinam turned out to occupy an 
early attention as a great port town in the European mindset. the 
bustling commercial activities, both overseas and coastal in the 
asian trading network had enabled it to gather an early European 
attention. among the overseas products, the calicoes were much 
in demand. rice was the chief commodity supplied to the other 
coastal regions8. these aspects of trade are undoubtedly reflected 
in the various itineraries. due to high commercial attributes of this 
city, nagapattinam had diverse diasporic flavours which though 
did not entitle it to be called an entrepôt as malacca but definitely a 
‘marine district’9. varthema notes that “ … it is the root to very large 
countries. There are many Moorish merchants where who go and 
come for their merchandise”10 is a self-explanatory statement about 
the state of commerce at nagapattinam. another attribute that 
attracted the Europeans to this port were the refreshing sea-winds 
though the land-winds were hot and stifling. in order to counter, 
the high humid and hot weather of the tropics, the Europeans 
planted gardens to get some relief at least in the evenings.

karikal11 located on madura district was the next among the 
portal towns to be talked about. the labbāis conducted trade from 
this port. Baldaeus notes trade in certain stuffs called ‘ramboyttns’12, 
conducted with Japan. the itinerant then reached to tranquebar 
where fort St. david was built by the danish as their sole settlement 
in the Bay in the seventeenth century. the trade from this place 
was inconsiderable. cuddalore was the next stop-over. attracted 
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by the allure of textiles, our fictive traveller might travel a certain 
distance in the interior of cuddalore to encounter tirupapuliyur. 
this weaving centre also had a dyeing unit from where the dutch 
later procured textiles. lying on the bank of a navigable river, 
tirupapuliyur was observed by Baldaeus as fit for anchorage. it had 
not only the required fathoms of water for docking but also a grey 
sandy ground. a safe anchorage was possible during the ‘South 
monsoon’ but it turned out to be dangerous during the period of 
the ‘north monsoon’.13 the presence of a dangerous sand-bank did 
not provide conditions to anchor the vessel there. porto novo, in 
the seventeenth century gained some significance though the trade 
from this port consisted of certain quality of hard wood, coconuts, 
arck, coir etc. another port, called tegenapatnam, though small 
in nomenclature rose to prominence due to the dutch presence. 
going further ahead along the coast one would reach pondicherry, 
the french enclave. Sadraspatnam yet was another small place that 
one would reach. all along this sea-route from nagapattinam, 
the relater visited various small places which generally rose to 
prominence in the seventeenth century.

a visit on the coromandel would be considered incomplete for 
the then European traveller if he did not get a look of the shrine at 
mylapore. paying reverence to St. thomas at this small town was a 
customary practice among the Europeans. the shrine was located 
on a hillock which was indeed an inconsiderable place. But it was 
only the legend of St. thomas that brought most of the travellers 
to this coast despite all odds. Such was the extent of the influence 
of this shrine that it was well incorporated in the town of madras 
in the later period. known as São thomé to the portuguese and 
as mylapore to the indigenous population; this small maritime 
town occupied much attention in the mindset of the Europeans 
for a considerably long time. the Saint was so much popular that 
around his persona various kinds of myths were knitted. moreover, 
the increasing interest in relocating St. thomas and his christian 
community was an impact of the crusades also. Such was the 
memory of the crussades that it dominated the portuguese 
mindset as late as the sixteenth century. the apostle, who had a 
shadowy, but glorious career as a missionary and martyr had 
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founded an opulent christian colony in Southern india around the 
first century cE. the saga of St. thomas14 was so inherently built 
among the portuguese from the very beginning that the official 
chronicler of the Estado da Índia, João de Barros underlined the 
monarch’s emphasis to relocate the said christians.15

Besides the legend of St. thomas there were other aspects also 
though not so obvious that glued the interest of the Europeans. 
the abbé carré, a late seventeenth century french traveller, who 
visited the town when it was sandwiched between the wrestling 
french, dutch and golconda powers extolled high praises for it- 
“This town is the most important on the Coromandel Coast, and 
has a great reputation for trade and commerce in all sorts of lovely 
calicoes and the best dyes in all the country.” 16 on the contrary, 
John fryer, the abbé’s contemporary suggested an abated look of 
São thomé while not eclipsing the glory of its past.17 thevenot 
(1664-1667 cE) also noted the finer quality and better variety of 
colours of chintzes procured at São thomé than at masulipatam. 
the opinion of difference in the different testimonies is apparent. 
if in the late 17th century this town [when it was constantly under 
the siege of one or the other power] had so much magnetism that 
it could make the observant see its good days so perceptibly, then 
one can comprehend its opulence in the prior period too. duarte 
Barbosa’s18 sixteenth century perception about this town thus held 
and continued the saga in the next century too. 

the town of São thomé had no natural harbour. the importance 
of trading ways related with this shrine-town and the ever violent 
and swelling sea compelled the inhabitants to develop surf-boats 
which were known to be as the mussoolas. a mussoola was built by 
fixing and fitting planks together with ropes and coir-twine, both the 
materials being locally available. though these indigenous vessels 
were used for ferries throughout the coromandel but they could be 
more often used and seen at São thomé where the sea happened to 
be ruthless. often the European travellers were amused with this 
vessel so much so that they termed it as ‘odd boats’19. the venetian, 
caesar frederick gave a fine description of masadie as he calls a 
mussoola. from the way they were made to the way they were used, 
frederick captivates it brilliantly20. the celebrated past of the town 
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of São thomé was not only due to the holy shrine of St thomas 
and the trade but also to its pleasant ambience as has been noted 
by most of the Europeans in their accounts. the adjoining chain of 
hills according to fryer intercepted the hot land-winds. But being 
in the tropics, it seems to be infested with mosquitoes and that 
too of a particular kind which communicated elephantiasis.21 So 
a difficult accessibility to the place was overshadowed by the very 
nature of the aspects that the town promised to offer. 

madras was the next destination on the coast of the observer who 
was travelling around 1640 cE. founded in 1639 by the English 
factors on the sandy shores of the coromandel, fort St. george22 
was the first proto-colonial enclave in the indian sub-continent. 
the importance of madras lay in the fact that it was a convenient 
place for the Europeans to buy textiles.23 though it was exposed to 
heavy surf that led the English to construct an artificial harbour 
later, but it had an advantage as well. this was in the form of a 
small island on the strip facing the sea which was formed on the 
land side by river coum.24 prior to the construction of the artificial 
harbour, the Europeans used indigenous vessels, the catamarans25 
to approach the shore and to load and unload their huge ships. 
madras was considered an agreeable and flourishing place known 
for the manufacture of variety of piece goods such as cottons, 
chintz, painted fabrics.26 the fort was divided into ‘white town’ 
and ‘Black town’ which as the names suggest was inhabited by the 
European and indigenous population respectively. Besides this 
segregation which became quite popular in the early days of the 
establishment of fort St. george, there were some other features 
which gave madras its peculiar and popular character. making 
their way through the watery paddy fields, the eloquent observer 
would often notice sun-tanned indigenous folks uprooting weeds 
so that the paddy crop would not get spoilt. rice, after all was their 
staple diet and also the trading commodity. along with these fields 
one could also notice the gardens laid by the English. Strewed with 
all sorts of stews and pottage besides gourds and herbs for salads, 
there were also fruit-bearing trees like cocoas, guavas, jackfruit, 
mangoes, plums, pomegranates, bananas among others. and 
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last but not the least, there were the betel creepers making their 
presence in the English gardens.

in the northern sea shore of madras, was located a habitation 
called pulicat. the portuguese generally handled their overseas 
trade originating from mylapore through pulicat as the former did 
not have a handling harbour. though being a low coast area it still 
became prominent in the trading world of the sixteen as well as 
the seventeenth centuries.27 Situated on the south end of an island 
that separated the lake or lagoon of pulicat from the sea, the town 
was known for the abundance of printed cotton cloths that were 
worth much in malacca, pegu and Sumatra as well in gujarat and 
malabar.28 Besides this, traders from the mainland also ventured 
to this port to buy goods. thus pulicat provided a great diversity 
in merchandise. if cloth was available here for the overseas as well 
as the coastal markets, so were the rubies and musks. thus, there 
is no doubt that it was a ‘fair sea-haven’29 wherein ships of diverse 
lands took resort to. like nagapattinam, pulicat had ‘moorish 
merchants’ who were trading from this well-recognized port town. 
varthema noted the abundance of every possible thing in this town 
except for grains. paddy was however grown in abundance.30the 
dutch factory that was established here in 1610 came to be known 
as ‘one of the best they have in the Indies, by reason of the Cotton-
cloaths, of which they have great Ware-houses full there.’31 pulicat 
was also known as the place where refining of saltpetre that was 
brought from Bengal was done. Saltpetre, as is known was used for 
making gun-powder. 

leading further to north of pulicat and after traversing 
armagaon, where the English first built their factory on the coast, 
one would reach petapolli. negotiating the sea further, would lead 
the itinerant to the town of masulipatam, a straggling town lying 
on the sea shore. the custom house was the first place one would 
encounter as soon as he boarded off his vessel. it was customary 
for every visitor to go to the custom house where toll duties were 
levied. thevenot, who had also visited Surat, noticed that though 
masulipatam was a small town but it was well-populated. on the 
streets, that were narrow, one could notice houses built of wood 
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separated from one another. according to tavernier, it was “only 
renowned on account of its anchorage, which is the best in the Bay of 
Bengal and it is the only place from which vessels sail for Pegu, Siam, 
Arakan, Bengal, Cochinchina, Mecca, and Hormuz, as also for the 
islands of Madagascar, Sumatra, and the Manillas.”32 known for the 
fertile land and cheap provisions, this port town was a rendezvous 
on the route of overland and overseas route. the areas adjoining 
to it like pettipolee or nizampatam, Bimilipatam, Srikakulam, 
palakollu, narsapur33 specialised in various processes of textile 
production. thus the hinterland of this port was a productive one 
and a highly specialized one. So, in a way, it was a hub of a much 
focused textile production though the quality was not considered 
superior to the ones marketed from São thomé.

in the journey from nagapattinam to masulipatam, one can 
notice that the coast was dotted with ports. However, the irony was 
that not even one coastal town had a fine natural harbour. the 
great seventeenth century expert on geography, thomas Bowrey 
compared pulicat with fort St. george as a port, although the bar at 
the pulicat lake caused a hindrance to the ships weighing above 40 
tons. He added that “all this coast indeed wanting nothing but some 
good harbours for shipping.”34 peter floris’s adequate description of 
pulicat sums it finely.35 the lack of harbours explains the accessibility 
question that might have hovered in the portuguese mindset while 
navigating the coast. this must have formed the basic reason for 
the neglect of the coast by goan authorities although during the 
south-west monsoon its roadstead provided a safer anchorage 
compared to the malabar coast. But if the lack of good harbours 
hindered portuguese trade then the malabar coast was no better. 
in this case, it was the preference of trading commodities that 
mattered. thus pepper presumably was favoured over the textiles 
though the latter were the important exchange items for the spices 
from archipelago Southeast asia. though the testimony given by 
the contemporaries is reliable, but still as one progressed towards 
the north of madras, the coast was better suited for maritime 
settlement as deloche has rightly pointed out.36 that is one of the 
reasons as why pulicat and masulipatnam (which was even better 
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than others provided good shelter to the ships) had developed as 
important European enclaves.

Besides the bad harbours, another factor that often hampered 
the prospects of a vessel to visit the coast was the currents. the 
torrent waves often carried the ship away from its destination. for 
instance, the agent and the council at fort St. george on twelfth 
of november, 1668 cE remarked: “These two Ships [Rainbow and 
Loyal Merchant] in going from hence [i.e. Madras] were deceived 
by the currents and overshot their port of Metchpatam as far as 
Corongo’s.”37 it is a well-known fact that the cyclones were the 
periodic phenomenon in the Bay of Bengal. Being a common 
occurrence, the coromandel could not but be in the grip of it. 
they were usually more severe in nature at the changing of the 
monsoons. the testimony of those yester years holds true today 
also.38 

an inhospitable harbour accompanied by strong currents and 
occasionally by cyclones and storms would nonetheless make 
a place look averse to the high–tonnage oceanic vessels. Henry 
f. Blanford39 who wrote a guide to understand the climate and 
weather of the South asia region in 1889 cE drew a chart of the 
storm tracks in the Bay of Bengal for the months of may, october 
and november. noticing the tracks in the figure, one may observe 
that may and november appeared to be the hard-hit months. 
the ships sailed to Southeast asia in September which was a 
safer month to move away from this coast. Besides if we closely 
observe the topographical factors around the Bay of Bengal, one 
can easily discern the absence of the presence of the Estado in this 
region. all the portuguese settlements were unofficial in nature 
except the ones that existed in ceylon. So in this sense the Bay 
can also be termed as a peripheral region. though heavily marred 
by forces of nature, yet the coast was marked by trading towns in 
the commercial world of the indian ocean. the trade was fostered 
due to the demand for the textiles. Besides the textiles that were 
the commodity for trade from the coast, the land provided all 
that was necessary for European dietary needs.40 the chettis were 
engaged in the textile trade from the region. this being their age-
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old occupation had made them well known for commercial skills. 
Besides them, there were muslim merchants or ‘Moors’ as the 
blanket classification by the Europeans for the former, prevailed. 
the armenians and balijas were also part of this major section 
which managed commerce in the coastal towns of coromandel. 

the trading activities could only be endured on the coromandel 
due to the two kinds of indigenous small sailing vessels that were 
developed by the indigenous coastal populace- Mussoola and 
Catamaran. they had been in use for a long time and were widespread 
on the coast. Both the vessels were used for loading and unloading 
the goods.41 the adaptability of the indigenous population of the 
coromandel to the sea is remarkable and provides a clue of how 
despite harsh environs, the coast endeavoured to become a known 
mart. the country was predominantly agricultural. in the coastal 
plains, the staple crops were paddy, millets and pulses while on a 
smaller scale, the dye-crops, indigo and chay-root were also grown 
to complement the requirements of the textile industry. Besides, 
tobacco was grown largely for export. cotton was not grown 
extensively in the lowlands but in the interior. So the yarn material 
required by the weaving industry was brought from the interiors. 
weaving was the primary occupation of the people. the weavers 
were independent, in one sense of the word, for they were not 
brought together in workshops under skilled direction, but worked 
from their houses. the main classification of cloth was into plain 
and patterned goods. the plain goods could be subdivided into 
muslin and calico. the latter, a stout cloth, was produced in various 
qualities, depending on the fitness of the yarn, and the number 
of threads to the inch. it was sold in three ways- brown, bleached 
or dyed in the piece. apart from its local use, it was in demand 
in most of the markets to which the kingdom had access by sea. 
muslin, a thinner cloth, could also be coloured brown, bleached, or 
dyed. it was made principally woven inland at warangal, situated 
about 160 miles north-north-west of masulipatam. 

the patterned goods, described in travel accounts and company 
correspondences as ‘prints’, were designed either on calico or muslin, 
with coloured patterns produced by the indigenous processes. the 
work was done mainly on the coast, where the industry was closely 
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adapted to the needs of the foreign markets, situated principally 
in Java and further to the East. Each of these markets had its own 
peculiar tastes. So it was essential for merchants interested in those 
markets to be in close touch with the centres of supply, where alone 
they could be certain of procuring exactly what was in demand. 
the golconda coast was the best place to buy plain goods, while its 
superior dye-stuffs, indigo for blue and chay-root for red, together 
with various vegetable-yellows, provided a wide range of colour. 
for patterned goods on the other hand, production centre in the 
town of pulicat, twenty five miles north of madras city was much 
favoured.

the polities of the region also took keen interest to develop a 
congenial atmosphere for the growth of commercial activities. 
in the period prior to the sixteenth century, one notices that the 
cholas and the pallavas dominated the setting. By the year 1500 
cE, the region of our study was already in the sway of the mighty 
vijaynagar kingdom. But there were several local centres of power 
which had sprouted under different nayaks within the kingdom. 
later on in the seventeenth century, the golconda kingdom also 
catered to the interests of the international commerce. the great 
port of masulipatam is the thriving example in this context.

our fictive character now takes leave from the coromandel 
coast by embarking on a ship sailing for malacca. the ships from 
the coromandel generally used to leave in the month of September 
to reach malacca in october42. it is only after about a month long 
trail that the ship would reach the malay straits.

The Maritime World of Archipelago  
Southeast Asia

from the coast that produced a variety of textiles, one transverse 
across the Bay of Bengal with the fictive spirit to the “The Land 
below the Winds”43. the itinerants have wonderfully captured the 
picture of the region of Southeast asia. the mainland fragment 
also gathers considerable interest though it is distinctly apart 
from the insular part. in order to venture to the archipelago, 
one had to cross the Straits of malacca which had the busiest 
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and the most important entrepôt of the sixteenth as well of the 
seventeenth centuries-malacca. a sojourn at this port becomes 
essential due to its very significance in the trading world. Heading 
off from malacca towards the south, one would encounter myriad 
islands of different sizes and extents. these islands comprised the 
archipelago. the frequency of the ports and islands increase as a 
ship sailed farther and farther deep in this part. Being the largest 
archipelago in the world with unique tropical traits, it presented 
itself as an effervescent region. 

Southeast asia had come into limelight in the world of 
commerce much earlier than coromandel. the region was known 
for its aromatic spices. Being a large region, two divisions can be 
easily discerned on the basis of a simple physiographical appraisal. 
these are the mainland and the archipelago. at the beginning of 
the sixteenth century, an italian wanderer, ludovico di varthema 
had understood the region in terms of the mainland and insular 
part.44 Exploring the linkages and the portuguese presence therein 
becomes more interesting in the insular part. in the mainland 
region barring malacca there was neither an official or unofficial 
settlement of the portuguese. arakan, pegu and Siam [that are 
located in the mainland] which are the names often spelt in the 
travel-accounts and documents were known to have contacts with 
the trading world of coromandel. But the unique polity structure 
and the European presence that developed in the archipelago holds 
more interest.

the insular region was the one that comprised of both official as 
well as unofficial portuguese settlements. ironically, it was here that 
the dutch, English and the Spanish had their headquarters in the 
seventeenth century while important portuguese settlements were 
strewn over. therefore, when one studies the commercial networks 
and subsequently the portuguese retreat there are many queer facts 
that line up making the theme fascinating as well as perplexing. the 
major share of market for the piece goods was in the archipelago. 
there were varieties of cloths that were in demand. Besides in the 
mainland, other than malacca (if one brings varthema and tarling’s 
demarcation into use) that was the official portuguese settlement, 
there was no other port that fell under this classification. malacca 
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also lay in fact, in the malay Straits in the peninsular part of the 
mainland but acted as a gateway to the archipelago. the basic 
clash of interests among the European powers took place here, as 
it was the spice-producing region. pepper, cloves and nutmeg were 
produced in East malaysia, indonesia, Brunei and the philippines. 
tomé pires’s statement marks sumptuously the potentiality of 
the region: “The Malay merchants say that God made Timor for 
sandalwood and Banda for mace and Maluku for cloves, and that 
thus merchandise is not known anywhere in the world except in these 
place.”45

So resuming the sojourn of the region with imaginary itinerant, 
one reaches malacca whose manifold facets could engross any 
visitor. located on the malay straits, it was undoubtedly one of the 
biggest entrepôt of the times. at the onset of the sixteenth century, 
varthema noted that- “more ships arrive here than any other place 
in the world, and especially there come here all sorts of spices and 
an immense quantity of other merchandise.”46 the hinterland of 
malacca that was a tiny sultanate on a bughâz47, did not produce 
anything substantial rather much of its provisions were bought in. 
its richness was not only due to the location but was also based on 
the fact that the polities created a cohesive atmosphere as tome 
pires has stressed greatly. if we chronologically observe how the 
various malaccan kings took keen interest in the growth of trade, 
then a clear picture would emerge on how and why this port city 
grew so rich. in the contemporary European accounts the best 
picture of the region has been drawn by pires. 

the second ruler of malacca, muhammad iskandar Shah tried 
to improve relations with Siam and Java.[according to varthema, 
malacca paid tribute to Siam]. due to his diplomacy, trade between 
pasai and malacca sprang which made some ‘moorish’ merchants, 
Bengalis, parsees and arabian muslims moved from thence to 
malacca. during the reign of the third king of malacca, muzaffar 
Shah, the port was frequented by a large number of merchants 
belonging to different lands. Since the merchants had found a 
good abode, pase’s glory as a trading centre started diminishing. 
the merchants could drop their anchor at malacca through the 
year which proved to be an asset for the merchants as well as the 
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port. this was the biggest advantage malacca had over any other 
port in asia. all sorts of commodities were available that made 
it a convenient business-related place as well. So the trading class 
whose living depended on the profits it incurred from commercial 
practices started getting glued to malacca due to good returns 
it got in the profession. the interest of muzaffar Shah is best 
observed through pires statement-“The king of Malacca dealt kindly 
and reasonably with them, which is a thing that greatly attracts 
merchants, especially the foreigners. He took pleasure in being in the 
city much more often than he went on hunting, so that he could hear 
and decide about the abuses and tyrannies which Malacca creates on 
account of its great position and trade.”48 

Besides the polity of malacca imparting a serious role in the 
development of trade, there was another reason that sprouted 
commerce at this port so well. modern scholars indicate to the 
existence of poly-centred polity. Such polities have been perceived 
as ‘kingdom’ by Barbara watson andaya, who understood it to be 
a “coalescence of localized power centers, ideally bound together not 
by force but through complex interweaving of links engendered by 
blood connections and obligations.”49 this is very true in the case 
of malacca. kinship ties were of utmost importance and most of 
the tiny kingdoms in Southeast asia were inter-related to each 
other through matrimonial alliances or simply due to trade. king 
alauddin, for instance, always had kings of pahang, kampar and 
indragiri at malacca. pires observed50 how in part trade defined 
allegiance of neighbouring kings of malacca towards the port 
state. it seems that the kinship ties were important and this was 
the traditional way to rule. Besides there was also a concept of 
tributary states prevalent much before the establishment of the 
malaccan Sultanate. assuming such titles whose meaning was 
grand like- Raja Quda which meant king of the horses; Raja Baya 
alias Sam Agy Jaya Baya which meant great lord of nations; Sam 
Agy Jaya Taton meaning lord of all; Batara Tamarill which stood 
for pure king ; Batara Tomarjill meaning king of the lands and 
lords of the islands; Sam Agi Palimbaão meaning lord of all for- 
explicitly connotes the attitude of the polity.
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another reason can be sorted from the references one comes 
across in malay annals. a case in point is one of the narratives 
from Sĕjarah Mĕlayu, which is a collection of anecdotes about 
malacca. this pertains to the king of kedah and the genus of 
relation he had with the Sultan of malacca. in it, is referred how 
the raja of kedah went to malacca to pay homage and ask for the 
drum of Sovereignty and how it was granted to him.51 this was 
the way traditional kinship ties were maintained. contrary to this 
image that we get from malacca, anthony reid has pointed that 
the rulers in insular Southeast asia were always ‘in tension with 
the tenuousness of their power base’52. it is also true that the legal 
and bureaucratic basis of the polities was still fragile in most of 
the cases. a malaccan noble expressed his opinion regarding the 
difficulties he had to face while being an administrator as: “As 
far us who administer territory, what concern is that of yours? For 
territory is territory even if it is only the size of a coconut shell. What 
we think should be done we do, for the ruler is not concerned with the 
difficulties we administrators encounter, he only takes account of the 
good results we achieve.”53

the bitterness of the malaccan noble towards the Sultanate 
can be well-understood. it cannot be disregarded though. at the 
same time one can also discern that the administration of malacca 
was very well-knit and was devised towards catering commercial 
activities. it has already been noted how polity and trading activities 
were interdependent in the case of malacca since the very early 
days. in order to maintain such a great commercial traffic there 
was a hierarchy of officers which administered this tiny kingdom. 
the foremost place was occupied by Paduca Raja, who was the 
captain-general of malacca. a sort of viceroy, who came next in the 
hierarchy to the king in the administration, reverence was paid to 
him by the mandarins as well as by the bemdara and lasemana, who 
were next in the chain of command. in the absence of the aforesaid 
Paduca Raja, it was the Bemdara who acted as the highest official 
in the kingdom.54 pires noted that he could order a person to death 
whether it was a nobleman or a foreigner. But before taking any 
action he informed the king and both of them decided the matter 
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in consultation with the Lasemana55 and the Tumunguo. Besides 
he was the king’s guard and every knight and mandarin obeyed his 
orders. though he was as important as the Bemdara but in matters 
relating to war his position exceeded and was more feared of. the 
chief magistrate of the city was known as the Tumunguo. pires 
noted that the person who occupied this office was the one who 
had great esteem. Besides taking care of the law and order, he was 
also entitled to collect the dues on the merchandise. 

Besides these officers, there was another major category of 
representatives of the king who interacted with the various 
diaspora56 trading at malacca. these were called as Xabamdares 
or the municipal officers. after receiving the captain of a ship, the 
Xabamdar took them to the Bemdara. Besides this, the Xabamdares 
were also responsible to allot warehouses to captains, dispatch 
their merchandise, provide them with lodging if they have the 
documents and also provide them with elephants. in order to cater 
to the needs of large trading diaspora, there were four Xabamdares 
in number. this classification was based on the region from which 
the merchants came. there was hence a Xabamdar for gujaratis, 
who according to pires was the most important of all. another 
Xabamdar catered to the needs of Bunuaqujlim57 Bengalees and 
merchants from pegu and pase. the Javanese, moluccans, Luções 
and those from Banda, palembang and Tamjompura were allocated 
to another Xabamdar. the fourth one was appointed to take care 
of the chinese merchants and those from Lequeos, chancheo and 
champa.58 Besides, there are also cabaẽes who were noblemen 
and amoks who were the knights by profession. the much known 
indigenous source used for studying melaka, Sĕjarah Mĕlayu, also 
reasoned a well-structured administration for the prosperity of 
malacca59 for the polity at malacca had understood the importance 
of trade to the city-state.

in such an environment where the administration was so well-
knit, a malaccan noble was suppose to perform his duties with 
full rigour which unquestionably led to sullen attitude sometimes. 
the profit at the same time derived from the commercial activities 
was also immense and in actual it provided subsistence to the port 
state. Six percent was collected as dues from the merchants who 
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came from the west of malacca. the ones who came from the 
mainland like pegu and Siam paid dues on the merchandize and 
a present on the provisions. the malayans paid three percent as 
the dues. pires’s 60 observations indicate that giving presents was a 
norm of the day. the position of the Xambander was of immense 
importance so much so that good presents were endowed to him 
by the merchants to be in good terms with the higher people in the 
administrative hierarchy. another mode of the payment that pires 
refers to was the system of dues. this was also a way to estimate 
the worth of commodities the ship had in it. for this purpose, five 
keling61 merchants and five belonging to other regions were called 
and in presence of a Tumungam and the Bemdara’s brother they 
would make the valuation.62

of all the trading groups present in malacca, the keling 
merchants had assumed immense importance. on an average in 
a year, there were three or four ships carrying varying amount of 
cotton bales-some of them just twelve to fifteen thousand cruzados 
while others twelve to fifteen thousand cruzados. Bringing around 
thirty varieties of rich cloth, they were in fact the richest lot in 
the mercantile category. pires noted that: “These Klings have all the 
merchandise and more of the Malacca trade than any other nation.”63 
on their return journey the kelings carried white sandalwood. this 
commodity seemed to be in great demand as sometimes there were 
ten ships in a year which carried it though red sandalwood was 
produced in the hinterland. Besides this they also took camphor, 
alum, white silk, seed-pearls, pepper, a little of nutmeg, mace 
and cloves. copper was another commodity which was in great 
demand though tin was not so much in demand. Beside these items 
which the kelings procured for the , there were chinese brocades, 
gold, damasks, calambac and fruseleira of the lowest quality which 
also were the item of trade. it seems that the kelings were in the 
good books of the malaccan polity because sometimes they also 
travelled from malacca to pulicat in malaccan junks.

Besides malacca, one also needs to have a cursory glance of 
the parallel situation in the insular parts. the majapahit rulers 
reigned in east Java between 1293 and 1528 cE. they made every 
possible effort to provide internal peace and security to smoothen 
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commercial activities. kenneth Hall pointed that “the relationship 
between Majapahit’s kings and its merchants grew so close that some 
sources both local and foreign, considered Java’s spice merchants 
to be little more than monarch’s trade agents, ”64 although this 
seems to be an exaggeration. this very point shows the proximity 
of the majapahit king’s to the activities of trade and helps us to 
understand that how close were the two related. with the pace of 
time, the mataram state based in central Java was established by 
coastal communities had defeated the majapahits.

thus all these polities gave impetus to economic activities in 
some way or the other. the trade provided the essential resource 
base that led to the formation of states along with the development 
of maritime townships. this is exemplified by the formation 
of states like laos, aceh, Bantam, Banjarmosin, makassar and 
ternate. these local polities formed themselves into states for 
the first time in the “age of commerce”, i.e., in the period between 
fifteenth and seventeenth centuries. the geographical location of 
the places of the region described till now was such that each of 
them assumed importance in its own way. the growing nature of 
trade made them pleasant to stay. But the most strategic location 
was of the Straits of malacca. it was an area through which the 
vessels passed from the east to west and thus goods from its east or 
west could be procured. the power that could dominate it stood to 
benefit it enormously from the commerce that passed through it.

freek colombijn in a case study of Sumatra has explained the 
nature of states in Southeast asia in terms of volatility. according 
to him, the states were volatile in the sense that the size of the 
individual states changed frequently. there were cases the ruler 
moved his state capital under forced circumstances. the death of 
a ruler sometimes was caused by a dynastic struggle, which was 
so common in malacca of the fifteenth century. in some cases, a 
local subordinate head either ignored or took over the central state 
power. So, in short, the states underwent through frequent cycles 
of rise and decline.65 another point which colombijn stressed was 
that the key to the success of Southeast asian polities was not to 
control over land but to gain control over the people. the rulers 
lost control over the subjects desperately. the class of people who 
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generally lived in the royal core domain were slaves, debtors, close 
family members and villagers who were dependent on the ruler. 
However this class was just a meagre. the rulers used indirect 
method of alliances with local heads, princes, or state officials to 
bring the rest of population under his control. these intermediaries 
enjoyed a great degree of autonomy.66 

it appears that all the above mentioned methods can be 
understood in the way the state of malacca arose freeing itself from 
palembang. as noted by pires: “When Sam Agi Palimbaão died, 
he left a son, a great knight and a very warlike man, whom they 
called Paramjçura, which means ‘The bravest man’ in the Palembang 
Javanese tongue. He was married to a niece of Batara Tamarill who 
was called Paramjçure67, and when he realised how nobly he was 
married and how great was his power in the neighbouring islands 
which were under his brother-in-law’s jurisdiction, he rose against the 
vassalage and obedience and called himself the Great Exempt.”68 Still 
further if one sees how the allegiance to malacca was maintained, 
then one cannot miss out certain Sumatran polities. the kingdom 
of rokan [or Jrcan] named after the river rokan had no king for 
instance. instead, it had a mandarin who was a vassal of the late 
king of malacca. He had helped the later in wars. Similarly, the 
kingdom of rupat and purim had the same obligations to malacca 
as those of rokan. in fact all the three of them either provided 
manpower during a war or rowers with their prahus. the irony 
was that most of the population of these little kingdoms comprised 
of the celates, who were termed as sea-robbers in malay. Still the 
malaccan polity made use of their manpower. what can be a better 
example of the scarcity of human muscles which made the polities 
to take the help of the so-called ‘robbers’?

after this comprehensive but lengthy description of the gateway 
to insular Southeast asia and the nature of the polities, one has 
to travel further in the archipelago to comprehend the polity 
and commerce of the region in a more cohesive manner. So, one 
moves with the itinerant towards the lands that were the potpourri 
of spices. Hiring a junk would enable a traveller to sail smoothly 
because as the sail moves more towards south and south-east, 
the topography would change. the first island which would be 
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encountered is Sumatra. if december is the month of travel then 
one could encounter a thick gusty and rainy weather. Sumatra has 
generally been described as the great, rich and populous island. it 
comprised of many kingdoms. the prominent among those were- 
the kingdoms of achin (achei) and Biar lambry, pedir, pirada, 
pase (paçee), Bata, aru, arcat, Jambi, and palembang. a popular 
saying about the Sumatran and the mainland polities exposed the 
long standing quarrels amongst them. the saying related the fights 
is shortened as: “Aru against Malacca, Achin against Pedir, Pedir 
against Kedah and Siam, Pahang against Siam on the other side, 
Palembang against Linga, Celates against Bugis(Bajus), etc’, and all 
these nations fight one against the other and they are very rarely 
friends.”69 So though the polities were chequered in nature but the 
binding factor amongst was nonetheless but commerce. almost all 
of the kingdoms carried the products of the land to malacca and 
in return generally brought the ‘kling cloth’70. the cloth from the 
that was disembarked at malacca was a popular item of exchange 
in tapobrana or Sumatra. 

the island as a whole had been rich in resources of which the 
tradable ones can be listed. Some of these were gold which was 
mined in great quantities, two kinds of edible camphor, pepper, 
silk, benzoin, honey, wax, pitch, sulphur and cotton. Besides these, 
there was abundance of rattans71, and canes used to make mats. 
it was also used like coir or esparto and served as a string to tie 
up things. rice, meat, wine and fruits were in abundance. But 
pepper from pedir72 was the most wanted product. this pepper 
was long in size which was called molaga. varthema noted in pedir 
that business was at its brim due to trade in pepper as reflected in 
his statement: “I saw here in one street about five hundred money-
changers, and these because a very great number of merchants come 
to this city, where they carry on a very extensive traffic. …”73 pedir 
seems to have been booming with trade. though the number of 
money-changers seems to be an exaggerated figure, nevertheless 
one can discern that there were many who were lured to this 
business. varthema’s statement is complemented by Barbosa’s 
observation who reported too much pepper cultivation in this 
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land. further he pointed that it was the principal kingdom of the 
Moors.74 this shows that the most established trading community 
might have been islamic.

prior to the rise of malacca, it was pacem75 which dominated as 
the port near this funnel shaped strait. the keling merchants used 
to be present in this port as well. pacem had the right to one maz 
76on every bahar of merchandise that was exported. unlike any 
other port, it levied on anchorage but it depended on whether it 
was a ship or a junk. However, as far as foodstuffs were concerned, 
nothing was to be paid. only a present was given in exchange. on 
the other merchandise that came from the western parts, six per 
cent on the cost was levied. the practice of selling and buying 
slaves was also known in this part of the world. So on every slave 
that was brought there to be sold, five mazes of gold was charged. 
the merchandise that was taken out, whether it was pepper or any 
other commodity, one maz per bahar was levied that had to be 
paid. though pacem was a great trading centre but it could not 
cater to the building of great junks. this was due to the critical 
resource factor. in fact, neither pacem nor pedir had a single junk 
but they had lancharas. it was at malacca that junks were bought by 
the polities/merchants of pasai and pedir. the merchants of pase 
also bought junks from other merchants who visited this port from 
other places to trade. the scarcity in the country of jaty wood [teak 
wood], which was used to make strong junks was the reason which 
hampered the construction of cargo vessels.

another category of vessels that dominated the trading as well 
pillaging world of Sumatra were the paráos. more adapted for 
speed rather than carrying more cargoes, these were small vessels 
which could even transverse through small river inlets. used by 
the people of the kingdom of aru and ropat, these vessels were 
used for robberies to sustain their livelihood. Celates were the class 
of people who were known for committing sea robberies. from the 
picture drawn by the contemporary accounts, it seems that they 
did not owe allegiance to any power rather acted as a substitute 
force as the circumstances arose. making their livelihood from 
the sea, they usually hovered the malay straits. in case of malacca 
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for example, they helped parmesvara, to settle at this entrepôt. 
when paramesvara fled from palembang, the celates accompanied 
and some thirty of them went all along protecting his life. while 
parmesvara was in palembang, they would serve him as fishermen; 
after that they may come to Singapore, where they would stay at 
karimun (Carjmam), an island near the channel. at the time when 
parmesvara moved to muar, again, some of them came to live in 
the place which is now known as malacca; the place being five 
leagues from muar.77

not calling on at aceh or achin, the greatest indigenous power 
of the island of Sumatra during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries would be inexcusable for many a reasons. located on the 
north western tip of the island, the place acquired a great resonance 
which one knows from the history of the retreat of the portuguese 
in Southeast asia. another port which became the headquarters of 
the English in Southeast asia was Bencoolen. after the appraisal 
of the various kingdoms of Sumatra, one can sail towards Java. 
any traveller who wished to further steer his oars on the road 
to the insular part had to be wary of corsairs. But he had to be 
more aware of the sea. Both pires and varthema indicated it in 
their travelogues. varthema along with his company, for instance 
wanted to visit the Spice islands. a discussion at pedîr whether 
they could further venture safely i.e. if it was secure from robbers 
and corsairs, and the subsequent conversation between him and 
his conversant are worth noting. the reply to varthema’s query 
goes as follows: “That secure from robbers we might go, but not from 
the chances of the sea”; and they said that we could not go to the 
said island with that large ship. My companion said : “What means 
then might there be for going to this island?” They answered: “That 
it was necessary to purchase a chiampana [sampan, junk], ” that is, 
a small vessel, of which many are found there…”78 this dialogue 
indicates that the fear of people who looted at the sea was less as 
compared the sea which was the cause of more anxiety. there was 
a need, hence, to sail in indigenous crafts like sampan which had 
been built to adapt to the dangerous waters. 

the insular part was known for its tropical climate and 
vegetation. a sort of skill and technique were required to transverse 
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through such a tropical area. like the coromandel coast where 
indigenous vessels used to pass through rough harbours, similar 
was the case with Southeast asia where sampan like vessels were 
required to pass through rough seas. thus the decisive factor in 
both the regions was the question of accessibility. the indigenous 
vessels particular to the area helped the Europeans in both the 
region. in archipelago Southeast asia, the vessel was sometimes 
called, austronesian or malayo-polynesian or simply prohu has 
been well delineated in the nautical literature. its most abiding 
features were – a keel, a hull built by joining planks to the keel, and 
then to each other by means of wooden dowels. iron nails were 
not used. this was a practical small freight vessel, which had been 
in use for many years in many parts of indonesia. in the age of 
sail, these vessels carried cargoes from amount between 4 to 40 
tonnes across the seas of Southeast asia. However, in the fifteenth 
and the sixteenth centuries, it was not this vessel that dominated 
the trading routes. much larger vessels with two or three masts 
and with many features of the prahu like dowelled hulls, double 
rudders, keels continued most of the longer distance and tonnage. 
these have been unanimously described as junks.79

in the seventeenth century, if one crossed the Sunda straits, 
then the dutch banner swaying with the breeze could be noticed. 
this was Batavia or calapa as was known to the indigenous 
populace. it was headquarter of the dutch East india company 
and had occupied the site of the old city of djakarta [the seat of a 
Javanese kingdom] since 1619 cE. it was a magnificent port where 
according to pires “trade is greatest and whither they all sail from 
Sumatra, and Palembang, Laue, Tamjompura, Malacca, Makassar, 
Java and Madura and many other places.”80 located on the island of 
Java81, south of equator, this isle had also been known for a number 
of kingdoms.82 on the western side of the island lay another place 
called Bantam83. it was an independent kingdom at the beginning 
of the seventeenth century and was famous for pepper production. 
alexander Hamilton noted as late in 1727 cE that “the only Product 
of Bantam is Pepper, wherein it abounds so much that they can export 
10, 000 Tuns per annum.”84 linschoten did not fail to mention 
the locale of the pepper creepers. the place has been marked 
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as Sunda calapa, which lay to the east of Bantam.85 an English 
factory was established there in 1603 cE which was in existence 
till 1682 cE when the dutch interlopers ousted the English. like 
most of the places in this part of the world, the revenues of Bantam 
were dependent on shipping. peter floris who was a merchant, 
for instance noted that even upon the insistence of his company, 
the Pangaran86of Bantam did not exempt them from duties. the 
reason the latter cited was that ‘the King was att greate charges and 
his revenewes butt little, and yf hee shoulde receyve nothing of suche 
shipps, who then woulde bee able to doe it?’87 

Besides pepper there were other products for which the 
island of Java was known. rice, along with various kinds of foul 
and vegetables were abundant. there was also a known trade of 
slaves. pires noted that “two or three junks come from malacca to 
Sunda every year for slaves, rice and pepper”88. like other people 
in Southeast asia, the Javanese also very often came to malacca 
to trade. they brought cargo in lancharas, and also in ships of 
a hundred and fifty tons. the kingdom also had junks. other 
commodities which fetched good prices in the market were mace, 
cloves, nutmegs, black as well as white benioin and camphor. these 
products were bartered with assorted cloths from india of which 
the bales from coromandel also figured in the list. Besides the 
linen from the south-eastern coast of india, a special reference was 
made to the ‘painted Tapen from S. Thomas’89. the clothes brought 
by the keling merchants-balachos and atobalachos- also figure in 
their list. 

pires unlike Barros does not seem to compartmentalize between 
Sunda and Java. giving a general account of the people and 
mannerisms of Sunda [Java], he observed that: “Sunda is [land of] 
chivalrous, seafaring warriors-they say more so than the Javanese, 
taking them all in all…. The people on the sea coast get on well with 
the merchants in the land. They are accustomed to trade.”90 So it was 
trade again that integrated this island largely. another noticeable 
characteristic of the island was the practise of islam. according to 
duarte Barbosa, the inhabitants of the hinterland are “Heathens” 
but the ones who dominate the sea-haven are “moors”91. tome 
pires also attested to this fact and wrote in great detail how Java 
was islamized. 
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after leaving Java major one would encounter an array of islands 
of various sizes. travelling further along the coast south-east, the 
exponent would reach Bali, lombok and Java minor, in that order. 
Java minor was also known as Sumbava in the contemporary 
nautical literature and was known to be a place well-furnished 
with victuals. all these lands brought slaves and horses to sell in 
Java from where in return they took cloth. Beyond these islands 
there lay the island of Bima. known for its brazil-wood, this was 
taken to malacca to be sold in the mart. from malacca, this wood 
was further loaded in the ships going to china. Besides, slaves and 
horses were meant for the market of Java. it was normal for the 
people travelling to Banda and the moluccas to call here for they 
bought clothes here which sold well further east.92 continuing the 
journey further east in the archipelago the exponent would arrive 
at Solor. flores and timor which were collectively known as the 
lesser Sunda islands. a small village of larantuka on flores also 
attracted the portuguese interest later. 

Solor supplied foodstuffs to malacca. Sulphur which according 
to pires was found in abundance was also supplied to malacca 
and from there it was re-exported to cochin china. timor 
occupied a great importance in micro-regional as well as macro-
regional commerce. it was one of the few official settlements of 
the portuguese in Southeast asia. the white sandalwood was the 
specific product of the island which made it assume a place of 
significance in the world of commerce. it was of great value in india 
and persia.93 in exchange for this product, they procured varieties of 
cloth at malacca among which the cloth from ‘paleacate’ which was 
balachos and cotabalachos figured prominently. antonio Bocarro, 
a contemporary portuguese chronicler wrote in 1635 about the 
prosperity of Solor and the flourishing sandalwood trade from 
timor with macao.94 the Europeans generally visited the island 
periodically for sandalwood but trade and later conversions were 
centred on Solor. in these lesser Sunda islands, the dominican 
missionaries preached christianity in the sixteenth as well as the 
seventeenth centuries. 

most of the contemporary travellers found the voyage to timor 
remunerative but unhealthy. Sailing in the narrow seas, which had 
reefs and shoals caused problems in navigation. only the skilled 
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indigenous sailors were trained and equipped to handle a vessel. 
that is why one notices that the Europeans hired the indigenous 
pilots to navigate in these parts. another factor which ruled was 
the flow of winds. for instance, the vessels which were bound for 
Banda journeyed from malacca in the monsoon season. Between 
the islands of Bima and Solor, the sea was known to be full of reefs 
which caused many accidents. So in order to avert such miseries, 
the ships started passing through the channel where the risk was 
less. the ships that were destined from malacca to the Spice islands 
took the following course: malacca-Java- Batu tara-Buru- thence 
either to Banda or to the moluccas. the one with fictive character 
has already voyaged till Solor and timor and is now ordained to 
enter the world of the land of spices.

making a sojourn at Batutara [komba island] would be better 
before taking the route to Banda or amboina [amboyna]. the Banda 
isles were known for the production of nutmeg and mace. Being 
six in number- lontar, ai, run, rozengain, nailaka and gunong 
api- they attracted considerable attraction because of the products 
and good anchorage. a great quantity of mace was produced in 
the above-mentioned five islands respectively. describing nutmeg 
and how from it mace was produced, linschoten very aptly noted 
the process.95 the nutmeg was known to the indigenous populace 
as Palla and the mace was known as Buna Palla. there were two 
varieties of nutmegs that were produced. the long variety was called 
Males and the rounded one was considered better and stronger. 
considered good for cold and digestion, the people of Banda also 
extracted oil from this fruit and preserved it in sugar for its use 
year around. the Javanese and the malays used to procure cloth to 
sell in Banda which was a novelty besides nutmeg and mace being 
the main production of the isle, clove was also sold. loads of cloves 
were brought from the moluccas to amboyna and from amboyna 
to Banda for the sails.

travelling further from Banda in search of more spices, the 
itinerant would reach ceram and from there he would advance 
on to amboyna. the island of amboyna did not produce much 
quantity of spices. clove96 was the main produce of the island. the 
ships that were on their way to the moluccas from malacca did 
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stop here for refreshments and fresh water. from here the narrator 
can travel further towards the northern side in order to procure for 
more cloves which one finds on reaching the moluccas. though 
the name moluccas or maluku, has been used over the years in 
a wider sense, but geographically it was a collective name to five 
small islands producing cloves. these islands are: ternate, tidore, 
motir, makian and Bacan. of these only ternate was the official 
realm of the portuguese while tidore constituted the unofficial 
part.

among these islands, ternate was the most attracted one. Being 
a good site for anchorage as well as having a healthy air and a good 
product to buy, ternate was preferred by Europeans greatly. there 
were merchants of other asian diasporas also who came to trade on 
this island. at the beginning of the sixteenth century, the populace 
of this island had already accepted islam. Besides an enormous 
clove production which was harvested generally six times in a year, 
it also produced some coarse cloth. But it was supplemented by 
the one brought from cambay along with patterned clothes from 
other places which were of great value. travelling further with 
the eloquent narrator one would reach tidore. the people of this 
isle had first understood the value of the cloves from the chinese 
traders. a sixteenth century Spanish traveller, antonio pigafetta 
who visited tidore pointed that the moluccans “did not care for the 
cloves” until muslims began visiting tidore and ternate in 1470 
cE.97 though people of this island were also practising islam, the 
polities of ternate and tidore even then were at loggerheads. Half 
of the island of motir, according to pires, was subject of tidore.98 
the king of tidore and motir brought cloves of their lands to the 
island of makian to be sold there. this was because the latter island 
had a very good port. So these three islands were inter-dependent 
on each other. the last of these islands, Bacan produced cloves 
which were very distinct as compared to that produced in other 
islands in the group. Having a good port as well, it made the 
commerce easy and sustainable. it also produced a great amount 
of pitch, as reported.

travelling from Bacan towards the south, one would reach 
Seram which is located opposite to amboyna. Steering the sail 
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in a westerly direction would make the navigator to land at the 
celebes. makassar, a port situated on the extreme south-western 
part of the peninsula of celebes. this port had trading contacts 
with Borneo, Java, and malacca and as far as Siam. after crossing 
makassar, one would reach the great island of Borneo. known as 
the great store-house of camphor, this was a trading commodity 
also across the Bay of Bengal. Barbosa noted that the camphor 
produced was edible and worth its measure in silver. He records 
that the merchants “carry in powder in cane tubes to Narsyngua, 
Malabar and Daquem.”99Besides the malaccans, the chinese, the 
Siamese and other merchants also frequented the marts of Borneo 
for trading. the cloth brought by the keling merchants had a great 
market here. the fictive itinerant having travelled through the 
biggest archipelago of the world now commences his return voyage 
to the straits of malacca. the sea being rough between Borneo 
and Java, travellers were often suggested to take a larger vessel at 
Borneo. it would take a month to reach malacca from thence. 

in all these places located far and beyond the lesser Sunda 
islands, spice production and trading was a common occurrence. 
Besides this there is some kind of commonality that can be observed 
in the food habits. rice, sago and fish comprised their staple diet. 
in fact the observation of pyrard de laval is accurate in this sense. 
He commented on Banda, Borneo, Sumatra, Java and the moluccas 
as: “ I content myself with speaking of them altogether, because they 
are inhabited by the same people, and lie under the same parallel and 
climate, with the same temperature or in temperature. The air is not 
very healthy, but rather the reverse; and food is very dear- nay, very 
frequently cannot be got for money; for the supply by sea is not to be 
depended on.”100

thus with a cursory glance at the world of coromandel and 
insular Southeast asia with the fictive traveller gave the insight of 
the region of our study. the so-called mysterious world of the land 
of spices and the wide circulation of the varieties of cloth procured 
by the ‘klings’ from the coromandel in the nooks and corners of 
Southeast asia has enabled to visualize how the whole macro-
region was united in a world of its own. this was the world which 
the portuguese explored, tried to monopolize and establish their 
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presence in the sixteenth century for which they had to witness an 
immense competition in the succeeding hundred years.
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▶ 2 ◀

Across the Littoral: Portuguese Presence  
in the World of Coromandel and  

Archipelago Southeast Asia

the sea from time immemorial has bonded various littorals 
and the communities that nestled along its shores. the 
maritime world of coromandel and archipelago Southeast 

asia were also part of the same coherent process that had been 
in existence for long. commerce, no doubt was the factor that 
controlled the dynamics of this linkage. So this world was always 
on the commercial move. from the mussoolas and catamarans of 
the coromandel coast to junks, lancharas and prohus of insular 
Southeast asia- all of them catered to this bustling trade network. 
the portuguese made efforts to discover this world in the early 
sixteenth century. they were able to understand the importance 
of port-state of malacca that led to its subsequent conquests. 
malacca being the initial point of portuguese explorations in the 
archipelago, various veins of trade were traced by the iberians that 
were soon bound to come within the ambit of their control. in order 
to understand portuguese presence in the region, there is a need 
to understand firstly how and why they came to this part of the 
globe. it is a later story though as the portuguese ventures became 
more deeply entrenched in the commercial world of the indian 
ocean under Estado da Índia that the nature of their presence was 
classified as official and unofficial.1
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the testimonies of periplus, marco polo, ibn Battuta and the 
likes mark the arabs as a dominant mercantile community in 
the web of commerce that lay across the indian ocean. their 
mercantile and navigational knowledge were the resources the 
portuguese acquired in their future endeavors. the aroma of the 
spices that had reached Europe through the red Sea trade pursued 
the portuguese to reach asia though prestor John had also gathered 
their attention. So among the many prevalent linkages across 
the indian ocean, the coromandel-Southeast asia connection 
began to dominate the portuguese mindset. the earliest date for 
this contact is distinctly recorded around the first century cE as 
per the archaeological finds. the functional contact between the 
two regions, as has already been noticed in the previous chapter 
was based largely on the exchange of spices with the coromandel 
textiles and vice versa. the portuguese venture in this trade stood 
beneficial. Besides, the commercial activities, the portuguese also 
influenced the indigenous people, at least in the area of settlement. 
gradually there developed a heritage that left its imprints in the 
time to come.

Portuguese Expansion and the Presumption  
about the “east”

prior to the invention of a compass, the stars and the coasts acted 
as guides for the ship on sail.2 in the ship, there was a master and 
below him were other men. the master was the one who knew 
the art of navigating. in case a disastrous storm stuck the ship 
by a sudden surprise, the master would find himself and his art 
at the losing end. many ships were lost in this way. later on, the 
invention of the compass with the magnetic needle directed the 
travellers on their journeys through the land and through the vast 
seas. in the renaissance period, the italians invented the art of 
printing, making guns and perhaps the compasses too. when the 
portuguese entered in the waters of the indian ocean, they found 
that the compass was being used by “the mores, together with 
cards and Quadrants to observe both the Heavens and the Earth.”3 
the arab navigators who were basically merchants and guided 
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the portuguese in their search for exotic spices were the dominant 
mercantile group in the indian ocean trading world.4 

at the time of the discovery of lands in the ‘East’, the portuguese 
drew inspiration from two prevalent impulses–one was the spread 
of the greater glory, god and the other was making profits. it had 
surely led to a dramatic expansion in asia and the americas. But 
along with, there were other factors like the strategic and political 
ones that brought into being the expeditions. c.r. Boxer’s classic 
work about the portuguese expansion did classify the crusading 
zeal against the muslims, the desire for guinea gold, the quest for 
prestor John and the search for oriental spices5 as the basic motives 
behind the zest. the holy men of the company of Jesus or Jesuits, 
as they were known, spread the faith in the indian ocean world 
and assisted the portuguese. a study done by dauril alden6on this 
‘company’ reflects that it acted as the ‘portuguese assistancy’ in its 
seaborne empire. a. H. de oliveira marques observed the presence 
of a strong royal authority; the consequent disengagement from 
internal political problems; the national cohesion necessary 
for common efforts; the economic, social and other pressures 
pointing towards expansion; and a number of local conjectural 
circumstances, varying with time and the country.7

to these earlier studies, Sanjay Subrahmanyam added another 
important motive and reasoned that the portugal’s turning towards 
the sea was due to its strategic location and relatively limited 
agrarian resources. His explanation further about the involvement 
of conscious choices and a measure of serendipity cast in terms of a 
nationalism determined in a matrix of christian versus moor and 
portuguese versus castilian opposition holds true.8 portuguese 
enterprise can only be understood according to malyn newitt, 
when seen in the context of Europe’s commercial relations with the 
East, the adverse balance of trade and the search for bullion to cover 
the payments gap; the decline of the economies of the middle East 
and the shift of sugar production to the western mediterranean 
with the consequent rise in the demand for land and slave labour; 
the expansion of the genoese commercial empire in western and 
northern Europe and the making of the map making, shipping 
and commercial infrastructure that accompanied it; and finally in 
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terms of political and social struggles within portugal itself which 
generated the first impulse towards emigration- always a powerful 
undercurrent and often one of the principal driving forces of 
expansion.9

the “whys” behind the portuguese expansion, as the modern 
historiography portrays are very vital to understand Estado’s further 
endeavours in the indian ocean in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. keeping the modern writings in the background, one 
cannot relinquish the spirit of renaissance along with the centuries 
old traditions of seafaring at various times. it is well known that 
the exponents of the seafaring traditions were the philosophers of 
ancient greece, geographers of alexandria, the roman seafarers, 
the arab traders and the venetians and the genoese. the treaties 
about the ‘East’ like the periplus of the Eraythean Sea and the 
other indirect references also encouraged explorations. moreover 
prior to the voyage of vasco da gama, the image of the ‘East’  
was shrouded with mystery that developed myths and theories 
about it.

the human nature to know his surroundings and unfold 
the mysteries of the earth created some obnoxious theories 
from the very early times. this can be understood as a part of 
history of explorations. in the European context, there existed 
different deductions among quarters to understand the planet 
that remained axiomatic till late. the greeks, the earliest one 
among them claimed in their famous classic epic, ‘Odyssey’ that 
no ones geographical knowledge matched theirs. By the fifth 
century BcE, the pythagorean School had evolved the theory of 
a spherical earth-a theory which was deduced on philosophical 
grounds rather than empirical grounds and had been followed by 
the liberal-minded ever since .the greeks also gave birth to the 
concept of oikoumene or the area inhabited by greeks or by men 
of a like nature. though its limits were not known but it was felt 
that ocean, which covered the rest of the globe, bound the land 
of the oikoumene. it was plato who advanced the possibility of the 
land outside it, which he thought was towards the west. aristotle 
believed in a great southward as well as in the eastward extension. 
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along with the classical greek and roman writings, side by 
side another interesting advancement was taking place in the 
world of learning. this was the knowledge of geography and 
cartography, especially at the city of alexandria that had become a 
great center of learning after decline of the roman Empire. figures 
like ptolemy, Eratosthenes, Hipparchus and posidonis contributed 
greatly to the existing notions in geography. ptolemaic geography 
was a great addition as well as a transformation from the existing 
notion because this was the first time the map of world was 
sketched. along with the continents of Europe, africa and asia, 
the indian ocean was also marked, which was assumed to be the 
greater mediterranean. the perception was that it was enclosed by 
the land bridge that ran from East africa to south-eastern asia. a 
truncated indian peninsula and the golden chersonese (the malay 
peninsula) were featured in it. Beyond this was the Sinus magnus 
or great gulf, and beyond again the region where the african land 
bridge terminated. according to penrose, this latter feature gave 
rise to the portrayal of two malay peninsulas in the early sixteenth 
century cartography, while the concept of the indian ocean 
puzzled the portuguese and other Europeans before the arrival of 
vasco da gama.10 Such works formed the base of early travels and 
writings of the Europeans about asia in the fifteenth and in the 
later century. the misunderstanding or distorting of the geography 
in the quest to know the unknown or newly-explored regions was 
a common trait in them. 

the long-known tradition of arab geography also contributed 
to the enrichment of the European knowledge. its introduction was 
epitomized in the career of Edrisi (1100-1166 cE), a muslim from 
ceuta. albert magress and roger Bacon in the thirteenth century 
also contributed to the development of geography. further the 
contribution of ptolemaic geography11 by Jacobelus angelus (1406-
1410 cE) was a step forward. thus rich traditions of knowledge 
and learning provided a basic ground or more appropriately helped 
in the development of the background on which the portuguese 
worked as a part of their endeavors of maritime expansion. during 
the sixteenth, seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries, there were 
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no amazing advances made in the field of navigation. large ships 
with high capacity of load and greater speed along with the better 
control of the winds and utilization of sea currents remained the 
key features of navigation.

Besides such an array of developments in the geographical 
knowledge of the Europeans, there are insights that one gets from the 
contemporary texts about the latter’s perceptions of the indigenous 
populace. this is the usage of the terms like moor, Heathen, pagan, 
gentues, and Barbarian which were frequently used in the lingua 
of the times. the expression of these terms becomes more frequent 
in the case of Southeast asian archipelago. it can be possible that 
when an eloquent orator visited these places, he felt superior and 
so labeled such terms. or it could have been a method employed to 
justify the need to culture the ‘uncultured’ indigenous lot and thus 
legitimize the European domination over the territory. thus the 
issues of superiority and culturing the ‘uncultured’ ones were the 
dominant trends in the writing of the period. this is also reflected 
in the writings of the missionary orders who found the prospects 
of enhancing their faith among such children of god.

taking into consideration the case of the moluccas would 
explain European perceptions more evidently. the moluccas, 
which was the spice-producing zone, had caught attention of 
the portuguese on their first voyages to malacca. adjudging the 
prosperity of venice due to its involvement in spice trade, 12 the 
temptation to explore the moluccas could hardly be resisted. 
though the awareness of the spices was much prevalent in Europe 
yet varthema, an early sixteenth century traveller commented on 
the people of the moluccas as being “very weak of understanding, 
and in strength they have no vigour, but live like beasts.”13 Such 
a remark suggests that it was a pre-conceived notion and it is 
doubtable that varthema ever visited the region! Barbosa opined 
about the people of celebes as ‘flesh-eater’s’ which he justified by 
saying that “if the king of Maluco wishes to put to death any person 
condoned by law they beg him to be delivered to them to eat as if 
they were asking for a pig”.14 Such notes enhance strong contentions 
about the sort of sordid conceptions the travellers had. 
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there were other instances, which seem to show that the local 
population tried to instill fear in the minds of our narrators so that 
the latter kept away. while describing Sumatra, Barbosa speaks 
of the kingdom of aru, which comprised of ‘Heathens’ who were 
flesh eaters. continuing further, he mentioned, “every foreigner 
when they can take they eat without any pity whatsoever”.15 this 
could however be an exaggeration, for another contemporary pires 
acknowledges that: “the people of Aru are presumptuous and warlike 
and no one trusts them. If they do not steal they do not live, and 
therefore no one is friendly with them”.16 there is a sharp difference 
in the perception of Barbosa and pires, though both of them 
were almost contemporaries, traveling in the sixteenth century 
in asia. probably Barbosa did not like the nature of the people of 
aru, which made him simply regard them as “flesh-eaters”. So he 
acknowledged them with a term which is just not in agreement 
with other writings of the time. the later writings contest such 
views. John crawfurd, a high authority on the themes pertaining 
to Southeast asia condemned them and termed it to be false and 
worthless. writing in the late 19th century, alfred russel wallace 
with a refined bend of mind observed that: “Men of a superior race 
freely trade with men of a lower race. It extends trade no doubts for a 
time, but it demoralizes the native, checks true civilization, and does 
not lead to any permanent increase in the wealth of the country”.17

the perceptions about archipelago Southeast asia were still 
milder when compared with those of the ‘new world’. those 
pertaining to americas were obsessed with cannibalism and 
savagery.18 firstly, either it was the discourse of varthema, Barbosa 
or Barros, the construct of the other was authorized by the other. 
Secondly, the three stages identified by michael de certeau19 can be 
liberally applied for most of the itinerants proceeded with the idea 
of visiting east that was acclaimed for spices. the claims made by 
the early travellers were not entirely true. they either never visited 
the concerned area or just gave a hypothetical account or even if 
they ventured, they revealed similar picture so as to subjugate the 
‘other’. oliveira marques also noted that most of the geographical 
knowledge was transmitted to the portuguese not only through 
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the commercial and political currents connecting them with the 
rest of Europe, but also by the portuguese ambassadors, travellers, 
and pilgrims who returned home.20 in fact, Barros, the famous 16th 
century state chronicler of portugal never visited asia and wrote his 
series on the information that was brought back by such intrepid 
itinerants. the myths and theories that became part of the 16th 
century discourse were a part of the mindset of the portuguese as 
well as those who first travelled in these regions. they had always 
been present latently in the thought. to understand the portuguese 
conquest and expansion in asia in their context can explain the 
different nuances that developed in the process of expansion. 

most of the monarchs of portugal were preoccupied with the 
maritime expansion. Bailey w. diffie observed that the growing 
wealth and the increasing importance of the portuguese merchant 
class and those of foreign merchants who were using portugal as 
a base, was exclusively confined due to trade in goods for which 
the portuguese had hold in northern Europe, Spain, granada and 
north africa. this experience helped portugal in preparing for 
an overseas expansion that the fifteenth century was to witness.21 
among the authors who wrote about European expansion, the 
early ones followed the traditional view by allocating the chief role 
of the portuguese rulers. they described the works of the kings 
and specially held accolades for prince Henry’s efforts. ascribing 
the establishment of the ‘school’ of Sagres as prince Henry’s great 
contribution for promoting maritime activities, the eulogy began 
with Samual purchas’s seventeenth century work which has since 
then not been bypassed in the writings.

donald f. lach, an exponent on the theme remarked about the 
development of the port of laiges as harbour by prince Henry 
at Sagres from where regular small expeditions were sent to the 
atlantic coast.22 diffie argued the theory of the existence of ‘school’ 
at Sagres and said that it was just a legend, which grew in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and moreover Barros (who 
is acclaimed to have written about this ‘school’) wrote nothing 
about it.23 observing portuguese expansion in a wider context, 
malyn newitt pointed that it should not center on the personalities 
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of prince Henry and vasco da gama rather it can be dated back 
to the battle of aljubarrota in 1385 cE that secured the throne of 
portugal for the House of avis. an amphibious expedition about 
thirty years later captured the moroccan coastal town of ceuta. 
from that point the great epic unfolds through settlement of the 
atlantic islands and expeditions of exploration down the african 
coast that lead eventually to the first successful voyage to india and 
two years later to the discovery of Brazil.24 

portuguese institutions had not undergone any of the changes 
associated with the emergence of the early modern state when 
overseas expansion began in the fifteenth century. government 
still meant personal rule by the monarch. the country and most 
of the towns were controlled by the church, the military orders 
and the great nobles. financial institutions consisted of the private 
transactions of money-lenders; armed forces were still levies 
of services nobility and their retainers. during the process of 
overseas expansion the portuguese state attempted to enlarge and 
develop its capacity to manage a vast, worldwide enterprise, but 
it is a key to understanding the story of portuguese imperialism 
that this transition to a modern, professional, bureaucratic state 
failed. that the portuguese Empire endured so long was due not 
portugal’s ability to mobilize state resources or private capital but 
to the activities of the mixed race the portuguese- africans and the 
portuguese-asians who created a whole new portuguese identity 
in remote parts of the world and held together an enterprise that, if 
it had relied on the metropolitan effort alone, would have collapsed 
at an early stage.25 this conjecture propounded by newitt is to be 
well regarded. 

Besides myths, theories and the developments in cartography 
and seafaring referred above, the understanding of the portuguese 
expansion remains incomplete if life on board of the fleets that 
travelled to the East is not comprehended. this is because the 
fleets comprised of men who would occupy positions in the 
various portuguese settlements and hence it is necessary to realize 
the difficulties in their travel that could also get manifested in their 
duties. a general picture of the Carreira da India along with the 
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image which one can gather from the travel writings would help 
one to comprehend how unwieldy this nine month sailing from 
Europe to asia was.

The Estado in Archipelago Southeast Asia

the men who arrived from portugal in the East had to hold 
positions in different capacities. according to the instructions 
given by the king, all people who left for the East from lisbon 
assumed the obligation of serving the crown for eight years in the 
aegis of the Estado da Índia. after the completion of first three 
years of service, these men were enlisted to occupy the posts of 
responsibility.26 nevertheless there were a number of violations in 
this process. all the necessary services were to be given to them 
for the benefit of the administration. thus the portuguese crown 
made all possible efforts to give impetus to the service conditions 
for the smooth functioning of its overseas territories. 

once beyond the cape of good Hope, the portuguese were 
going to enter a world of well-established and intensive maritime 
connections from East africa to Japan. firstly, in these waters the 
portuguese tried to challenge arab and guajarati trade domination 
of the routes to the levant to control the spice trade to Europe. 
though these mercantile communities were allowed to trade but 
were now made to do through the way of portuguese cartazes. 
the second approach was unlocking the key to commerce in the 
east with china, Japan and Southeast asian archipelago along 
with the Bay of Bengal. if this mission was accomplished, then the 
commerce of the indian ocean would be under the hegemony of 
the portuguese. the controlling of the trade routes to the levant 
and persian gulf by the portuguese along with locating themselves 
at the choke points of the indian ocean trading world by the end 
of the sixteenth century was the realization of a vision that the 
portuguese had developed through the century. in spite of such a 
dominance which they mastered through the cartaz system and by 
granting concession voyages, portuguese failure to capture aden 
left open the loophole of the red Sea to the trade conducted by 
islamic merchants. control of such key points was crucial to the 
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maintenance of a portuguese presence in the indian ocean and 
beyond. 

the first portuguese who arrived in the straits of malacca in 
1509 cE discovered a flourishing trade at the entrepôt of malacca. 
the arabs had a notable presence and an influence as a trading 
community in Southeast asia. So much so that ludovico di 
varthema who travelled in this region just before the arrival of the 
portuguese, had to dupe his identity and call himself a persian.27 
Besides the arabs there were many other communities that were 
involved in trade. So malacca was an important center of call and 
was the place where most of the trading diasporas were located in 
the region. the amalgamation of so many different communities at 
malacca is significant from the view of cross-cultural interaction. 
philip curtin’s deduction that cross-trade has almost always been 
carried out through special institutional arrangements to help 
guarantee the mutual security of the two side holds true in case 
of malacca.28 it has already been noted that there existed a well-
defined structure of the way trade was organized prior to the 
arrival of the portuguese, which had provided an incentive to the 
growth of cross-cultural trade.

the administrative structure of malacca hence, provided 
every amenity for the trade communities located there. Besides, 
the strategic location of malacca had also brought prosperity to 
the port as well as to the communities. malacca was one of the 
three key-locations, with goa and Hormuz that gave portugal the 
control over the main asiatic trade routes. Such a place could but 
hold any one’s attention. in the age of pre-modern commerce, the 
role played by polity and the trading communities at malacca is of 
immense importance. one can actually categorize these expatriate 
mercantile communities under the nomenclature of ‘trade 
diaspora.’29 without these communities malacca’s prosperity could 
not have won so many accolades. they were the lifeline of the trade 
that thrived here after all!

philip curtin has analyzed that the organization of the trade 
diasporas varied widely. Besides the informal ties that were 
based on a shared culture, religion, language, kinship, there were 
also formal ones with centralized arrangements.30 in the former 
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category, the Keling merchants from the tamil coast can be placed 
for they became an important factor in the conduct of coromandel-
Southeast asian trade. it is difficult to compartmentalize them 
though in a particular section as there were a number of factors 
that made this diaspora settle in Southeast asia, trade being a 
primary one. the dutch and the English East india companies fit 
in the second part along with the portuguese Estado da Índia. the 
role played by the asian diasporas in the coromandel-Southeast 
asian archipelago linkage was much more than what has been 
assumed by the modern writings. in fact the Keling merchants 
were the ones who introduced the portuguese in coromandel-
Southeast asia network, though the latter had understood the 
profit incurred in this network once they discovered malacca. 
although the European stimuli had resulted in the growth of trade 
on this route, but at the same time we cannot understate the role 
played by say the Kelings. they had been a part of this network for 
centuries which is why their impact was not felt as profoundly as 
that of Europeans. moreover the European enterprise was much 
larger in scale and organized on different lines.

the most distinct example of one diaspora helping the other 
can be seen in the case of the capture of malacca. from the days 
of the arrival of diogo lopes Sequira at the entrepôt of malacca, it 
was believed by the various groups of merchants like the Gujaratis, 
Parsis, Arabs, Bengalis and the Kelings that “the Portuguese had 
reached the port, and consequently were bound to come there 
anytime, and that, besides robbing by sea and by land, they were 
spying inorder to come back and capture it [i.e. Malacca] just as 
all India was already in the power of the Portuguese.”31 thus, most 
of the groups helped each other in their endeavor to keep the 
portuguese away from malacca. the apprehension of the trading 
diasporas was however correct regarding the portuguese venture 
of malacca. in the capture of malacca by ‘franks’, 32 the Keling 
merchants played a crucial role by siding with the portuguese. this 
was because they saw a potential ally in the portuguese who were 
also against their arch rivals-the arab and Gujarati merchants. So 
significant was their role that when the Bemdara of malacca, nina 
chatu (who was a Keling) died, the portuguese remarked “May it 
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please our Lord that we do not miss Nina Chatnu, as we all fear.”33 
it was thought by them to have two hundred more portuguese to 
uphold malacca! thus, the port of malacca, was important for the 
Estado da Índia right from the onset of the capture of malacca.

the conquest of malacca34 by afonso de albuquerque in 1511 
cE became a significant saga in the writing of the later Europeans. 
writing in the nineteenth century, John crawfurd, while writing 
about the history of the indonesian archipelago did not digress 
much from the facts relating to the portuguese capture of malacca. 
Besides such narratives that were written on history, the authors 
writing about their contemporary times could also not afford 
to fail to notice malacca and its historicity. for instance, peter 
James Begbei, a captain with the English East india company 
in the 1830’s, related the seizure of malacca by the portuguese in 
context of the ongoing nanning war (1831-32 cE). while giving 
a vivid description of the prosperity of malacca and the military 
encounters of the portuguese, he gave a detailed account similar to 
that of Barbosa or pires. Having some discrepancies like reporting 
nina chatnu as a ‘pagan Malay’, 35 it is clear that since he was 
interested in the conflict side of the history, he did not cared to 
give other details. nevertheless, malacca occupied a place even in 
the writings of the nineteenth century.

once malacca was conquered, afonso de albuquerque sent 
men in all those directions from where commodities were brought 
to malacca. His basic concentration was towards the archipelago. 
He sent antonio de miranda d’ azevedo to Siam and pegu, ruy 
d’ acunha to Java and antonio d’ abreu to moluccas. with 
such embassies he also wanted to assure that the people trading 
with malacca should not have fear of the portuguese for they 
would preserve rights and give all protection to the dealings, 
36 as Barros chronicled. Before antonio d’abreu moved for his 
venture, albuquerque sent a believer of islam, a native of malacca 
called nehoda ismail, who regularly traded with the ports of the 
archipelago to facilitate d’abreu’s mission in the archipelago. thus 
this merchant was used by the portuguese to introduce them in 
a good light and that there ought to be no disruption in trade at 
malacca. 37 Such acts of publicity by the portuguese to pave cordial 
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relations to monopolize the trade of the archipelago were tactics 
that urged according to situations and regions. 

Besides sending the portuguese missions in the archipelago, 
albuquerque immediately ordered to construct a fortress at 
malacca on the south side of the river. this fortress was called 
“A Famosa” and it was finished in november 1511 cE. in 1532 
cE, the Confraria da Misericórdia was founded and a beautiful 
wooden hospital for the poor was also constructed. the church 
also started a school. active missionary work began in 1545 cE 
with the arrival of the Jesuit, St. francisco Xavier. in 1552 cE, the 
“Camara” (municipal council) of malacca was set up. portugal’s 
policy in the malaya peninsula after the conquest of malacca had 
been either to establish alliances with local rulers or to convince 
the adjoining kingdoms to accept portuguese suzerainty. from 
his base at Johore, the old Sultan of malacca repeatedly attacked 
malacca in 1517, 1520, and 1521 and in 1525 cE. this series of 
attacks led to the signing of a peace treaty in 1583 cE. malacca 
was also repeatedly under siege again in 1550, 1567, 1571 cE and 
the main enemies were Johore and atjeh or aceh (in Sumatra). 
in malacca, albuquerque also established a new administration, 
minted a new currency and built a wooden chapel close to the 
fortress.

Between 1511 and 1515 cE, the portuguese crown in co-
operation with the Keling merchants at malacca organized a series 
of overseas ventures. the destinations from malacca were either 
ports of the mainland Southeast asia like martaban or pulicat on 
the coromandel coast or the moluccas in the archipelago, besides 
others. Such ventures of the Estado in the indian ocean led to the 
emergence of the system of carreira.38 from the second decade 
of the sixteenth century as Sanjay Subrahmanyam has observed-
“the carreira system represented a compromise between Crown and 
private interests.”39 like the nakhoda (captain of the ship) in the 
traditional indian shipping, who had the right to have a cargo 
space, the captain and the officials of the Estado da Índia were also 
allowed the free use of a certain proportion of the cargo-hold, in 
addition to the salary they secured.
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So, as part of their endeavours to venture further in archipelago 
Southeast asia, the portuguese did establish the carreira system there 
but only after winning the confidence of the land. the Mar do Sul 
40 was then the focus area for the Estado. under this nomenclature, 
Sumatra, Java, the moluccas, and all the other islands of the insular 
Southeast asia were categorized. the portuguese posted clerks and 
factors in all the islands of the archipelago for conducting trade. 
this arrangement was helpful for the inhabitants as they had no 
need now to go with their vessels laden to malacca. So, in this 
way, the portuguese took charge of the arteries of the commercial 
world of archipelago and started dominating. malacca, ternate 
and timor thus became known as the official settlements of the 
portuguese in the insular region. though the Estado had entered 
in the archipelago in such an astute manner, but there were still 
certain settlements which were unofficial in nature. these were 
makassar, ambon, Banda and tidore.

antonio de abreu’s expedition to the moluccas was the first one 
that arrived in amboina and in the Banda islands in 1512 cE. after 
an adventurous voyage, he went back at malacca. francisco Serrão, 
who was with antonio de abreu, as a commander of another 
vessel in the expedition to the moluccas became ship-wrecked on 
the reefs of an island, probably at giliang, not far from ambon 
island. fortunately, the portuguese wreckage was spied by a band 
of malaysian pirates, who specialized in exploiting such distresses. 
Serrão and his sailors saw them approaching and merely lay low, 
waiting for the cutthroats to come ashore. they then sprang up 
behind them and commandeered their vessel to the moluccas, 
where they were stranded for three years. the Sultan of ternate 
on hearing that francisco Serrão was at amboina, set for him and 
received him well in his domain. He adopted Serrão as his personal 
councilor and also installed his companions as prominent figures 
in the court. as pires noted, “the said King wrote letters to Malacca 
saying how he and his land were the slaves of the King our Lord.”41 it 
was in 1514 cE, an expedition to tidore and ternate from malacca 
under antonio de miranda de azevedo was successful in acquiring 
a place for building the portuguese fortress in the region.42 thus, 
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this contact was the beginning of future portuguese endeavors in 
the region. it finally resulted in building up of the fort of São Joao 
at ternate in 1522, the first real foothold of the portuguese in the 
moluccas. the process initiated the beginning of the portuguese 
monopoly in the trade of spices produced by the region.

the kingdom of makassar at the time of portuguese expansion 
in the asian seas comprised of kingdom of gowa and tallo. 
portuguese merchants frequented makassar (Ujung Pandang) 
intermittently during sixteenth century, but it was only after the 
islamization of the latter land (1600s.) that their presence grew. 
the portuguese during the seventeenth century used makassar 
as a commercial center for the silk, cloves, textiles, sandalwood 
and diamonds. during 1620’s, there were on a regular basis as 
many as five hundred portuguese merchants that frequented the 
port of makassar. they traded here safely and were promoted by 
the Sultans who were fluent in portuguese lingua.43 the friendly 
relations between makassar and portugal were strengthened 
by their common attempts to prevent the dutch power in the 
moluccas and Sunda islands. the prosperity of makassar greatly 
increased after the fall of malacca in dutch hands (1641 cE), when 
many portuguese merchants immigrated to makassar.

the history of furthermore territories of the archipelago, the 
interaction that they had with the portuguese and subsequently, 
the establishment of different kinds of portuguese presence have 
been summed in the following lines using sources like documenta 
malucensia of Hubert Jacobs SJ (ed); da asia of João de Barros; 
r.a. de Bulhao pato and H. lopes de mendonca (ed.), cartas 
de affonso de albuquerque; raymundo antonio de Bulhão 
pato, documentos remettidos da india ou livros das monções; 
armando cortesão, (ed.), the Suma oriental of tome pires and 
the Book of francisco rodrigues; John crawfurd, History of the 
indian archipelago. 

So, as known from the primary records, in february 1522 cE, 
the portuguese captain antonio de Brito arrived to the Banda 
islands and strengthened the friendship with the king of these 
islands. to mark this event, they erected a stone “padrao” with the 
arms of the king of portugal. arriving in ternate, in may of 1522 
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cE, he built the fortress of São João Baptista, there. the Jesuits 
also began a school in ternate. However, the portuguese rule in 
these islands was always weak due to the remoteness of the islands 
and also that few portuguese arrived there. the Europeans were 
never more than a few thousand in number. Several Spanish 
expeditions arrived at tidore, the first being that of magalhaes. 
the Spaniards settled in tidore and annoyed the portuguese for 
many years. on twenty fifth of october, 1536 cE the portuguese 
governor, antonio galvao arrived at ternate, he being reputed as 
a good governor. Besides in his efforts at reconciling, organizing 
and evangelizing the moluccas, he was also the builder of the 
portuguese town of ternate. He is credited with building a school, 
a hospital and a stone wall built all around the town. on fifteenth 
of July, 1575 cE, however, the portuguese surrendered the fort.

ambon was an island located in the center of the Spice islands 
in what is today the indonesian archipelago. in the year 1569 cE, 
gonçalo pereira marramaque erected a wooden fort on the northern 
coast of the ambon island which was moved to the southern side 
of the bay after three years. Subsequently, Sancho de vasconcelos 
built a temporary fort at gelala and another at Batumarah, both of 
wood; and finally built a stone fortress where the town of ambon 
is situated today. the first stone was laid on twenty fifth of march, 
1576 cE and the fortress was named “Nossa Senhora da Anunciada”. 
inside the square construction crowned with four towers, one at 
each corner, there was the captain’s residence, a meeting room, 
some storehouses and dwellings for the military officials. the town 
was built around the fortress and was divided in several quarters, 
all inhabited by christians. 

the portuguese town was not walled; only the Jesuits (in ambon 
since 1578 cE) had a stone wall around their garden to protect 
themselves against attacks of enemy villages. near their residence 
was the church of “Sant’ iago” (1581 cE) covered by a thatched 
roof. the Jesuits also served in the church of São tomé in the same 
year. they used their residence in ambon like a pastoral center for 
the place and the three lease islands: Haruku, Saparua, nusalaut. 
the ambon residence was the center of the moluccas Jesuit 
mission for some years (1575-1578 cE). along the shore there was 
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situated the oldest church of ambon called “Sao paulo” a fortress 
church. near the southeastern side of the fort there were hospital 
and the church of “Misericordia”. the brotherhood -confraria da 
Misericordia- was founded in 1579 cE. the town of ambon was 
besieged many times. its history is a history of struggle. in 1590’s, 
the ternatans besieged it followed by the Javanese. the first five 
years of the seventeenth century saw the struggle with the dutch 
to whom they finally surrendered.

the early portuguese contact with Solor and flores islands 
commenced around 1520’s. they frequented these islands 
mainly to purchase sandalwood. the early traders established 
only temporary warehouses. they did not built permanent 
trading posts, farms or fortresses, as this task was assigned to the 
dominican missionaries. in 1561 cE, four dominican friars under 
the orders of Brother antonio da cruz left malacca to preach 
the gospel in these islands. they settled in Solor. the friars had 
a noticeable success in the conversions. in order to protect their 
spiritual work from the enemies, five years later, they built a stone 
fortress at Solor. within the fort were built the friars’ dormitory, a 
seminary (in 1600 cE it had fifty pupils) and the church of nossa 
Senhora da piedade reserved for the portuguese. 

the portuguese captain resided in a tower. on the left side of 
the fort, a native village was built adjacent to the church of São 
João Baptista. a few years later, outside the fort and near the sea 
the church of Misericórdia was built. new conversions were also 
done in the nearby islands of adonara and flores. in the island 
of Ende minor the friar built a fort (1595 cE) and within its walls 
was built the church of São domingos. the baptized indigenous 
people settled in the vicinity of the fort where three native villages 
were founded. numbas, close to the fortress, currolalas on the left 
side, with the church of Santa catarina de Sena, and charaboro on 
the right side, with the church of Santa maria maddalena. the first 
commander of the fortress of Ende was capitão pero carvalhais. By 
1599 cE, the dominicans had built as many as eighteen churches 
in the Solor islands.

the becoming of malacca as a portuguese beachhead in 1511 
cE led to a dispersion of trade to a number of other centers as 
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anthony reid has pointed out.44 the immediate beneficiaries were 
patani, Johore, pahang, aceh and Banten - which emerged from 
obscurity to become substantial states in the sixteenth century. 
most of the gujarati merchants followed the ousted malaccan 
Sultan to his exile at pagah, and later on to Bantam. from there, 
the Sultan harassed the portuguese. at a later date, he finally 
settled in Johore and his successors were equally hostile towards 
the portuguese. the several attacks they made, incurred great 
loss to the portuguese. in the troubled straits of malacca was the 
emergence of Johore, where a part of malacca’s trade had shifted 
with the sovereigns. pasai in north Sumatra was another part 
where islamic diaspora moved away from malacca to take refuge 
in aceh. it was this place, which was to become a chief islamic 
center of the region in the coming years. not only did the muslim 
merchants move to the places near malacca but as far as to Brunei 
in north Borneo. Besides, the portuguese also faced rivalry from 
the rulers of Bintin.45 in the meanwhile, the malay traders also 
transferred their activities to makassar in South celebes. thus, 
with so many lands of varying sizes in Southeast asian archipelago 
and dominated by different polities, the portuguese were able to 
develop their niches.

Coromandel—The Unofficial Realm

the early interaction of the portuguese with the coromandel 
coast happened as early as 1506 cE, which was purely a chance 
event. they approached in the vicinity of nagapattinam where 
they faced a hostile reaction from the local muslim traders as a 
letter from gaspar da india to the king of portugal dated Sixteenth 
of november, 1506 cE suggests.46 according to Barros, it was 
in relation to discover the land of the martyrdom of St. thomas 
that the portuguese reached the coromandel coast around the 
year 1518 cE.47 they were in the company of an armenian called 
khwaja Sikander who had already been to pulicat and had the 
knowledge of the place where St. thomas was buried. 

thus, the coromandel that was considered to be a peripheral 
zone by the portuguese administrators became a new source 
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of commercial interests. there also developed clarity about the 
resources and the strength of the pre-existing commercial network 
of the coast with Southeast asia. also, the indigenous polities on 
the coast, vijayanagar and golconda mainly, did not impair the 
activities of the portuguese. it was only by the late 1520’s that the 
custom of sending a ship annually, on account of the portuguese 
crown crystallized. the development of the carreira moved from 
the initial malacca-pulicat- malacca route to become goa-pulicat-
malacca-goa route. the one between malacca and pegu now 
included pulicat and thus the pattern was transformed as goa-
pulicat-pegu-goa route. the inclusion of pulicat in the carreira as 
well as its beginning and terminal point, goa shows the increasing 
confidence of the portuguese officialdom to conduct commerce 
on the coromandel coast. pulicat, hence rose to importance and 
became tiny, unofficial ‘empire within an empire.’48

though the portuguese establishment was at São thomé but 
now all the trading was done from pulicat due to the fact that it had 
a better harbor.49 a far distant port from pulicat was nagapattinam. 
at least from the chola period, if not before, it was one of the hubbs 
in the trade in the Bay of Bengal and across to Southeast asia. 
varthema observed it as a large city bustling with trade activities. 
this port was famous for rice trade and was ‘the route to very large 
countries, ’50 as varthema stated. indo-portuguese and muslim 
merchants extensively dominated the port. the beginnings of the 
portuguese settlements at this port can be dated back to 1520’s. 
it was only after the decline of pulicat that nagapattinam rose to 
prominence in the latter half of the sixteenth century.

the portuguese settlements of coromandel- pulicat, São 
thomé, and nagapattinam- had men of influence and was a 
prestige resident there by the late 1530’s. around 1542 cE, as 
Subrahmanyam pointed, the governor and his clansmen were 
shifting away from the traditional focus of the government i.e. 
the western indian ocean, to the eastern side. the concern, 
as he says was clearly expressed in two ways. firstly there was a 
heavy deployment of crown vessels in Southeast asia. Secondly 
an elaborate expedition, which was eventually unsuccessful, was 
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sent under Jeronimo de figueiredo to discover the ‘island of gold’ 
rumoured to exist near Sumatra.51 again from the mid 1540’s to 
the mid 1550’s the portuguese officialdom retained its western 
indian ocean focus. thus the focus dwindled and it seemed that 
only motive of the portuguese was to maintain such ports that bore 
profits. there were factors responsible for the likes and that falling 
of Basra under the control of the ottomans. this had made the 
portuguese apprehensive about the western indian ocean and thus 
resulted in their dwindling policies. 

thus there was a sort of crisis in the mid-sixteenth century as 
pointed by Subrahmanyam. the upshot in the thinking of the high 
officials seeing the prices in the coromandel carreira led them 
to introduce two changes. the first was to withdraw shipping 
activities from such lines and the second to monopolize the 
coromandel-malacca network to create obstacles for the parallel 
asian shipping. these changes were promptly visible in the 1570’s 
with the full flowering of the concession system- a system in which, 
those people were granted the concession or right by the king of 
portugal to make a voyage between two points in the indian ocean 
in their shipping who had rendered services to the crown. the 
concession voyage was also granted in lieu of a salary payment or to 
enable a fidalgo to arrange marriage of his daughter. Hence, these 
concessions replaced the old crown shipping carreiras with their 
new system of concessions, for the first time, there established a 
system of monopoly over commercial routes of the Bay of Bengal 
by the portuguese.

luis fillipe thomaz has posited the existence of a ‘second wind’52 
as a consequence of the concession system, in the closely argued 
article on the ‘portuguese in the Sixteenth century indonesia’. from 
the study, it emerges that it is demonstrably false to treat portuguese 
official policy with respect to their participation in asian trade 
uniformly during the sixteenth century. He, rather shows that 
there were significant differences between policies followed in the 
course of century and that, randomly, these changes evolved in a 
particular direction. the concession system was the consequence 
result of these changes. the reasons behind the changes also appear 
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to have arisen due to the counter-reformation, the attention 
diverted to atlantic trade and Brazil and the successive financial 
crisis of the Estado da Índia.

under this system of concessions, direct trade between 
nagapattinam and melaka was forbidden in official papers. this 
was because such a voyage would infringe the monopoly of the 
concessionaries who navigated from São thomé to melaka. But the 
documentation testifies that these monopolies were infact rarely 
effective as Subrahmanyam has pointed out.53 ceasare federici, 
an italian, who passed through in around 1570 cE, speaks of 
two ‘great ships’ that used to leave São thomé each year, the one 
bound for melaka and the other for pegu. these were apparently 
the concession vessels.54 By the end of the century, when pulicat 
was on its decline, it were nagapattinam and masulipatnam, which 
had gained importance. Such were the shrinking of commercial 
activities of pulicat that John Huygen van linschoten did not even 
mention it among the principal ports of coromandel in 1580’s. 
pulicat finally succumbed to the dutch attacks during the first half 
of the seventeenth century. 

the second half of the sixteenth century was a period of 
profound change in the portuguese Estado da Índia. it has already 
been noticed in the case of coromandel. the insular Southeast 
asia and malacca were no exception. malacca witnessed an 
increasingly hostile environment. the Sumatran Sultanate of aceh 
was one of the rivals of portuguese malacca. the achenese attacked 
malacca and laid sieges on it on numerous times of which the 
most known ones were of the late 1560’s and early 1570’s. despite 
their defeat, there remained a hostile scenario in the malay Straits. 
islamic adherence was spreading in Java, Borneo and maluku 
and the catholic missionary-pressure increased the propensity of 
portuguese for religious intolerance. the portuguese petered out 
the direct control of the niches in moluccas and Banda in 1570’s. 
the Javenese took over the administration.

if the larger canvas of the portuguese presence across the indian 
ocean is drawn, then, by the beginning of the third decade of the 
sixteenth century, the portuguese had constructed the forts in 
major niches of the trading world of asia. the extant ones were: 
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Sofala (1505 cE), mozambique (1508 cE), Hormuz (1515 cE), 
chaul (1521 cE), goa (1510 cE), cannanore (1505 cE), calicut 
(1513 cE), cochin (1503 cE), kollam (1519 cE), colombo (1518 
cE), pasai (1521 cE) and malacca (1511 cE)- from west to east. on 
the east african coast, kilwa (1502-12 cE), Socotra (1507-11 cE) 
and anjedive (1505-07 cE) had already been abandoned.55 thus 
with all the major trading zones covered within the ambit of these 
niches, the foothold of the Estado da Índia in the trading world 
of the indian ocean became stronger. this is one of the reasons 
behind the monopoly of the Estado that lasted for about a century.

from the above list, it can be discerned that the portuguese 
enterprise to the east of cape comorin followed the ‘Guinea 
model’, 56 as postulated by luis fillipe f.r. thomaz. according 
to this model, firstly, the fortresses became less frequent and 
the factories were also placed at distant intervals. Secondly, the 
dominant type of trade was a seasonal one along the coasts. this is 
noticeable even when the portuguese enterprise was at the fullest. 
this type of trade was not only prevalent on the coromandel 
coast but also in Southeast asia. the fortresses, east of cape 
comorin were mainly situated in Southeast asia. the western part 
of the Bay of Bengal was left unfortified. as for this region of the 
Bay of Bengal, it remained for the most part a more incognitum 
as Sanjay Subrahamanyam and thomaz have pointed.57 the 
reason cited by them is that the greater part of the Bay remained 
a domain of portuguese deserter and disreputable private trader 
in the pre-1530 period. thus there were no fortresses built on the 
coromandel coast but the unofficial portuguese settlements were 
nevertheless the theatres for the activities of the Estado. not only 
this as mentioned earlier in the chapter while dealing with the myth 
of St. thomas, the Estado tried to provide religious legitimacy to 
the region to assure its trade as well as the gospel.

Hence, one can sum up that the coromandel coast and 
Southeast asia underwent vast changes in the sixteenth century. 
the portuguese under the aegis of the Estado da Índia as well as 
with the help of private traders among others are at the base of 
these changes. their presence by the end of the century was felt 
throughout in asia. most of the lines of trade, on surface, appeared 
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under their control; however there were certain forces natural or 
man-made which existed beyond their comprehension. in the first 
four decades of the sixteenth century, their main concentration 
was in Southeast asia and in coromandel to some extent. they 
learned from the expatriate trading communities at malacca to 
trade in the archipelago as well as in coromandel. in the second 
half of the sixteenth century, there were changes that have been 
termed as the ‘second wind’. an important element of this process 
was the concession system through which the portuguese tried to 
monopolize the network of trade across Bay of Bengal. therefore, 
in this context, to study linkages that the portuguese developed 
either through political presence or religion is important for 
it underlines the presence of two kinds of settlements- official 
and unofficial. while the portuguese had official settlements at 
malacca, ternate and timor, the unofficial ones were located at 
makassar, ambon, Banda, tidore. on the coromandel coast, they 
had a shadowed presence- the unofficial one. Historians like winus 
have attributed the Bay of Bengal as the ‘shadow empire’ of goa. 
these ports had to face the impact of the luso-dutch conflict in 
the coming seventeenth century when purses and swords reflected 
even more violence.
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▶ 3 ◀

The European Companies on the  
Coromandel Coast and Archipelago  

Southeast Asia (1600-1641 cE)

the commencement of the seventeenth century signifies 
the beginning of the expansion of the European companies 
in the indian ocean region. it also marks the gradual end of 

the sole monopoly of the Estado da Índia in the East. this period 
was marked initially by a tough competition among the Europeans. 
But later on, as it would be noticed, there was an evolution of a sort 
of understanding among these powers for the sake of their mutual 
benefits. it must be stressed, here, that this understanding did not 
arise due to the treaties signed in Europe for as shall be seen that 
they were hardly implemented in the East. the understanding 
of the organizational structure of different European companies 
would enable to comprehend Estado’s relationship with them and 
also enable to understand the portuguese presence in the changing 
landscape in this century.

the dawn of the century saw the coming into being of the 
joint-stock companies in Europe. their interests from primarily 
being commercial ventures in the indian ocean region got 
transformed into becoming colonial powers later on. the 
Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie (the united dutch East india 
company or VOC) and the English East india company (EEic) 
formed in Holland and Britain respectively, became the primary 
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competitors of the portuguese enterprise. Spain and portugal, on 
the other hand, had expanded overseas on entirely different lines. 
the portuguese overseas endeavours were driven by the initiatives 
taken by the crown and were so called, the Estado da Índia. there 
was an influx of soldiers in Estado da Índia after the unification 
of portugal with Spain with the Habsburg crown (from 1580 
cE onwards) initiating the same. due to the different motives 
and expansionary zeal, different European companies surfaced 
to dominate the commercial world of asia. the portuguese had 
already monopolized the trading networks in the indian ocean in 
sixteenth century. the entry of the dutch, when compared to the 
English in this arena was bound to have some repercussions. as 
the dutch also had concentrated on the spice trade, it resulted in 
their establishment of contacts in the coromandel. the statement 
of Hendrick Brouwer in 1612 cE marks it well. understanding the 
usefulness of the commercial linkage between the coromandel 
coast and Southeast asian archipelago and involving themselves in 
it became one of the priorities of the VOC. this came as a challenge 
for nearly the century-long portuguese hegemony on the coast and 
the archipelago.

The Organization of the Estado da Índia

the Estado da Índia borrowed necessary structures and institutions 
for its functioning from the homeland and tried to implant them 
in the conquered area. this is well indicated by the records. the 
portuguese crown in the indian ocean from the cape of good 
Hope to Japan finely tutored these necessities of maintaining their 
overseas territory. it was this attitude that facilitated the portuguese 
enterprise through many odds. the territories acquired had to be 
managed well so that economic assets could be build for portugal, 
the nation. thus there came into being a well-structured regime at 
goa, the capital of the expanded empire. a viceroy or a governor 
who had his residence at goa governed the territories as well as 
the institutions through the indian ocean expanse. the crown 
gave him powers to govern the region and report the matters of the 
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concern. thomaz has explained the nature of the Estado da Índia by 
putting forward the notion that it was ‘a system of communication 
between multiple spaces.’1 in the year 1515 cE at the time of the 
death of afonso de albuquerque, Estado da Índia had already 
acquired a definite structure. a coherent network consisting of 
various linkages had been established that covered the whole of 
the indian ocean and thus integrated the portuguese politically. 
But according to John villers, the Estado da Índia never succeeded 
in acquiring any political homogeneity, and it remained little more 
than a scattered and often inchoate confederation of territories, 
military and commercial establishments, individuals, goods 
and interests, administered, controlled or protected, directly or 
indirectly with varying degrees of completeness by the portuguese 
crown or by others on behalf of the crown.2

as far as understanding of the administration of the Estado is 
concerned, the writings of the contemporary chroniclers –João 
de Barros, diogo do couto and antónio Boccaro also assume 
importance. the itinerary of linschoten provides a detailed 
account of its functioning. the records of the happenings and the 
proceedings of the Estado da Índia were held under the aegis of 
the council of State3. these letters which had been corresponded 
between the viceroy and the king of portugal have been compiled 
together in Assentos dos Conselho do Estado. they along with 
Livros das Moncões provide source for the study. another source, 
which is of considerable importance, is the diary of the Conde de 
Linhares, dom miguel de noronha, 4 who served as the viceroy 
between 1629 and 1635 cE. 

the Estado da Índia appears as a political entity with the 
appointment of the first governor at goa. in the year 1505 cE, 
dom francisco de almeida secured this position. this period is 
marked by the political and diplomatic contacts that at the early 
stage were essentially important. the gradual domination of the 
military aspect in the policies of the Estado gave the portuguese 
presence a peculiar character. from the very beginning, the 
portuguese presence through the indian ocean looked dissimilar. 
their competitors in the seventeenth century, the dutch and the 
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English were organized on different lines and to a certain extent 
there was uniformity in their presence. in the seventeenth century 
when the Estado was facing the brunt of its European counterparts, 
the portuguese even envisaged a plan to build a company on the 
lines of the VOC.

according to the orders of the crown, a new viceroy was to 
be sent to india to administer the territories in every three years. 
the tenure would be extended at the king’s pleasure. But this was 
not the regular norm followed of the day. linschoten observes that 
a viceroy, during the last year of his tenure, would visit the forts 
in and around goa for some administrative supervision besides 
to acquire some wealth for self and to receive presents.5 Besides, 
the words of this famous dutch itinerant who resided in goa in 
an official position for a considerably long period narrate the 
viceroy’s position as- ‘these Viceroys have great revenewes’.6 the 
viceroy also had the authority to retain the king’s treasure and use 
it whenever he pleased. the extent to which a viceroy misused 
the powers disposed by the king to him in most cases was high. 
Besides this, the high significant allowances which the viceroys 
enjoyed also made him affluent and mighty. in addition, gifts 
offered by the indigenous polity on his first arrival at goa also 
made him wealthier.

linschoten observed that the viceroys at the close of their 
tenures, while leaving goa took everything with them as their 
personal assets.7 So the basic aim of most of the viceroys appears 
to acquire as much wealth as they could. their attitude while 
leaving goa itself portrays that they were more involved in self 
gains rather than in the service of the crown. the reason behind 
such an approach could have been the mere fact that their tenure 
was limited and the chances of getting another one were at distant. 
a discourse of the general happenings of the three years of the 
viceroy’s occupancy is well described by linschoten. in the first 
year of the term, the focus of the viceroy was generally to refurbish 
his official residence and to furnish it. Besides he also ascertained 
the manners and customs of the area under his jurisdiction. the 
second year of tenure saw the viceroy amassing treasure and to 
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look for profits for which he had taken the post. the last year was 
to prepare and set the things in order so that he could leave as soon 
as the new viceroy joins.

fraçois pyrad de laval also noted that the appointment for the 
coveted post of viceroy was a lucrative assignment for one could 
amass as much wealth as one could during the tenure. in the last 
years of the stay, the viceroy would visit to all nearby forts to fill his 
coffers.8 the depiction of viceroy’s activities that are communicated 
through the itinerant accounts does provide a glimpse of his only 
interest in thy-self. the official documents of the Estado barely 
state such deeds of a viceroy’s sojourn at goa. can a parallel of 
this sort of practice be drawn for the captains of the forts and the 
other officers in Estado da Índia who held important positions in 
the fortalezas and feitorias?

thus, if one is to believe linschoten, the viceroy’s attitude ought 
not to have made the Estado more effective and strong. was such an 
outlook of the viceroys also responsible for the consequent retreat 
of the portuguese in most parts of the indian ocean region in the 
seventeenth century? if the persons in positions like the viceroy, 
captains and officers were involved in such activities then it was 
almost certain for people down in the hierarchy to imbibe a similar 
attitude. in the official portuguese documents, corrupt practices 
are often reported by the viceroy to the king. for instance, in a 
letter to the king dated twenty Sixth of february, 1616 cE, the 
viceroy, dom Hieronymo (Jeronymo) d’azevedo wrote about the 
lack of order and indulging into thefts by the guards while the naus 
leaving for lisbon were being loaded. in response, the king took 
the initiative of giving authority to the viceroy to take measures 
against the said group. further, the king noted that it had come to 
his knowledge that persons who were performing the roles of the 
guards of the naus of the companhia of dom manuel coutinho 
[private trader] had also performed a similar act. this indicates 
that such happenings also took place in the private portuguese 
ships also besides the ones that were under the control of the 
Estado. if the king receives information about the happenings in 
a private trader’s ship as indicated above, does this imply that the 
crown was also interested in the trade conducted by the individuals 
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besides the Estado? if the crown had such manifold concerns, then 
it was difficult to maintain and concentrate on particular needs of 
vast oceanic expanse. nevertheless, the king to control such acts 
ordained that the ‘Ouvidor Geral’ would take every year a survey 
of all acts of the guards.9 thus, all along the hierarchy it seems that 
there was an interest to amass much wealth during their sojourn 
in asia.

another category of the portuguese who had a notable presence 
were the fidalgos. amongst the two categories of men who arrived 
at goa to serve in Estado da Índia, there were the married men and 
the soldiers. the soldiers were the unmarried ones. Such a status 
was denoted as ‘the best name that a man can have.’10 the men who 
boarded the ship at lisbon were mustered. out of these, some of 
them received the title of the Fidalgo da Caza del Rey nossas Senhor 
that is, a gentlemen of the king’s house and this was considered to 
be the chief title. another honorable title was Mozos Fidalgos which 
was usually given to the sons of the gentlemen or by the king to 
whom he favored. yet there was another category of the fidalgos 
who were less in number. persons in such category received the 
title of Cavalheiro Fidalgo, which was the title of the knight. Such 
designation was granted to person for some valiant act that one 
had performed. Mosas da Camara, do Numero, e do Serviço was 
yet another title that indicated they were in the service of the king 
whether at his chamber or the ones who managed his accounts or 
his service in general. this was the first title or degree of credit 
whereby through their good service they attained better and more 
glorious titles which would also give them riches of the world.11 

Besides these categories of the fidalgos, there were others like 
Escuderos Fidalgos or Esquires whose title was a degree of credit. 
there were still others named as Hommes honorados who were the 
men of honour and the poorest among them [as they didn’t have 
any title] were set down for soldiers considered to be commoners 
and a mischievous sort. all men received salaries subject to their 
titles from the crown. there was always a chance for them to rise 
in service either due to the length of their service or by presenting 
some good action. But, in general, it was favourism that led 
to ascend in their designations. thus, the fidalgos belonged to 
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various categories and their promotion was ruled by preferential 
treatment. it is worth noting here that among the portuguese who 
came to asia, the fidalgos were the ones who had highest strength. 
the quest for monopoly of the portuguese is seen from the fact 
that a large number of men were sent to asia for the purpose. the 
granting of such designations noted above also attests that the 
crown did so to lure more men in the service. thus, one can infer 
the fact that the medieval mentality of granting titles and deeds 
was still at work. 

in addition to these men who were believed to be the guardians 
of the Estado, there were others appointed at goa to facilitate the 
working of the Estado. it has already been recorded that before 
the fleets depart for asia, a muster roll was prepared. this register 
was delivered to one of the king’s officers at goa who was called 
Chief Clerk of the Matricola Generall12 with his tenure being for 
three years. under his command used to be three or four clerks. 
Besides this, there was another function of this office. whenever 
the portuguese had to send an expedition for a certain purpose 
or to just keep an army ready on the coast or to convoy and safe-
conduct the merchants traveling daily or to check the pirates, 
drums were struck that whosoever wants to serve the king in his 
fleet should come to the Matricola Generall. it was the Matricola 
Generall’s responsibility to provide resources for the purpose. in 
a subsequent act, the viceroy would ordain a chief captain and 
other captains under him for every fuste and galley. the Matricola 
Generall paid to all the men who were part of this fleet subject to 
their titles that had been registered at lisbon.13 Such a practice of 
organizing a fleet in asia as per to the requirement of the plan was 
an interesting innovation on the part of the portuguese authorities.

after performing its task when the fleet returned back to goa, 
the viceroy would grant a certificate to the captain general of 
the fleet testifying his services on his commandment. Since he 
had performed an important task, all the information regarding 
it was relayed and in the said certificate it was also marked that 
he had spent money from his purse in the service of His majesty. 
according to this credential, the captain general also made 
certificates for his subordinate captains and soldiers in the same 
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way as his testimonial was. thus the manner in which the task was 
accomplished was important for it carried a recommendation of 
their feat in asia. this could further lead to promotions in their 
ranks and commands.

the viceroy maintained an advisory council from an early 
date after 1505 cE, which was closely modeled on the lines 
of the Conselho do Estado (council of State) in lisbon. in the 
council of State that was held at goa, matters of high importance 
were discussed. the government functionaries who served 
the Estado were its councilors. the chief civil, military, judicial 
and ecclesiastical personas were part of it. it comprised of the 
captain of the city of goa, Alcaide-Mor (Head of the fortress), 
Feitor (factor) who collected taxes and worked as an agent on 
commercial matters, Vendor da Fazenda, notary, captain of the 
Sea and the Fidalgos along with the archbishop and the chief 
inquisitor (after 1560 cE). these functionaries participated in the 
meeting that used to be convened by the viceroy in time to time. 
the Conselho do Estado not only functioned at goa but also in all 
fortalezas (fortresses) and praças (trading outposts) forming part 
of the portuguese dominion. Since it was composed of the highest 
functionaries of the State and was intended to act in certain respect 
as a check on the viceroy, but practically, it is observed that its 
action got negated by the latter’s supreme position. in march 1564 
cE, the government of the Estado da Índia extended a request 
to the king to reduce the membership of the Conselho as it had 
been often causing inconvenience to the smooth functioning of 
the administration. But it was impractical to change this age-
old practice and that in the important state affairs the opinions 
of the Fidalgos had to be obtained and forwarded to portugal. 
the implementation of the resolution passed in a meeting was 
obligatory to the viceroy. However, the ultimate authority of 
taking the final decisions remained in the hands of the king in the 
sixteenth century.

at the viceregal court, the most important official next to the 
viceroy was the secretary. any person was vested in this position 
if the king had the pleasure in him. the candidate must have some 
administrative experience. in the hierarchy after the secretary, 
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there were various officials of the two main sections. the vice regal 
administration was divided into fazenda (the revenue department) 
and justica (the judiciary). the vedor geral (overseer) controlled 
the fazenda. this post was created in 1549 cE. He also served 
as the chief financial advisor of the Estado da Índia. an escrivão 
(clerk) assisted him with a number of subordinate officials. among 
them the treasurer of the city of goa, the chief feitor, the juiz da 
alfandega (a magistrate responsible for the customs), casas dos 
contos (the officers of the exchequer) under a provedor mór (chief 
superintendent), who before the creation of the office of vedor, 
had been a chief financial officer in the viceregal administration. 
the customhouse was headed by an almoxarife, who was directly 
responsible to the vedor.14 the administrative organization of the 
viceroy’s court in goa was replicated in smaller and simpler form 
in malacca. most of the portuguese settlements in asia, whether 
they were officially described as fortalezas or feitorias and whether 
or not they were in territories where the portuguese exercised 
sovereignty or claimed possessão were governed. in each fortaleza, 
there was stationed a military force headed by a captain. thus this 
was the general structure that can be observed in portuguese asia.

george winius contradicts the theory that it was due to the 
portuguese crown’s support that the Estado da Índia could survive. 
the decision of king manuel i to create his asian operation was 
fabulous. But its survival owed anything but to chance. winius 
argued that only the efforts of men like duarte pacheco pereira, 
francisco de almeida and afonso de albuquerque together with 
many of their less known colleagues saved manuel and his councils 
from disaster in india. the Estado, according to him, seems to have 
designed itself with only a few guidelines (such as nominations, the 
feitoria structure and the three-year terms) and whose governance 
was imposed from Europe. He admits that the convoys of ships 
that traveled outwards to goa were hardly adequate.15 thus, the 
Estado da Índia was almost wholly built by endeavours of the 
portuguese who were present in the indian ocean world and not 
by the ones who were in portugal. there were hardly efforts put by 
the monarchs, their councils and board of directors to give it the 
same shape as it was conceived of. 
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it is imperative from the above set of ideas that besides the few 
guidelines that were directed by lisbon, the authorities at goa 
functioned in their own way according to the variables present in 
asia. as it has been noticed, the focus of the viceroy, for instance, 
was essentially to take hold of assets during their three-year tenure. 
if we were to consider this, then is it possible to say that it was one 
of the reasons leading the Estado to its retreat in the seventeenth 
century? the lines on which the VOC was organized especially 
did matter as the dutch posed the greatest degree of threat to the 
portuguese monopoly. the VOC was a tightly organized company 
and the officials did not have personal motives as we have noticed 
in the case of the portuguese Estado. moreover the authorities 
in amsterdam also gave an emphasis on trade and war for they 
understood that they could only derive profits through these two 
means.

the seventeenth century saw some changes in the functioning 
of the Estado da Índia. this was mainly due to the fact that the 
king gave some authority to the viceroy to take decisions in 
matters of concern. the situation in the seventeenth century was 
overwhelmingly different and so the Estado was given liberty 
regarding the decisions to be taken. the correspondence from 
the king to the viceroy of Sixteenth of January, 1607 cE16 clearly 
illustrates this fact. this letter is particularly important considering 
how in the early seventeenth century there was already a marked 
change in the formulation of the policies by the king and Estado da 
Índia. Earlier in the sixteenth century, the initiative for formulating 
policies was largely handled by the king and his advisors in lisbon. 
with the dutch presence, there had to be taken some immediate 
measures in accordance with “tempo por mostrando” (the need of 
the moment). a second aspect of no less importance that can be 
observed in the documents is the viceroy resorting to the opinion 
of those who had better information on the matter. this implied 
that within a period of hundred years there had developed a public 
opinion in goa that was surely formed by the high clergy, the 
members of the high echelons of the administration and the more 
affluent members of the trading community. 
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the presence of the dutch can also be seen in the high scale 
of initiatives that the Estado undertook in taking decisions and 
implementing policies. the urgencies of one over another were 
motivated by the physical presence of the enemy (the VOC). Some 
measure had to be taken and there was hardly anytime disposed 
with the administration at goa to take the approval of the king 
at lisbon or in Spain. therefore there is a need for a careful 
evaluation of events that took place with the arrival of the dutch 
in asia. the granting of authority (political) to the viceroy on the 
matters that concerned the indian ocean region by lisbon was a 
new development in this time that is considered to be of decadence 
(financial). the decadence in economic aspect has been widely 
studied by the historians. on the other hand, one can observe 
evolution in other aspects like political budding as early as the year 
1607 cE.17

the council of viceroy or the council of india, as it was known, 
was an important body responsible for assisting the viceroy at goa 
in governing the Estado. in a letter of the thirty first of January, 
1615 cE written by the king to the viceroy, dom Hieronymo 
(Jeronymo) d’azevedo, the matters of the council of india have 
been discussed. for certain considerations regarding the service 
of viceroy, the crown decided to bring to an end the council of 
india. the purpose of taking such a decision was that the issues 
related to the governance of the overseas portuguese territories 
formerly addressed to the tribunal were now to be taken up as: 
letters related with the Estado and the military operations were 
to be dealt by christovão Soares of the viceroy’s council and 
his State Secretary; matters related with granting of mercês (titles 
or advantages granted to someone who has rendered important 
service to the king) would be taken up by ruy dias de meneses; 
those of justice by a desembargo (a judge of the higher court); 
matters pertaining with the treasury of the king were to be dealt 
by the council of viceroy.18

already in the late sixteenth century, there was a startling 
administrative change that was introduced. this was the decision 
to divide the Estado da Índia regionally into three separate 
governments: the first one, along the East african coast; the 
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second, from Hormuz to the Bay of Bengal and the third, extending 
from the eastern Bay of Bengal littoral to macau. to this effect, 
in 1571 cE, separate governors were appointed to these three 
sub-Estados, the first to be based in East africa, the second one 
at goa and the third one at malacca.19 However, this plan could 
not materialise due to some opinion of differences. there arose 
differences between the governor of goa and that of malacca. the 
king, dom Sebastião tried to resolve the issues but ultimately it let 
to the abandonment of the plan.20

Besides these organisational attempts, after reviewing the 
existing situations in the first two decades of the seventeenth 
century, a scheme to form a portuguese company to trade with 
india was also envisioned. at a meeting of the Spanish council of 
State in madrid, the count of olivares (later known by the title of 
count-duke), the favourite of philip iv, gave his support for the 
proposal with some suggested amendments. it said that rather than 
giving charge to one person to organize the company, it would be 
better to give this responsibility to the governors of portugal. this 
company was finally constituted in 1628 cE. when the company 
came into existence a contradiction of olivares’s original suggestion 
surfaced.21 lorraine white has argued with regards to the failure 
of the company that faction as- religious bigotry and changes in 
administrative control triggered opposition to this company and 
foreshadowed its political failure.

it may be otherwise recorded that the Estado da Índia had, no 
doubt, certain guidelines that it followed. But, there were times 
when the superior authorities in the East took their own decision. it 
has also been noticed as earlier that from the viceroys down to the 
guards, everyone who came within the ambit of the Estado, strove 
to gather as much wealth as one could. it may be added that c.r. 
Boxer also takes note of the fact that the viceroyalty of goa in the 
seventeenth century was still highly sought to harness gains. Hence 
the crown was very selective and careful in appointing a viceroy22 
and giving two terms as viceroyalty was again in exceptional cases. 
the Conde de Linhares, dom miguel de noronha, who served as 
the viceroy from 1629 to1635 cE is one such example. noronha, 
when reached goa rather found the state of the Estado in a pitiful 
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state. among the viceroys of goa, he is recorded to be the most 
successful one. His tenure which ran slightly over six years provides 
many insights into the social, economic and political situation of 
the period. linhares took efforts to become familiarized with the 
rules and procedures. to assist him in the administration, there 
was a small staff that had accompanied him from lisbon. among 
it, there were his teenage son, dom fernando de noronha, pedro 
Barreto do resende, the state archivist, antónio Boccaro23 and 
the Spanish military engineer, dom domingo de toral y valdes. 
these persons became conversant in their own right with time. 
nonetheless, for the most part of his term, noronha had to rely 
on the existing bureaucracy that was made of individuals with 
personal needs and interests often different from those of the 
state.24 thus the crown had realized the importance of governance 
when its emissary, the Estado, was facing the brunt of the VOC in 
the time. 

The Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie

while understanding the portuguese presence and its linkages 
in the coromandel-archipelago Southeast region, it is unwise 
to forgo the presence of the Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie 
in the seventeenth century in them. after all, the frigates of the 
VOC began sailing in the same channels of water that were under 
the ambit of the Estado. But, was the mere presence of the VOC 
the root cause of the problems that the portuguese witnessed? 
the knowledge about the company’s inception, its planning and 
functioning would develop an understanding about the differences 
between the endeavours of overseas expansion of the portuguese 
and the dutch and the resultant conflict. the constitution of the 
company was embodied in a charter adopted by the States general 
on twentieth of march, 1602 cE by virtue of which the company 
came into existence. the previously existing companies at 
amsterdam- Hoorn Enkhuizen, rotterdam, delft and middelburg 
became chambers in it. its central management was assigned to the 
court of directors-Heeren Xvii-consisting of seventeen delegates 
from the chambers. of these, the majority consisted of those from 
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amsterdam (who were eight) and Zeeland (who were four). the 
VOC was, thus, purely a merchant’s combine and remained true 
throughout the two centuries of its existence to its commercial 
ideals though these could also imply military actions to reinforce 
its quest of monopoly as winius and vink have correctly pointed.25

the meetings of Heeren Xvii were held twice in a year and 
if further negotiations were urgent, they took place in a sub-
committee, Kleine Zeventien. the directors of the chamber (the 
so-called bewindhebbers) took some of the decisions, but the final 
power vested with the seventeen gentlemen. with the passage of 
time, Heeren Xvii started appointing committees for treatments 
of various spheres. thus four departments were distinguished: 
for receipts, for equipment of ships, for accountancy and for 
commerce.26 the VOC as an organization was tightly structured 
and centralized too. the manner in which it was formed shows 
that there was no paucity of resources but was far better capitalized 
than its other European counterparts in the overseas expansion. 
the interest of the States general in making the dutch company 
a strong military power endowed it from its very foundation with 
a distinctive feature that was never obliterated. the company was 
a “staat-buiten-de-staat” with its own administration, jurisdiction, 
and finally also a right to make agreements with the foreign, asiatic 
powers.27

around the beginning of the seventeenth century, amsterdam 
had risen as a centre for trade in Europe. thus, the very foundation 
of the company at the same time gave it a flavour of being a 
purely mercantile organization. from the charter, through which 
the company was secured, it was pointed that the basic motive 
behind its formation was to secure monopoly over asiatic trade. 
throughout the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries, it 
sought zealously to maintain and safeguard this monopoly 
against interlopers and against any attempts at private trade by its 
officers. this fact is illustrated by the general instructions given 
by the board of directors, Heren Xvii to the governor general 
in 1650 cE. according to it, the trading options of the VOC were 
to be divided into three categories. these categories were: firstly, 
the trade which the company enjoyed as an outcome of its own 
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conquest, exercising its own jurisdiction, as for instance on ceylon 
and to a lesser extent on the coromandel coast; secondly, the trade 
‘by virtue of exclusive contracts’, giving its monopolistic rights on 
the local production as on the coast of malabar; and thirdly, the 
trade conducted ‘by virtue of treaties’, by which the company did 
not occupy any special position at all and found itself only one 
amongst many, as in gujarat and Bengal.28

from the very beginning, it seems that the directors of the 
VOC considered buying cloth from india to trade with the spices 
produced in the moluccas. the mace, clove and nutmegs could 
be obtained for silver in the spice markets of the moluccas. as the 
monetary system to the east of malacca was not yet fully developed, 
it seemed more advantageous for the VOC to offer cloth instead of 
silver in such markets. as such, the cloth from india was famous in 
this part of the world. the cloth from the coromandel was bound 
to get the attention of the dutch in this context for exchange. So 
the equation of trade between the cloth of the coromandel coast 
and the spices of the moluccas dominated the mindset of the 
higher echelons of the VOC. an advantage, which the dutch had 
on the south-eastern coast of india, was the absence of portuguese 
strongholds. though there existed portuguese settlements but 
they were private in nature. all the above factors facilitated the 
establishments of factories by the dutch for the enhancement of 
their trade in the existing coromandel-archipelago Southeast asia 
linkage.

the pattern of operation at the beginning of the seventeenth 
century had not yet developed. there was no strategic planning or 
even a fixed pattern of operation. according to winius and vink, it 
was more in the nature of an impromptu trading presence.29 from 
the experience of the pre-companies, it had figured the importance 
of the moluccas that combined the availability of the most valuable 
spices along with a great distance from the real centres of the 
portuguese power. for an organization that was still nascent, as 
far as its maritime activities are concerned the latter factor was 
of utmost importance. the portuguese as is known had already 
been involved in such activities for a century. So for the VOC, the 
immediate source of peril was the Estado da Índia. 
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with its expansion and establishment in the East, the company 
extended the concept of monopoly to acquire as much asian trade 
it could. in its early years, it developed the policy of acquiring a 
monopoly of certain key commodities of the network by controlling 
the areas of production and supply. the spices, which had been 
pivotal items of trade in the world commerce, drew their immediate 
attention. the VOC in order to fulfil its trade requirements 
captured fort victoria in amboyna from the portuguese in 1605 
cE. this was the first effective base it had established in the Spice 
islands from where it could conduct trade without the portuguese 
interference. till this time, the VOC had still not organized itself 
well enough for other expeditions and for establishing control. 
the need for a central authority to coordinate the activities was 
increasing. thus in order to realise the mounting demands of the 
expansionary zeal, the directors of the voc in Holland created 
the post of gouverneur-generaal in 1609 cE. the function of the 
gouverneur-generaal was to organize activities within the asian 
part of their operation. He came to reside in and around the malay 
archipelago. after the establishment of Batavia in 1619 cE, the 
dutch capital shifted to the aforementioned place. though it may 
seem that the establishment of Batavia marks the beginning of the 
centralization and modus operandi, but in practice it had started 
much earlier.

the foundation of Batavia as the head quarters of the VOC 
was also due to the fact that before the middle of the seventeenth 
century, the entire region west of malacca had been identified as the 
company’s Westerkwartieren. the focus was on the subordination 
of indonesia and the china Seas for their trading interests. the 
subsequent strategy of the company was to acquire pre-eminence 
in the spice trade over its English rivals and also to gain significant 
access to the lucrative china and Japan trades. at this point, 
the dutch did little more than to maintain a status quo in south 
asia. the dutch were to concentrate again on the coromandel 
in the 1630’s as far as the control over the coast’s trading had 
been concerned. in order to promote its own inter-asian trading 
interests, the VOC imitated the portuguese pass-convoy-armada 
system. in imitating this practice, the dutch interest was less to 
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generate revenue but more to discourage competition and to 
concentrate the intra-asian trade in the company’s hands.30

The Anglo-Dutch Rivalry

the genesis of the English East india company is also dated at 
the beginning of the seventeenth century. a charter from Queen 
Elizabeth i founded the company of merchants of london 
trading into the East indies on thirty first of december, 1600 cE, 
following more than a year of political negotiations and finance 
raising. the charter named two hundred and eighteen subscribers 
to the new enterprise, which was granted a monopoly of all English 
trade in lands lying east from the cape of good Hope to the Straits 
of magellan--in other words, the whole of asia and the pacific. 
Spices were the spurs for this mercantile venture. they gave taste 
and flavour to otherwise bland foods, besides being mixed, blended 
and distilled into medicines and perfumes. their rarity made 
them extremely valuable. trading in them offered the possibility 
of making a good fortune.

in the first half of the seventeenth century, as seen in the above 
section, the dutch policies and plans especially of J.p. coen had 
made the English company concentrate its activities in india and 
on developing the bilateral trade with Europe. from the middle 
of the seventeenth century this strategy began to pay-off, as the 
European market for indian textiles expanded. this slow moving 
company gradually took lead over the dutch as participants 
in trade both within asia and between Europe and asia in the 
eighteenth century. 

the concentration of both the voc and the English companies 
was in Southeast asia, initially, especially in the insular part, 
which was the area of the cultivation of spices. the English were 
bound to follow the dutch wherever they went for the goals of 
both the companies were similar. So the competition with the 
English East india company implied a far more serious threat to 
the Jan company’s commercial interests. in 1604 cE, the English 
East india company sent its second fleet, commanded by Henry 
middleton to the malay archipelago. van der Hagen commanded 
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the dutch fleet, which was also sent during the same time. these 
two fleets raced with each other at certain times to insure more 
gain from each other.

prior to the beginning of the English company’s endeavours, 
francis drake had already visited the moluccas in 1579 cE 
during his celebrated voyage around the world. while off motir, 
the governor of that island persuaded drake to visit the ternate 
sovereign, Sultan Babu. drake accepted the proposal and on 
anchoring there, sent a message to its ruler inviting him to exchange 
commodities. when the competition between the dutch and the 
English gained pace in the moluccas, the above-mentioned visit of 
drake gathered importance. the English contended that they had 
a first claim to the commerce of the moluccas on the ground that 
drake had approached the ruler first for buying cloves. prior to 
the visit of middleton, the dutch had already tried to tarnish the 
image of the English as early as 1596 cE. as late as the nineteenth 
century, such incidents did occupy the writings.31

while more European powers were looming on the horizon 
of the archipelago, the indigenous polities were more involved 
in settling their scores against each other for which they took the 
help of the former. a correspondence from the king of tidore to 
the king of England in the year 1605 cE for instance, pleaded the 
latter to help them against their old rival- ternate. not only this, 
they also desired that England and Spain should join them and 
help them combat tidore who were supported by the dutch.32 the 
dutch had conquered the portuguese stronghold of amboyna in 
the same year. thus, they had begun to establish their hegemony 
in the moluccas. they prohibited the English from trading at 
amboyna, which was a true outcome of the principles of monopoly. 
the English took to the island of ternate, whose Sultan was the 
successor of the prince with whom Sir francis drake had carried 
on commercial relations.

unlike the dutch, the English had no settled plan of action. the 
East india company thought only in terms of separate voyages, 
and for a long time even the accounts of each voyage were kept in 
distinct. too often the goods of the company and the general interest 
were sacrificed to the private quarrels of individual captains. this 
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lack of a farsighted and vigorous policy, the meagre resources of the 
company and the lack of support by the government of England 
made the chances of the company’s obtaining a share of Southeast 
asian trade very slight indeed. the contending dutch company 
had precisely these advantages and their ultimate success against 
the English was certain.33

the attitude of the dutch became more hostile in the second 
decade of the seventeenth century. as early as 1611 cE, the English 
had established their factory at masulipatnam and a little later, 
also opened a factory at petapuli. ‘The Globe’, an English ship on 
its seventh voyage had visited pulicat two years later, in the quest 
of trade. the dutch did not allow the vessel to anchor as they 
reminded the local authorities that they had an exclusive right 
on the port of pulicat. the States general of Holland had earlier 
ordered the VOC to follow a friendly policy and not to obstruct the 
English trade. this led to the conflict between their state defined 
policy and local commercial interest of the company, which can 
also be observed in one-line sarcasm-“The English would shear the 
sheep and we, the Dutch Pigs.”34 thus, the Globe was forced by the 
dutch strength to look for alternative markets in Southeast asia. 
But, they also, had to make their choice for the next best choice like 
Bantam or patani.

The Globe left for England in 1615 cE. in the next four years, 
the English could do little to improve their position in the eastern 
archipelago. in 1613 cE, they had already established a factory at 
Bantam. it was an important factory and had a prospect of becoming 
a good stronghold in future in the archipelago. Bantam had the 
great export trade with china and the neighbouring islands and its 
nearness to the Sunda strait made it a more profitable centre for sale 
and purchase of goods from aceh. like the dutch, the English had 
also suffered much from the oppression of the Sultan. when the 
dutch moved to djakarta, the English after some delay followed 
their example in 1617 cE. in the next year, the English opened a 
factory at Japara, which was then of considerable importance as 
it was the chief port of mataram. in the meantime, competition 
with the portuguese private traders constrained the English efforts 
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at makassar, while amboyna, Bandas and moluccas were bone of 
contention with the VOC. 

the dutch ships, forts and garrisons routinely obstructed English 
trading attempts. they were unable to offer effective counter-
protection to the spice producers; indeed any promises made were 
soon broken and served as pretexts for dutch reprisals against the 
island populations. in october 1616 cE, in desperation at what 
had happened to their world, the Bandanese of run ceded their 
island to the English crown. it was at this juncture that the VOC 
moved from being threats to openly being hostile to the English. 
Seven English ships were captured and a dutch sharpshooter killed 
the company’s chief commander, John Jourdain, on the deck of 
his ship off pattani during truce negotiations in July 1619 cE.  
in the same year, the VOC’s newly appointed governor general, 
Jan pieterszoon coen, took the decision to make their small post 
at djakarta, east of Bantam, the main rendezvous for dutch trade. 
Javanese resistance to the VOC’s initiative was crushed. djakarta 
was destroyed and the castle and city of Batavia began to take 
shape. Batavia, now djakarta, the capital of indonesia, became the 
headquarters of the VOC’s operations throughout asia, in imitation 
to portuguese goa. it had a population of eight thousand. Soldiers, 
overseas chinese settlers, migrants from Europe, and slaves bought 
in madagascar, india and the islands poured in to create a dutch 
settlement. . 

when in november 1617 cE, the dutch declared war on English 
in the moluccas, Banda and amboyna, the company followed a 
policy of cautious vigilance on the coromandel coast. there were 
no actual hostilities on the coromandel for the concentration of 
the VOC was on the Spice islands. in fact the dutch factors on the 
coromandel with their hands sufficiently full with the portuguese 
would have preferred more friendly relations with the English.35 
in a letter of twelfth november, 1618, general coen wrote to the 
directors from djakarta, that: “It was a pity that due to the shortage 
of money and ships, the important trade at Surat was being neglected. 
Participation in this trade would have helped the Dutch against 
the English in the Moluccas, Amboina and Banda.”36 as early as 
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January 1617 cE, the dutch factors had been sensing the dangers 
they would face due to the intrigues of the English. not only the 
English, but also the portuguese and the mughal official at the port 
city of Surat were also the sources of worry for the dutch. Since the 
concentration of the dutch during this period was the moluccas, 
the frequent intrigues by the English at the factory of VOC at Surat 
worsened the situation.

But a document of the VOC dated of nineteenth of october, 
1617, shows a different aspect of the voc towards the English. 
the directors approved of pulicat’s intention to reduce the size of 
the local garrison to one hundred and send the surplus soldiers to 
the moluccas and around. this would reduce the costs at pulicat 
and enable the factors to face more successfully the competition 
from the English, who were likely to begin trading in the area in 
the near future and who would be unencumbered by such costs.37 
this document shows that in the early years, the dutch were not 
afraid of the English as competitors in the textile trade.

it was suggested by franco van der meer38 along with some others 
that tegenapatam would provide a better roadstead for the VOC’s 
ships. they even suggested the construction of a small fort at low 
cost. But, the opinion on this subject differed and the governor- 
general thought of communicating the final decision to pulicat. 
the general policy that the dutch were following now was not to 
build any more forts, particularly since the company’s charter was 
due to expire in another five or six year’s time and the director’s 
were still uncertain of its renewal. the factors were hence advised 
to keep as small a number of employees on the coromandel coast 
as possible. notwithstanding the resultant problems caused on the 
coromandel coast, the directors approved of the policy to permit 
free burghers living in the moluccas, amboina and Banda to 
operate on the coromandel coast. Even the closure of the factory 
at petapuli was approved.39

on the contrary, an English document suggests a different 
depiction. the situation that existed in the early 1618 cE is related 
by a correspondence between Sir thomas roe at ahmedabad and 
the English company:
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“….the dutch have spoyled moluccoes which they fought for, and 
spent more then they will yield them. if quiet, in seaven yeares. 
Syndu you may freely goe too, lade and relade; but it is inhabitated 
by the portugal; lies noe way well for your stock (except you scatter 
it); it vents only your teeth [ivory] and affords good cloth and many 
toyes. But if the sorts you have seen serve your marketts, you are 
nearer seated and may have what quanteties you please; and for 
your teeth, the marchant will fetch them at Suratt.”40

the dutch eagerness to expel the English at gunpoint checked 
by a contrary state policy had given place to a willingness to co-
exist at a time, when the two nations were at war.41 there existed a 
conflict between state policy and local commercial interest of the 
dutch though the circumstances had changed radically. the VOC 
was conscious of the power of its rival. So, it was evidently seeking 
the establishment of a limited dual control on the buyer’s market, 
which would have eminently served their ultimate purpose of 
reducing the bargaining power of local supplier and eliminated 
the effects of powerful competition as tapan raychaudhuri has 
pointed out.42

meanwhile, the English company had finally managed to put 
together a large fleet of fifteen ships and was prepared to challenge 
the VOC. But the news of the anglo- dutch truce (treaty of 
defence) that was signed in Europe in the year 1619 cE came 
forth. the treaty was to come into effect in asia in april 1620 cE. 
prior to this treaty, two treaties had already been signed and there 
were no fruitful results. in accordance with the seventh clause of 
the treaty of defence43, de carpentier, Jacob dedel and a third 
person on behalf of the VOC and three persons on behalf of the 
English company signed an agreement at djakarta, at a meeting 
of the council of defence, by which they were planning to send 
a ship to pulicat for the purpose of trade. the English were, 
however, concerned with the presence of a dutch garrison in the 
fort at pulicat44 for they thought that the indigenous merchants 
might feel constrained to supply to the dutch alone excluding the 
English in this manner. among other points, it was also agreed 
that “in regard of the great blood-shed and cost, pretended to bee 
bestowed by the Hollanders, in winning of the Trade of the Iles of 
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the Molluccos, Banda, and Amboyana, from the Spaniards and 
Portugals, and in building of Forts for the continuall securing of the 
same, the said Hollanders therefore should enjoy two thirds parts 
of that Trade, and the English the other third; and the charge of the 
Forts to bee maintained by taxes and impositions, to be levied upon 
the Merchandize.”

the following articles were agreed upon provisionally subject 
to confirmation by the dutch governor general45: according to 
article 1, accommodation would be provided to the English factors 
in fort geldria at pulicat subject to the payment of the necessary 
rent. if accommodation could not be spared within the fort, the 
dutch would arrange alternative lodgings or even have a new 
house built for the English. till such an arrangement was made, 
the English would be accommodated within this fort. article 2 said 
that the English factors would inform the dutch what particular 
varieties of cloth they desired to buy and in what quantity. if the 
dutch intended to buy any of the same kind, the goods would be 
bought jointly and afterwards divided in proportion to the capital 
invested. article 3 related to the English share of the charges and 
the maintenance of the fort as well as the wages of the garrison 
had been fixed by the seventh article of the treaty of defence. 
additional payment would, however, be made for any ammunition 
that the English might buy from the dutch. article 4 was concerned 
with the cost of repairing any damage to the fort would be borne 
jointly by the two companies. article 5 said that the wages and 
the maintenance of dutch employees exclusively concerned with 
trade would not be treated as part of the expenses of the garrison. 
according to article 6 the servants of both the companies were 
expressly prohibited from the private trade in cloth under penalty 
of the confiscation of the goods. article 7 was regarding the general 
costs; the guidelines in clause 7 of the treaty of defence would 
be followed. article 8 said that the English would pay the dutch 
governor every month their share of the cost of maintenance of 
the fort

the nature of the anglo-dutch rivalry revealed by this treaty 
and along with such clauses being developed made the English 
apprehensive about their trade at pulicat. Each article mentioned 
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above was in the favour of the VOC. this was bound to create more 
bitterness between the two companies. though the agreement was 
an important one, as far as the relations between the English and 
the dutch were concerned, but it was foredoomed to failure. the 
employees of the VOC whatever the attitude of the masters had were 
unwilling to give away entirely through a partnership, the definite 
advantages they had over their rivals. general coen, who seldom 
crushed matters, inquired if their Honours in amsterdam had been 
lacking in good counsel. to him, friendship with the English was 
impossibility; it would mean that the dutch “would have to quit 
not only Indies, but the world.” 46 there followed a bitter struggle 
between the two companies mainly in the indonesian archipelago 
and particularly around Batavia and the moluccas. in coromandel, 
there was a low-key confrontation as the English with factories at 
masulipatnam and nizamapatnam could ill-afford to enter into 
an armed confrontation with the dutch, who were prosperous 
and relatively well supplied. in a correspondence, matthew duke 
at petapoli to the company dated ninth of december, 1618, the 
enraged English factor declared, ‘theis buterboxes [the Dutch] 
are groanne soe insolent, that yf they be suffered but a whit longer, 
they will make claims to the whole Indies.’ 47 the English were 
also apprehensive about this agreement. they felt that such a 
co-operation with a powerful rival would only mean numerous 
encumbrances and surrender of legitimate rights. the English 
council as early as march 1622 cE reported to london that the 
partnership with the dutch in coromandel was working very 
badly and requested the home authorities to give them a solution.48

from the treaty of defence that was concluded between England 
and Holland, the council of defence was established in July 1619 
cE between the two companies. this council consisted of four 
dutch and four English members. in order to inflict damage on 
the enemies and to promote the dutch and the English trade on 
the coast of malabar, the council of defence on recommendations 
of the representatives of the English and the dutch companies, 
and after ripe deliberations, had decided to send a fleet of nine 
ships and two yachts on the coast of malabar and goa. in all they 
would together carry 1, 139 soldiers (730 on the dutch ships and 
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385 on the English ships).49 the ships were to proceed on towards 
their destination without forewarning the enemy. it was thought 
that on reaching goa, a word would be sent to coromandel about 
the portuguese strength so that the portuguese on the coromandel 
get inhibited with the dutch and the English power. 

the dutch had in reality little reason to be insecure. in the 
pursuit of their monopoly policy, they deliberately destroyed the 
clove plantations elsewhere in order to make amboyana the only 
source for the supply of cloves.50 By 1623 cE, the English finding 
nothing but obstructions and repeated fights, decided to close 
down their factories in the East. But before these orders reached 
amboyana, an incident took place that embittered relation between 
the dutch and the English in the years to come. this was the 
famous amboyana incident or the “massacre of amboyana”51 as is 
known in the documents. this was one incident among many of 
the extreme ones that the dutch took to ensure their monopoly. ten 
Englishmen, after being tortured together with nine Japanese and 
one portuguese, were executed on a charge of having attempted to 
seize the fortress of amboyana. in spite of the agreement between 
the English and the dutch this undesired incident took place. as 
part of the treaty that was signed between the two, the English East 
india company had planted certain factories for their share in the 
trade of spices. Some of these factories were in Banda while the 
other were in the moluccas and the amboyana.

from one point of view the “massacre” was an event of world 
importance, for it finally convinced the English of the futility of 
their attempts to compete with the dutch. moreover with this 
outrage all the hopes of future co-operation between the two 
nations in the archipelago ended. the president of the English East 
india company was determined to quit Batavia where they had 
established headquarters in 1620 cE and managed now to shift 
outside the dutch jurisdiction. By the end of the year the English 
factories at patani, pulicat, Siam and Hirado (Japan) had been 
closed, and the remaining ones under the control of the English 
president and council at Batavia were those at masulipatnam, 
aceh, Jambi, Japara and makassar.
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on the coromandel coast, the English did not find worthwhile 
to maintain a factory at pulicat. the reasons given were that there 
was a need to reduce the expenses. Besides, the textiles from the 
coromandel coast were no more required, as the English factories 
in the moluccas had been closed. the dutch at Batavia offered no 
objection to the proposal, though they intimated them that if the 
English desired to return to pulicat, the question of the payment of 
the garrison would arise in the period of their absence. thus ‘The 
Ruby’, was dispatched to pulicat with orders for the dissolution 
of the factory and shifting to masulipatnam which also indicated 
the end of anglo-dutch partnership on the coast.52 prior to the 
shifting of the factory from pulicat to masulipatnam, the latter had 
become a port for centralization and shipment of goods collected 
from the hinterland as well as from the coast. william methwold, 
who was in masulipatnam between 1618 and 1622 cE referred 
to it as ‘the chief port of the kingdome of golchonda.’53 anthony 
Schorer, around 1616 cE had called it the ‘most famous market on 
the coast’. thus this already prosperous port city54 was given a new 
lease of life in the period following 1624 cE. this was largely on 
account of the growth of the trade involving makassar.

makassar, as will be recorded in the subsequent chapters, had 
provided refuge to the various trading diasporas who had fled from 
malacca or expelled from elsewhere. the English had established 
a factory there in 1613 cE. But it was not until the middle of the 
decade of twenties that makassar grew in importance largely due 
to its clove trade. Between 1622 and 1643 cE, when the dutch 
effectively snuffed out all sources of ‘smuggled’ cloves, the trade 
continued to grow apace. the English policy was to use their 
coromandel factories to supply Batavia (upto 1628 cE) and Banten 
(thereafter) with textiles, which were then carried to makassar.55 
moreover the signing of the anglo-portuguese treaty in 1635 cE 
also made the dutch apprehensive that the English were plotting 
with the portuguese against them. the dutch in their efforts to 
restrict clove trade of makassar met success only after 1643 cE 
that lasted eight years hence. in this period, the English trade 
declined between coromandel and the insular Southeast asia. the 
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combined English-danish export of textiles to makassar in 1646 
cE was estimated to be only four hundred bales.

thus in this section, as has been noticed till now, the dutch 
proved to be hostile enemies of the English in the coromandel 
and archipelago Southeast asia. So much so that an itinerant, 
nathaniel courthop to Southeast asia observed between the years 
1617 and 1618 cE that “the Hollanders are hated of all nations in 
those parts: that they vaunt they have the copies of the companies 
commission before any ships come forth: that no English generall 
hath the king’s commission: that they bring letters from petty kings 
(which are reputed as their slaves) as of amboyana and Hetto, with 
the like: that if the Bandaneses will have their countreyes in peace, 
they must submit themselves to the Hollanders, for that no nation 
can compare with them.”56 thus, if courthop is to be believed, 
then, the position of the dutch seems from this account, sound and 
strong. the success of the English trade was not only limited, but 
also of short duration in the first half of the seventeenth century. 
it was during this period that the English initiated the building 
of fort St. george at madras in 1639 cE. this was to become the 
residence of their president and council, controlling the trade of 
the Bay of Bengal and the one towards the farther east.

Both the VOC and the English East india companies were 
organized on different lines from the portuguese’s Estado da 
Índia as noticed above. while on the one hand, the dutch East 
india company and the Estado da Índia were at loggerheads, the 
English had a defensive attitude towards the portuguese. travelling 
between 1616 and 1620 cE, martin pring noted that the dutch 
had not only been doing wrongs with the portuguese but with the 
English also. one of the Englishmen, who was held as a prisoner by 
the dutch in the moluccas and had fled from there, had reported 
of the atrocities committed by the dutch.57 if the English had met 
with such a treatment then what would have been the fate of the 
portuguese? 

the English and the portuguese, prior to the seventeenth 
century, had amiable relations. in the seventeenth century when 
the competition among the different European companies was 
lingering high, even then, the relations did not decline much. 
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there existed a regular trade between the iberian peninsula and 
England at an early date. this is collaborated from the fact that 
on the Seventeenth of february, 1294 cE, king Edward granted 
safe-conduct to the merchants of Spain and portugal, to last only 
till the middle of the october, on condition that the kings of Spain 
and portugal should act in the same manner to his subjects.58 a 
letter that was being sent by the English ambassador, Sir thomas 
roe in 1619 cE through the dutch to the amsterdam reported, 
“the English had captured two portuguese frigates worth over 5000 
crowns.”59 there was another incident that reflected the English 
and the portuguese relations. an English ship which was on its way 
from England to Bantam had accosted a portuguese carrack on the 
coromandel coast and seized from it 90, 000 rials. the carrack 
was allowed to proceed on with the remaining 400, 000 rials. 60 
this was the kind of relationship that was maintained between the 
portuguese and the English. 

thus, as it has been observed in the course of the theme above 
that there were different factors at work which gradually led to 
the diminishing of the monopoly of the Estado da Índia. the long 
established monopoly of the portuguese was disrupted due to the 
fact that the dutch East india company (VOC) contended strongly 
to contain the domination of the Estado in the spice trade. one 
of the reasons behind the success of the dutch company was the 
way in which it was organized. the other European competitors 
in the scene were the English. at the end of the sixteenth century 
only, the dutch and British interests in the region gave rise to a 
series of voyages: those of James lancaster in 1591 cE, cornelis de 
Houtman in 1595 and again in 1598 cE, Jacob van neck in 1598 
cE, lancaster again in 1601 cE, and others. in 1602 cE the dutch 
East india company (formal name united East india company 
[Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie; VOC]) received its charter, 
two years after the formation of the English East india company; it 
began to attempt to exclude European competitors from the indies, 
control the trade carried on by indigenous asian traders, and 
establish its own commercial monopolies in their very networks.

the dutch company’s monopoly in archipelago Southeast 
asia, however, was more extensive and came to form the basis of 
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the dutch territorial empire. under the governor-generalship of 
Jan pieterszoon coen and his successors, particularly, anthony 
van diemen (1636-45 cE) and Joan maetsuyker (1653-78 cE), 
the company had laid the foundations of the dutch commercial 
empire and became the paramount power of the archipelago. it 
captured malacca from the portuguese (1641 cE), confined the 
British, after a period of fierce rivalry, to a factory at Bencoolen 
in southwestern Sumatra, and established a network of factories 
in the eastern islands. though it may have wished to limit its 
activities to trade, the company was soon drawn into local politics 
in Java and elsewhere, and, in becoming the arbiter in dynastic 
disputes or in conflicts between rival rulers, it inevitably emerged 
as the main political entity in the islands. in acquiring territorial 
responsibilities, the company did not at first establish a close 
administrative system of its own in the areas that passed under 
its direct control. in effect, the VOC replaced the sovereign of the 
royal court and, in so doing, inherited the existing structure of 
authority. an indigenous aristocracy administered the collection 
of tribute on behalf of the company, and only gradually was this 
system converted into a formalized bureaucracy. the VOC, like the 
royal court before it, drew revenue in the form of produce from the 
peasantry within its domain. 

to implement its commercial monopoly, the VOC established 
company factories (trading posts) for the collection of produce, 
pressured individual rulers to do business solely with the 
company, controlled the sources of supply of particular products 
(clove production, for example, was limited to ambon, nutmeg 
and mace to the Banda islands) and, in the 18th century, pushed 
through a system of so-called forced deliveries and contingencies. 
contingencies constituted a form of tax payable in kind in areas 
under the direct control of the company; forced deliveries were 
produce that indigenous cultivators were compelled to grow 
and sell to the company at a set price. there was little difference 
between the devices. in theory, forced deliveries were thought of 
as a form of trade in which goods were exchanged, but they were, 
in fact, as the British scholar J.S. furnivall has described it, “tribute 
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disguised as trade, ” while contingencies were “tribute undisguised.” 
in effect, the whole system of company trade was designed to 
extract produce from the indies for disposal on a European market, 
but without stimulating any fundamental technological change in 
the area’s economy. the profits belonged to the company, not to 
the producers. the indigenous traders of the region were pushed 
aside by the VOC as it gained control of more and more of the 
export trade of the archipelago. the growth of Batavia resulted, for 
example, in the decline of the north coast ports of Java, through 
which much of the spice trade had been channeled since before the 
fifteenth century. in this way, the traditional pattern of trade was 
checked and distorted.

thus, the Estado da Índia was bound to suffer. the relations 
of portugal with Spain also contributed to the hostility between 
the portuguese and the dutch. the dutch bought the indigenous 
polities to their help against the portuguese. in the meantime 
the portuguese had themselves started realizing the factors that 
were leading to their gradual decline of their domination. Sanjay 
Subrahmanyam has pointed that there was only a limited extent to 
which the portuguese could follow the dutch model. for firstly, 
they had an elaborate local apparatus in place in the form of the 
Estado da Índia, which included designated cities with municipal 
chambers, and all sorts of sovereign claims, which could not 
simply be added over to a company. the state in portuguese 
asia already existed; one could not create a company that would 
also be a quasi-state, as was in the case of the voc.61 Besides the 
portuguese even thought of creating a company on similar as 
that of dutch in as early as 1618 cE! So much so that the king of 
portugal even instructed the viceroy to maintain healthy relations 
with the indigenous polities. Besides, the giving of the power to 
take decisions for immediate affect were given to the viceroy by 
the king of portugal. the authorities at lisbon had understood 
the situation and were acting accordingly. thus, the portuguese by 
taking different measures were trying to sustain the linkages that 
they had explored and which they had maintained for a century at 
least. 
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▶ 4 ◀

Spaces, Institutions and the Contestations 
(1600-1641 CE)

the Estado da Índia as an enterprise, through the sixteen 
century, had gathered territories while exploring various 
commercial linkages through the indian ocean from the 

cape of good Hope to Japan. at the onset of the seventeenth 
century, the expression Estado da Índia indicated not only a well-
defined geographical space but also included other dimensions 
like establishments, resources, persons and administration within 
its geographical space. the portuguese crown in the indian ocean 
from the cape of good Hope to Japan tutored all these interests. 
a study of the position of the Estado da Índia in the context of the 
early seventeenth century becomes imperative due to the ascend of 
the Verenidge Oostindische Compagnie (VOC) or the united dutch 
East india company and the English East india company. these 
companies, as noticed in the previous chapter, had been organized 
on different lines from the portuguese, Estado da Índia. while the 
Estado was under the aegis of the crown, the association of the 
merchants who had pooled their resources in order to undertake 
the overseas ventures organized the VOC and the English East 
india company. Besides, there were other inherent factors within 
the organization of the Estado that led to its retreat. Such inherent 
factors would be the focus of this theme mainly in relation to the 
peninsular india in the seventeenth century. 

the sources used in the study generally reflect a hostile dutch 
attitude towards their dealings with the portuguese in asia. this 
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can be understood as one of the factors, which led to the retreat 
of the Estado da Índia. But was this the solitary factor reasoned 
in their retreat? or were there other causes also that made the 
portuguese stronghold and fortress vulnerable to the antagonism 
of the VOC in the seventeenth century? was the organization of 
the Estado da Índia the very factor that was the cause for the worry 
for portuguese? Such questions related to the organization of the 
Estado da Índia need attention. the understanding of these factors 
is pertinent to understand the position of the Estado in the early 
seventeenth century and that how its retreat started. 

The Contending Powers

the main aim of the dutch was to secure a monopoly of spices 
in Southeast asia.1 Besides in the early years of the seventeenth 
century, the pattern of their maritime expansion was such as to 
avoid the area where the portuguese were still strong. this was 
because when the dutch attempted to make contact with gujarat 
they were intercepted by the portuguese and executed. in the 
insular Southeast asia as early as 1559 cE, a fleet under wijbrand 
van warwijk and Jacob van Heemskerk visited amboina and 
the Bandas and concluded treaties with the natives (subject to 
ratification by the king of ternate) and left factories in two of the 
Banda islands. van warwijk then proceeded to ternate, where the 
king, in the hope of assistance against the portuguese and their ally, 
the king of tidore, agreed to the establishment of a dutch factory 
in his capital. in the following year another fleet arrived under van 
neck, and the portuguese fort at tidore was bombarded. around 
the same time, Steven van der Hagen besieged a portuguese 
stronghold on the amboina, with much success.2

in 1602 cE, the position of the dutch was further strengthened 
when wolphert Harmenszoon visited ternate and the Bandas, 
and concluded an alliance with the chiefs of the latter islands, who 
agreed to sell their cloves only to the dutch. later the Spanish 
squadron from manila joined them. the allied forces, besieged the 
king of ternate, said Berkat in his capital but had to abandon the 
enterprise due to the finishing of ammunition. thus the kings of 
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ternate and tidore continued their war with each other banking 
their support on the dutch and the portuguese respectively. in the 
opening years of the seventeenth century the nascent VOC had 
not yet developed any strategic plan or even any fixed pattern of 
operation. it ‘was more in the nature of an impromptu trading 
presence’3 as vink and winius have observed. moluccas, as has 
already been noted, was preferred due to spice trade besides 
being at a greater distance from what were understood as the real 
centers of the portuguese power. it was only in 1605 cE when 
fort victoria at amboyna was captured from the portuguese that 
led to the establishment of an effective base of operation of the 
VOC. they built a fortress afterwards called “nieuw victoria” (i.e. 
new victory). fredrick de Hontman, the celebrated navigator and 
compiler became the first dutch governor of ambon. 

However, the satisfaction of the indigenous polities with the 
dutch was short-lived. as an early nineteenth century British 
resident at the court of Java, John crawfurd noticed that the hatred 
of the people of the moluccas towards the portuguese, made them 
readily join the dutch in driving them from the moluccas but the 
rapacity of the latter was too open for their artifices, and the natives 
were scarcely acquainted with them, when they were as desirous 
of being rid of these new quests as of the former.4 the relevance 
of this observation can be noticed as early as 1606 cE. the king 
of ternate attempted to league with the princes of the moluccas 
against the dutch for their expulsion. in fact by the second decade 
of the century, the indigenous polities had realized that the dutch 
were not less dangerous than their former visitors, the portuguese.

on glancing through different portuguese sources, the dutch 
are generally described as assaulting the portuguese settlements. 
condemning such actions of the ‘inimigos’ undoubtedly was the 
portuguese reaction. However, at the same time the portuguese 
did not seem to have realised that though the dutch presence did 
act as the causative factor in their retreat but there were problems 
within the Estado that were also responsible for the state of affairs. 
the predicaments in the functioning of the Estado had started 
appearing with the VOC’s presence. [a document of twenty 
Seventh of January, 1607 portrays that in chaul in the previous 
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year, there was an armed galleon when the dutch were blockading 
the city of goa.] the 1606 blockade of goa by the dutch testifies 
the state of affairs of the Estado. the men serving the Estado 
had removed thirteen guns from the fortress. the viceroy was 
questioned by the king and asked to return back the guns. why 
were the guns removed? was it because the soldiers wanted to move 
away from goa to have a better living and earn profits thereby to 
use guns for their protection in the new place or as sell-off items 
to earn some money or simply to indulge into piratical activities 
or simply to become freelance mercenaries and provide service as 
gunners to indigenous rulers? whatever the motive of these men 
might have been, it is clear that such actions were perceived due to 
certain discontent that the employees had with the state policies. 
at a time when the dutch were trying to block goa, which was the 
capital of the Estado da Índia, such an occurrence or malpractice 
did indicate something. if the situation in goa was of this nature 
as early as 1606 cE, then matters in other parts would be worse. 
adjudging from this incident, it was easy to foresee what the future 
held for the Estado, if careful measures were not adopted.5

three years later, the post of the ‘gouverneur generaal’ was created 
by the company directors in Holland as a means of coordinating 
activities within asia. though the dutch concentrated in Southeast 
asia, the age-old trading link to the coromandel could not be 
avoided. the VOC obtained the first of its firman for establishing 
a factory at masulipatam from the Qutb Shahi Sultans. But it was 
still an open question to the company directors what future role 
would the coast play in their asian design apart from the fact 
that its cloth was the only item to barter in the moluccas.6 in the 
following year, a settlement was reached with the local authorities 
whereby subsequently a factory was established at petapuli (i.e. 
nizampatnam). the firman for establishing a factory at pulicat 
was received in 1607 cE. this was detrimental for the portuguese, 
who had their settlement at nearby São thomé and had been  
using pulicat harbour though now less in use. while describing 
pulicat, an English observer, william methwold observed the 
hostile dutch presence there and it presented “a bade neihbour to 
the Portugal”.7
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in the early seventeenth century the whole of the southern 
most parts of india were in theory under suzerainty to what was 
left of the once mighty vijaynagara Empire. But in actuality, it was 
the semi autonomous nayaks who were the real local powers. in 
1640 cE, vijaynagara had ceased to exist when it was conquered 
at golconda. out of the islamic dynasties that ruled deccan, the 
Qutb Shahis gradually extended their influence on the andhra 
coast. the adil Shahis in the meantime absorbed gingee with 
vijaynagara’s decline. to the south of the coleroon river there 
remained only three smaller Hindu kingdoms, all claiming to be 
heirs apparent to the vijaynagara’s legacy- the nayak of tanjore, 
the thevar of ramnad and the nayak of madura.8

perhaps, both the Europeans and the rulers were aware of the 
relative insecurity of the region and that the establishment of 
fortified presence was the best guarantee that the dutch would 
be willing to remain in it.9 for example, the nayak of gingee, 
krishnapa gave permission to build a fort at devanampatnam 
(modern fort St. david) in 1608 cE. this concession was given to 
the dutch, so as to check the portuguese and to increase the trade. 
thus the nayak’s olla (or farman) was stated as: “We promise to 
protect the Dutchmen who will settle in Tegnapatam to allow them 
build a town, to refuse entrance to the Portuguese to whom we shall 
remain hostile. On the other hand we, the Dutchmen, promise to 
bring all kinds of goods, to traffic with all traders on the condition 
that they will pay us for every merchandise excepting rice. We shall 
also pay 4 for every 100 of our merchandise we carry away from 
their. Those who have paid once will not pay again. We promise to 
take the oath and to keep all conditions faithfully”.10

the portuguese on hearing the news of the ‘farman’ being 
granted to the dutch, their bitter rivals, started exercising much 
influence at the court of venkata i, the king of vellore. the said 
king sent an envoy to the nayak of gingee ordering the expulsion 
of the dutch from his territory. the disobedience of krishnappa 
made venkata issue another letter reprimanding him of his act 
and ordering him to act according to the demands of the Jesuit 
father, i.e. to expel the dutch. to the king the portuguese were 
better friends than the dutch. Such instances were common. of 
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all the places it was pulicat, which really witnessed the portuguese-
dutch conflict for nearly three decades. though the dutch had 
received a farman to establish a factory there, but it was not before 
1612 cE that they could build a settlement. pulicat became the 
headquarters on the coast for all other settlements.

the attitude of the dutch towards the oceanic expansion, in 
comparison to the portuguese, was an enterprising one. as early as 
1608 cE, the States of Holland passed a secret resolution that they 
would never ‘in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, withdraw, 
surrender or renounce the freedom of the seas, everywhere and in 
all regions of the world’. with such a consideration, the dutch 
vigorously started assaulting whoever they thought was capable 
to challenge their authority. Eventually, the States of Holland 
persuaded the States-general to adopt the same standpoint as 
passed in the resolution. this was later affirmed by it (i.e. the States 
general) in 1645 cE that ‘the existence, welfare and reputation of 
the State consists in navigation and maritime trade.’11

in Europe, the long-drawn war between Spain and Holland was 
suspended in 1609 cE which resulted in the signing of a truce of 
twelve years (1609-1612 cE)12 between them. among other things 
it was stated that the dutch and the portuguese should not interfere 
with each other’s trade in the East. But this did not happen so. 
instead, the conflict between the two picked up pace. it seemed 
that such treaties that were signed in Europe hardly mattered for 
the powers. rather in asia it was the quest for monopoly that was 
most essential. during the truce period, what happened in asia 
was a series of actions between Spanish naval forces operating 
out of the philippines and the VOC fleets in the moluccas. the 
Spanish might have pressed the dutch solely for a time, but the 
portuguese did not take much part in the operations.13as a matter 
of fact, the Spanish and portuguese do not seem to collaborate with 
each other against the dutch during the time.14 the attitude of the 
dutch can be seen from the following statement with which Jan 
pietersz coen, who assured the Heeren Xvii in 1614 cE:

“Your Honours should know by experience that trade in Asia must 
be driven and maintained under the protection and favour of Your 
Honour’s own weapons, and that the weapons must be paid for by the 
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profits from the trade, so that we cannot carry on trade without war 
and war without trade.”15

the portuguese, as has been noted had enjoyed a monopoly of 
nearly hundred years in the asian trade by the seventeenth century. 
it can be said that the rulers who had made peace with them had 
benefited atleast in terms of the stability of the trade. Siam, for 
example, had been an ally of the portuguese for many years. So 
it was obvious that its trading operations were quite stable. But 
the entry of the dutch had resulted in a dislocation of trade as 
observed by peter floris in 1612 cE.16 this could as well be applied 
to other regions, especially the moluccas, where during this time 
the dutch presence was strong. But at the same time, the feature 
of dislocation of trade cannot be positioned only to the arrival of 
the dutch. if the question of dislocation of the existing trade is 
prompted, then it could happen with any new group coming in 
the picture. the Europeans were no exception. moreover, it can 
be reasoned that when any new power tried to monopolize an 
existing market or a production area, there were disturbances till 
the time the existing system got adjusted to them. if not, then the 
agency that was trying to establish its monopoly over the other 
or on its system of trade, for instance would continue devising 
methods either to subjugate or appeal for mutual coexistence. the 
counter reaction by the other group could be either to detest such 
efforts of subjugation or compromise for a mutually advantageous 
solution. thus the cartaz and the concession systems as devised by 
the portuguese can be seen in this light. 

the dutch as a power came to be known in Southeast asia 
and in the coromandel in a short span of time. as early as 1612 
cE, the governor-general of the dutch company came to reside 
in and around the malay archipelago. His very presence showed 
the increasing influence of the company in the region. moreover 
with the seat of the governor being located within the region, the 
discrepancies and the malpractices if done by the company officials 
would come in light. thus the governor–general was able to solve 
the matter before it turned worse.

in 1616 cE, a new southern route (the ‘Brouwer’s route) was 
developed directly to indonesia from the cape of good Hope. the 
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dutch vessels made their way along the indian coast and often 
touched ceylon en route. it seems that the acquisition of cotton 
cloth for trading in the moluccas spice market now occupied the 
minds of the directors. initially as has been noticed, the company 
directors were not sure of the worth of the coromandel cloth. they 
realized it when they obtained mace, cloves and nutmeg in silver 
since money economy was not yet fully developed. thus this new 
route also promoted the dutch influence in the region. it became 
increasingly difficult for the portuguese to avoid the growing 
dutch presence. Several possible solutions were suggested by men 
of different ranks in portuguese asia, to counter the ever increasing 
dutch presence. one such example is that of andre coelho, 17 a 
soldier and a ship’s captain with some knowledge of asia. He wrote 
a detailed Relaçao in 1621 cE describing the dutch possessions 
and trade in asia and the means to ‘extinguish’ them (as he put it). 
one of his suggestions was to disturb the said dutch trade on the 
coromandel coast involving the monopoly of a dye-wood (Xaia) 
produced at mannar. this proposal however did not gather much 
attention. 

His other proposal involved the creation of a fleet of eight 
galliots. while four of them would wait at the bar of tenasserim, 
the other four would attack shipping in lower Burma till the tenth 
of october as most of the ships from Bengal and coromandel 
would have arrived. the two sub-fleets would then proceed to 
malacca to get supplies only to return in december and January 
to attack ships along the whole coast of tenasserim to arakan. 
in the month of february, they would make a lighting raid on 
masulipatam harbour, ‘and will burn in that bay (sic) all the vessels, 
carracks, sampans of the years and the Dutch, which may be in that 
port.’ the same would be followed at the dutch factory at pulicat, 
after which the said fleet would proceed on to galle in ceylon. 

it was not easy to get rid of the dutch as coelho had 
contemplated. as is well known, the portuguese were becoming 
weak as a power in these parts during the aforementioned period. 
the portuguese could only maintain and protect some of their 
bases of which malacca was one of them (a stronghold). their 
resources were used in this direction. the dutch could not fail to 
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spot such a bustling entrepôt where one could procure whatever 
one requires. their eyes were set on malacca as early as the first 
decade of the seventeenth century. in 1606, the dutch had entered 
into alliance with the indigenous polities with a view of expelling 
the portuguese from malacca. after a serious encounter that lasted 
for months, the dutch retreated. Both the sides suffered serious 
losses.18 Ever since, the dutch had conducted a series of blockades 
to capture malacca.

the portuguese on sensing the dutch presence also considered 
of creating a company like the dutch East india company. But 
there was only a limited extent to which they could follow it. 
firstly, the basis of the organization of the Estado da Índia was 
different from the VOC. Secondly, the portuguese had developed 
an elaborate local apparatus that included designated cities with 
municipal chambers and all sorts of sovereign claims. this could 
not be simply handed over to the company. the state in portuguese 
asia already existed. one could not create a company that would 
also be a quasi-state, as was the case with the VOC.19 anthony 
disney has pointed out that the portuguese had an idea of forming 
a company like that of VOC as early as 1618 cE. in the second 
decade of the seventeenth century, the new christian merchant 
and arbitrator, duarte gomes Solis actually published a proposal 
for the formation of a company.20 

it was observed by frederick charles danvers that “the internal 
affairs of the Portuguese in India that appear about this time (i.e.1615 
CE) [seems] to have been in a very disordered and unsatisfactory 
condition.”21 further, he mentioned that the want of funds in india 
was evidently very great and at the time when the sinews of war 
were most urgently required in the struggle of the portuguese 
with the English and the dutch, their pecuniary resources were 
at the lowest ebb.22 thus despite the portuguese being in such 
constraints, there were still men like coelho and duarte gomes 
Solis who desired great designs against the dutch or transforming 
the Estado like the VOC. as early as 1608 cE, diogo do conto 
complained that the indians no longer termed the portuguese as 
Ferenghis (franks) but as Frangoes (chickens). the change in the 
usage of the terms is self-reflective of the portuguese state of affairs.
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the heavy dutch presence and the fading portuguese influence 
provided the right theatre for the former to make their monopoly 
felt in the indian ocean trading world. this is one of the reasons 
that can be attributed to the establishment of the dutch as a trading 
power in a very short span of time in asia. the founding of Batavia 
on the ruins of Jakarta in 1619 cE, as the headquarters of the VOC 
marked the beginning of true centralization and modus operandi. 
it was the policies of coen that had created a prospect to fill the 
dutch coffers. it is true that the dutch were already conducting the 
blockades of malacca, which took most of their navy. But in Java 
proper they just had a small foothold in Batavia and so had many 
formidable problems to face. the two great powers in Java were 
Bantam on the west and mataram on the east of Batavia. Bantam 
resented the loss of Jakarta and also that the dutch had removed 
their factory from Bantam which diminished its revenues.

the kingdom of Bantam attacked the dutch in 1622 cE, but 
did not succeed. the dutch retaliated by blockading it for the next 
six years. this was an important contest because Batavia was the 
headquarters of the dutch. if the attacks of Bantam had succeeded, 
then it was almost sure that the dutch hopes for supremacy in 
Southeast asian would have been seriously jeopardized, if not 
put to an end altogether. a similar threat to the dutch came from 
mataram when Sultan agung, who was determined to spread his 
rule all over Java including Bantam. By 1625 cE, he had extended 
his territories to madura and Surabaya and declared himself to be 
the ‘Susuhunan’ i.e. he is to whom everyone is a subject. for the sake 
of his prestige, he was anxious that the dutch should acknowledge 
his authority. the dutch however refused to recognize it. the VOC 
and Bantam realizing the increasing power of mataram signed a 
treaty with Bantam in 1628 cE. as per its clauses, the dutch 
removed their blockades from Bantam and agreed to reopen the 
factory again. the serious attack launched by mataram in the same 
as well as subsequent year was repulsed by the dutch.23

in the meantime, the dutch were also occupied with blockading 
malacca, besides the insular Southeast asia. malacca was an 
important entrepôt, which the dutch had been trying to seize 
from the portuguese. on the other hand, it was the port of pulicat 
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on the coromandel coast that occupied their interest. the 1630’s 
were crucial in many ways for both the portuguese and the dutch. 
the portuguese had just tasted a major victory against a besieging 
achenese force off malacca. the dispatch of nuno alvares Botelho 
to the governor of india from malacca, dated Eighth of december, 
1629 cE showed the mood of the portuguese- “I raised the siege of 
Malacca; I kept in that the fleet in which I serve; and I completely 
destroyed that of the enemy; for which infinite thanks be given to God 
for evermore.”24 this success came due to the support of Johore. its 
ruler, Sultan abdul Jamil had arrived with a substantial war-fleet 
to help the portuguese and so the tide turned against the achenese 
forces.

the defeat of the achenese at malacca provided a fillip to 
trade between coromandel and malacca. during this time, three 
rulers from north to the south, the last vijayanagara dynasty at 
chandragiri, the nayak of Senji and the nayak of tanjavur, 
controlled central and southern coromandel. By the late 1620’s, 
the activities of the dutch was concentrated at pulicat as they 
had abandoned their factories in the Senji nayak’s lands. one of 
the most celebrated viceroys of portuguese asia, dom miguel de 
noronha, count of linhares, who was in pulicat for almost six 
years in the past, speeded what has been generally termed as the 
‘pulicat enterprise’.25 as a part of this enterprise, a letter of diogo 
de mello that was read in the council meeting of nineteenth of 
april, 1631 cE holds bearing on it. in the above-mentioned letter 
it was read that diogo de mello had sent an envoy, Salvador de 
rezende to vijaynagar. rezende, a close friend of the ruler of 
vijaynagar imparted instructions to the latter that the authorities 
at goa had requested him to communicate. it is in this context 
that the said king swore to the portuguese solemnly that he would 
seize the fortress of pulicat and would give its possession back to 
the portuguese. the artillery and ammunition would be delivered 
by the king himself.26 

Besides this letter, the count of linhares also put forward a 
suggestion to expel the dutch from pulicat. according to his plan, 
the portuguese were to persuade the ruler of chandragiri, venkata 
iii, to attack pulicat by land while they themselves would do so 
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from the seaward side. in lieu of the cooperation that would be 
rendered, linhares offered 30, 000 xerafins in coin, twelve horses 
and six elephants. if he were successful in his mission, he offered 
to give entire contents of the dutch warehouse to his allies. But he 
proved less than successful largely due to the better connections 
of the dutch with the local polity networks of commerce in and 
around chandragiri.

though pulicat was the main preoccupation of the portuguese, 
tegnapatam and nagapattinam also occupied considerable 
attention. in a letter sent by the portuguese king to the viceroy at 
goa on the twenty Eighth of January, 1634 cE, the concerns related 
to the two latter places were highlighted. the said letter appreciated 
the ways in which the viceroy dealt with the naik of gingi. 
according to the document, it was thought that the naik of gingi 
would expel the dutch from tegnapatam. the Estado da Índia was 
not only anxious with the dutch intrusion on the coromandel but 
also of the other European enemies. it was emphasized that with 
the settlers of nagapattinam cordial relations must be established 
besides granting them necessary favours to ensure their support. 
nagapattinam came under the dominion/ closer to the territory of 
naik of tanjore. So it was necessary to be with the aforesaid naik 
in good humour for the cause of nagapattinam as a settlement. 
further, it was also assumed that “the Portuguese would remain 
there for a longer period considering the acts of vandalism performed 
against the whole images and the bad treatment of the Naik without 
having…….means of self defence.”27

thus the portuguese were looking forward to secure the support 
of the indigenous polities to expel the dutch. they, it seems were 
too hopeful in making such alliances. actually the situation they 
were facing that of the continued hostility by the dutch had made 
them enter into such sort of understandings. Since the portuguese 
saw only the immediate benefits from such acts, without realizing 
their position in asia, they favoured the naiks without any 
apprehension.

one of the documents related to the council meeting of april 
1638 cE requested the governor of manila to join the portuguese 
in resisting the dutch. if the Spaniards were unwilling to partake, 
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they were at least expected to send some galleons to the city of 
macao to collect copper, artillery and ammunitions. in the 1630’s, 
as is known, it is clear that Spain had neither the resources nor 
the will to resist the dutch incursions overseas. the events in 
Brazil give the impression. as dutch force took pernambuco in 
1637 cE and then turned their attention towards the crucial 
sugar producing area of Bahia in the next year, the portuguese 
resentment at what they saw a Spanish neglect of their overseas 
possessions grew.28 the portuguese in asia understood according 
to the above-mentioned document of 1638 cE that if the trade of 
the portuguese with manila and vice versa was forbidden, then the 
losses incurred due to this would show how great benefits were 
handed to the dutch.29

in the meantime, the portuguese were also pre-occupied in 
Southeast asia especially at malacca. after a number of blockades 
in the first four decades of the seventeenth century, the dutch finally 
took malacca from the portuguese on the fourteenth of January, 
1641 cE. they took the help of the king of Johore in capturing 
malacca. the understanding with Johore was that the VOC after 
the capture of malacca would enable Johore to build its trading 
network at the cost of aceh. the dutch after the seizure of malacca 
kept their promise that transpired in the years till 1680 cE.30 Just 
before the capture of malacca, the occurrence that the portuguese 
underwent also played an important role in their defeat. it has 
already been noticed that Spain and portugal were already drifting 
apart in the early 1630’s. there was a growing resentment among 
the portuguese regarding the indifferent attitude of Spain towards 
them.

in the mean time, the revolt in catalonia presented the 
portuguese with a marvelous opening to break from the Spanish 
rule. the duke of Bragança, dom Joao iv seized the opportunity 
on december 1640 cE declaring himself the king of portugal. as 
a ruler, dom Joao iv’s first acts were to have peace with Holland 
and ratifying the one with England. though the peace between 
Holland and portugal had been signed in Europe, but the dutch 
refused to accept it in asia until the points of the truce were 
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officially declared to them. it was in this period, after the peace 
had already been signed that the dutch captured the malacca.

in two of the correspondences, between the viceroy at goa and 
the king of portugal (twenty ninth of december, 1637 and third 
of august, 1638 cE), the king was informed about the letters that 
the viceroy had received from the president of the danish factory. 
the letter from the danes announced the plan of the supposed 
dutch assault on goa, malacca and ceylon. it also mentioned the 
help the dutch had received from Holland and the power they 
enjoyed. though the portuguese had information about the dutch 
preparation, but due to their ever-growing tenuous position it was 
of no avail.

the capture of pulicat by the dutch in 1640 cE and that of 
malacca in the following year can be seen as related events. can 
these subsequent episodes signify the fact that the dutch had 
managed to capture an important nerve of the coromandel-
Southeast asia linkage? pulicat and malacca were part of the 
concession voyages too. as it has been noticed in chapter ii, 
the development of the carreira (navigational line) had moved 
from an initial malacca-pulicat-malacca route to goa-pulicat-
malacca-goa route. the neighbouring settlement of São thomé 
was dependent on pulicat for its harbour to conduct its trade 
in textiles. malacca, on the other hand was the most important 
and only entrepôt of Southeast asia. thus, the capture of these 
settlements by the VOC was not only the capturing of the age-old 
commercial linkage but also ascertained the dutch dominance 
and existence to the east of cape comorin. the charisma of the 
trade in spices and textiles for which the portuguese and the dutch 
had vied for nearly forty years had become a reality for the latter. 
the portuguese monopoly was undoubtedly threatened with the 
advent of the VOC. But the difference in the attitude of the two lay 
in the fact that the dutch were mentally prepared for this kind of 
conflict while the portuguese in many ways were not.

the contemporaries have observed malacca’s capture by 
the dutch as a catastrophic event. it was a major blow to the 
portuguese body politics. travelling after almost three decades 
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of the happening in 1670 cE, the dominican missionary, friar 
domingo navaratte very aptly commented- “I shed tears as I 
walked through those streets to see that country [has been] possess’d 
by Enemies of the Church, for it is Garden and Paradise in Worldly 
things, in Spirituals it was once a great colony, and the Church has 
many children there still, but they are set against bloody Wolves. 
The women wish they could get away from thence, but are so poor 
and without help that they cannot, Those who have some wealth are 
pleased and satisfied.” 31 navaratte’s observation implied a strong 
dutch presence that came into being by resorting to violent means 
at the erstwhile portuguese stronghold of malacca. Besides this, it 
also pointed to the fact that there were portuguese still in malacca, 
though many of them had moved to larantuka. the continuity of 
the portuguese culture is also observed though in a decayed state. 
Such statements do tend to reflect that the portuguese did enter 
into compromises as and when the situation demanded.

in order to make their presence felt, the dutch adopted certain 
measures. of the ships sent from Holland, the purpose of most of 
them was first to unload the goods at the destined port and then 
sail on as directed earlier or on the orders of the administrative 
authorities. this pertained to cruising in the sea. whenever their 
services were required either for trade or to face the challenge of 
the enemy, they were called upon. an example of this is an order 
of 1617 cE by the directors at amsterdam. it states that: “…
after unloading the cargo at Pulicat, [they]would cruise against the 
Portuguese in Ceylon, São Thomé, the straits of Malacca or elsewhere 
at the direction of the factors of Pulicat.”32 this exemplifies the fear 
psychosis the dutch were trying to build in the asian waters. 
Besides, instructions were given specifically to inflict damage to 
the Spanish and the portuguese vessels as well as to the indians 
living under their jurisdiction. the policy of inculcating fear in the 
indigenous lot would thus help the dutch to pace up their ambition 
to attain monopoly, as it would cause distress among them. in the 
process, the indigenous would snap ties with the portuguese and 
abide by the dutch assuming them to be “the power”. 

the above portrayal of the relations between the Estado and the 
VOC are important as far as the political retreat of the portuguese 
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from the area of their monopoly is concerned. it was not only the 
VOC factor that led to the recoiling of the portuguese. there were 
other factors involved that were not of direct consequence. the 
very institutions with whose support the Estado was built were 
related with this aspect. the malfunctioning of these institutions 
had become the order of the day. But along with such negative 
traits that were developing within the Estado with the course of the 
time, new measures were also being taken. for instance, the king 
of portugal on realizing the state of affairs in asia did give some 
sort of freedom to the viceroys to make decisions.

The Misericordia and the Estado

there were two basic institutions that were characteristic of the 
portuguese overseas expansion and which helped to weld its 
disparate settlements together. these were the Senado da Camara 
(town council) and the Santa Casa da Misericórdia (charitable 
brotherhoods and lay confraternities, the most important of which 
was the Holy House of mercy). c. r. Boxer has described both 
the institutions referred above as the twin pillars of the portuguese 
colonial society from maranhão to macao. they afforded a 
continuity that the transient governors, bishops and magistrates 
could not supply. their members were drawn from identical or 
comparable social strata, and they formed to some extent colonial 
elites.33 

Between these two pillars of the Estado, the Misericórdia’s 
diminishing position became more specific as far as the questions 
of the retreat were concerned. the corruption that was seeping in 
the Estado was taking this institution in its swathe as the documents 
portray. as the famous alentejan proverb goes: “Quem não está na 
Camara está na Misericórdia”.34 By this it was meant that whoever 
is not in the Camara is in the misericórdia. So the importance of 
this institution among the notables can be understood from this 
proverb. Misericórdia was a charitable institution. the institution 
had branches spread throughout the colonies of the portuguese in 
asia. the goa branch was established shortly after the conquest of 
albuquerque and it was based on the same principle as the one in 
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lisbon. of the various misericórdias spread over asia, the one at 
macao assumed great importance. the funds that supported this 
body were entirely derived from private charity and from legacies 
left by the departed souls. as part of its duties, a percentage at least 
of ill-gotten gains was returned to the poor and the needy from 
(whom) perhaps it had been squeezed in the first place. when the 
advocatus diaboli has had his say, it remains true that whatever 
was done in the way of mitigation of the inevitable ills of humanity, 
was done wisely, sympathetically, and reasonably honestly by the 
Misericórdia.

the duties of the brotherhood of the Misericórdia were defined 
as being seven spiritual and seven corporal works. the spiritual 
ones were: giving good advice; teaching the ignorant; consoling 
the sorrowful; punishing evildoers; pardoning injuries received; 
suffering our neighbour’s shortcomings; praying to god for the 
living and the dead. the corporal works consisted of: giving food to 
the hungry; giving drink to the thirsty; clothing the naked; visiting 
the sick and the prisoners; giving shelter to the weary; ransoming 
captives; burying the dead.35

the rules of Misericórdia at lisbon provided for a brotherhood 
of three hundred members, of which half were gentry and half 
mechanicos or plebeians. it is an interesting fact that though in 
macao members to the Misericórdia were appointed from the 
gentry class but in reality they originally came from the slums of 
lisbon or porto, or from the squalid hamlets in Beira or alentejo. 
according to the common testimony of voyagers like linschoten, 
pyrard de laval etc, once these men crossed the cape of good Hope 
they claimed to be fidalgos.36 the members of the brotherhood in 
addition to being “men of good conscience and repute and obedient 
to God, modest, charitable and humble”, were supposed to be 
endowed with certain qualifications, in default of any of which 
they were liable to instant expulsion on detection.

an understanding of the qualifications is important to know the 
exact functioning and also to see the loopholes that came in this 
institution in the course of the seventeenth century. the political 
condition that the Estado was encountering was responsible to 
a certain extent for such developments for it is well known that 
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people of good means occupied position in this organization. 
the purity of blood was an essential criterion. the Brother was 
not to have taints of moorish or Jewish origin. this is because the 
said person would be involved in the religious activities as well 
as in those of conversions. the next criterion was freedom from 
ill repute in word and deed. if the person himself had ill repute, 
then he would not be able to represent the real functionary of 
Misericórdia. Besides, the candidate had to be of a suitable age and 
not less than thirty years of age if unmarried. another point of 
importance was that a person should not be serving the institution 
just for the pay. in order to preach and be able to administer the 
orders, the brother was to have sufficient intelligence and also the 
ability to read and write. it was taken care of that the conditions 
or circumstances for the living of a brother had to be comfortable 
so that any temptation to embezzle the funds of the Misericórdia 
could be obviated or any others to which they might have access to. 
the last norm was to accompany only the Bier of the Misericórdia 
and no other. 

c.r. Boxer is correct when he mentions that it would be too 
much to expect that this standard be invariably maintained.37 not 
only came here the standards of maintaining the Misericórdia, but 
the problems that it was causing to other organizations. in a letter 
addressed by the king of portugal to the viceroy on the twenty 
third of november, 1606 cE one such problem was raised. it was 
regarding the matter of conversion and reconversion of inhabitants 
of the city of goa covered by the Confraria38 of São miguel to which 
the brothers of Misericórdia39 opposed. the latter rather wanted to 
enhance their own area of activities and influence. as has already 
been observed, the institution of Misericórdia was one of the pillars 
of the Estado da Índia. the people who were associated with the 
institution took its highly regarded position as a matter of pride. 
if the role of this institution was being superseded by some other 
organization, (in this case, Confraria of São miguel) then the 
brothers were bound to react and would condemn the doings of 
other organization.

moreover in the above-mentioned letter, the differences 
between the Misericórdia at goa and the Confraria of São miguel 
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are high lightened. the brothers of the Confraria of São miguel 
had communicated with the viceroy that their institute aimed to 
help those who were wishing to convert and also those to convert 
others in goa. the acts performed in 1605 were exemplified as 
the testimony for their services to the king. it was these acts that 
made the Brothers of Misericórdia of goa oppose them and disturb 
them in the so-holy work. Besides the matter of conversion, larger 
services were also said to have been performed by the Confraria 
for the king. the former had also requested the king that for the 
continuation of their work for the faith, the king should order that 
no one, a community or an individual should act against them. 
the above dispute at goa does reflect on the spaces the different 
religious and quasi-religious groups occupied in the Estado. it can 
be assumed that where the control of the state was limited, such 
groups dominated the regional politics and acted as the envoys of 
the Estado. the conflict over spaces like the one mentioned above 
must have been a regular feature especially in regions where the 
Estado had unofficial settlements.

in the possibility to identify reasons for such confrontations 
between the two Confrarias, the king further took help of 
the archbishop. in case the two organizations did not wish to 
accommodate their differences, the archbishop was instructed 
to separate them indicating the field in which each one of them 
would employ themselves in the service of the god. Besides, the 
archbishop would also maintain the information of the further 
happenings between the two conflicting groups. it was instructed 
to the Confrarias that as long as a solution had not been reached 
they would govern themselves in the way that viceroy and the 
archbishop would ordain them to do so.40 the attitude of the king 
clearly indicates that religion was still given a primary importance 
though the fleets of the VOC dispersed through the indian ocean 
loomed at large over the portuguese monopoly. 

though the king’s occupancy with religion cannot be denied, 
at the same time, the authorities who maintained the Estado did 
realize the changing situation in the early seventeenth century 
due to the VOC’s increasing presence. it was at this time that the 
practice of transferring of resources allocated to the Misericórdias 
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by lisbon towards maintaining the defense of the Estado’s 
territories commenced. the letter of the Bishop of cochin dated 
twenty fifth of december, 1606 cE is a reflection of this attitude 
of the Estado. the said Bishop wrote that the larger poverty that 
existed in the Estado had compelled him to give the silver vessels 
of the church of Casa da Misericórdia in order to raise money in 
the city of cochin so as to purchase two naus to be sent to malacca 
for help. the scarcity of funds in the Estado da Índia is thus well 
observed. on the one hand, the portuguese wanted to do the works 
of welfare through the organization of the Casa da Misericórdia 
and on the other they took loans from it to build their defense in 
times of need.41

it was ensured by the Bishop of cochin that the loan borrowed 
from Casa da Misericórdia would be returned. the Bishop 
requested that in the first naus that would arrive from lisbon, the 
loan should be sent so that it could be paid back to Misericórdia. 
He emphasized that the payment of this loan was an utmost 
priority and should not be juggled with other matters. So much so 
was it significant that the bishop said that the revenue generated 
at the customhouse of cochin could be used to pay the loan back 
in silver and the amount that would arrive from lisbon would be 
returned to the bishop. the bishop said that this measure should 
be implemented in spite of any other payment that was due by 
the said customhouse of cochin. thus, this matter was of grave 
importance and could not be ignored.42

another pertinent question, which can also be raised here, 
is about the wealth of the Misericórdia. the richness of the 
organization was obvious which is indicated by the fact that it had 
begun granting loans for the purpose of the defence of the Estado. 
the granting of the loan to the Bishop of cochin by the Misericórdia 
is one such example. there were other similar instances whereby 
the Misericórdia gave loans when the need arose. this practice was 
prevalent in most of the settlements of the Estado besides goa. if 
this practice was prevalent in goa, then can one assume that it 
came into existence due to non-availability of funds at a particular 
time or due to delay in arrival of funds at goa or that it was simply 
the requirement of the circumstances of the time? for instance, 
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a document pertaining to twenty first of february, 1615 cE 
which is in nature a letter written by the king to the viceroy dom 
Hieronymo de azevedo noted that when the archbishop was in 
charge of the Estado at goa, a loan from the Misericórdia of goa 
was taken to send the revenue as a help to malacca. most of the 
aforesaid debt was subsequently paid but a standing balance of 
seventeen thousand pardos still had to be paid. the recognition 
given by the king to the Misericórdia is reflected by his concern in 
paying the due amount without further delay.43

the communication between the king and the same viceroy in 
a letter of the same date as above again pertains to the taking of the 
loans by the same archbishop, but this time from the Misericórdia 
of Hormuz. the amount borrowed is not specified but it was again 
taken to be sent to malacca. although the king had ordered for the 
full payment of the debt, the same had not been settled totally like 
in the case of Misericórdia of goa. it was regarding returning the 
borrowings that the king instructed the viceroy to settle the matter 
from the amount collected by the custom house of Hormuz and 
other profits that the fortress incurred.44 it is interesting to observe 
the king’s concerns for returning back the borrowed amount 
from the Misericórdias. can it be assumed from such concerns of 
the crown that it held the Misericórdia and its activities in high 
esteem? maybe, the king understanding the situation in asia as 
well as in portugal perceived that cordiality had to be maintained 
with these quasi-religious philanthropist bodies so that the Estado 
could request them for a borrowing whenever it was required. 
another reason that one can comprehend regarding the king’s 
action could have been his realization that the Misericórdias also 
had their duties towards the faith as well as lisbon. 

as the above instances show, the borrowings from the 
Misericórdia grew with circumstances that the Estado faced. was 
the Estado so scarce of resources that it could not defend malacca 
with its own appropriations? or the danger of the dutch company 
was so high in those seas that the authorities at goa did not wait 
for the ships coming from lisbon to respond to the need of the 
time? in the age of sail, the correspondence between Europe and 
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asia took time. the portuguese (Estado da Índia’s) documentation 
of the said period shows itself that it took nearly a year for a 
correspondence to take place between the two parties located 
at goa and lisbon. So the Estado was bound to generate funds 
within its maritime enterprise to ensure that help reached any said 
settlement at an appropriate time. though in dealing with grave 
matters, the portuguese used caravels which were swifter than 
carracks and galliots for the sake of correspondence between goa 
and lisbon but still the paucity of time induced pressure on them 
to raise funds from institutions like Misericórdia and Bishoprics. 

if the following annual budget of 1571 cE of the different 
fortresses of the Estado da Índia is taken into consideration, then 
one can clearly discern that goa received the maximum number of 
funds and also the expenditure was the highest so much so that the 
balance was negative. can this also be sorted as one of the reasons 
why borrowing of revenues and fraudulence seeped in the Estado? 
or were there other reasons involved that led to the raising of funds 
from the institutions later in the seventeenth century? the year 
1571 cE, had not yet seen the presence of the dutch and English 
companies in the waters dominated by the portuguese. moreover, 
as far as the budget figures of malacca are concerned, one cannot 
observe a negative balance. does this indicate that malacca was 
appropriating well the resources provided by the crown? Besides 
malacca, maluco is also listed in the budget with indications of 
a negative balance. the amount that was sanctioned in its name 
seemingly was less sufficient due to the higher probability of the 
dutch and English contentions with the region due to spices.

at the same time, if one studies the figures in the budgets of the 
Estado between the years 1598 and 1607 cE, the revenues allocated 
by lisbon for governance of various settlements of the Estado da 
Índia seem to have been substantial.45 Besides matos in his fine 
study of the financial situation of the Estado has also examined 
the balance of accounts available for the years 1609, 1620 and 1635 
cE.46 the figures when compared with the budget of 1571 cE 
(i.e. before the phillipine period) show that the revenues granted 
to the Estado were more in the seventeenth century when it was 
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ORÇAMENTO OF 1571**

Fortelaza Receita Despesa Saldo
Positivo Negativo

Ormuz 51000$000 15251$627* 35748$373* -
Diu 42840$000 10341$440* 32498$560* -
Damão 18000$000 12763$650* 5236$350* -
Açarim 1403$049* 3420$000* - 2016$9251

Baçaim 31503$960 6838$280* 24665$680* -
Chaul 8358$000* 2703$096* 5654$904* -
Dabul - - - -
Goa 71612$016* 137172$055* - 65560$039*
Santa Catarina de 
Onor

864$000 4525$080* - 3661$800*

Santa Luis de 
Barcelor

120$000 2341$400* - 2221$400*

São Sebastião de 
Mangalor

- 2873$480* - 2873$480*

Cananor - 1115$860* - 1115$860*
Chale - 946$560* - 946$560*
Cranganor - 689$600* - 689$600*
Cochim - 6834$720* - 6834$720*
Coulão 1500$000 3713$800 - 2213$800
Ceilão 900$000 6993$600* - 6093$600*
Malaca 17463$000 6209$860* 11253$140 -
Maluco 300$000 4147$240* - 3847$240*
Soma
Solado

245864$025
(+) 16982$677

228881$348

*total corrigido
Source: **adopted from artur teodoro de matos’s, “o orçamento do Estado da 
ĺndia 1571, ” comissão nacional para as comemorações dos descobrimentos 
portugueses, 1999, p. 19.

under the Spanish crown. does this reason spell for the increased 
amount of revenues that have been indicated in the orçamentos 
and the regimentos? 

the borrowing of revenue as it has been clearly indicated in the 
documents was meant for the sole purpose of defence of malacca. 
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for the portuguese, malacca47 was a coveted possession. it was the 
gateway to the insular Southeast asia. it was here that merchants 
of different origins conducted their trade. thus here lied the 
interest of other European powers to occupy this port. pyrard 
observed about malacca that: “This place causes much trouble to the 
Hollanders, English, and French, by reason whereof the Hollanders 
have desired to take it, and they laid siege to it in this wise”48 through 
the documents it is implicit that the Estado was raising finances 
from the Misericórdias and bishoprics for the defence of malacca. 
But in the same set of documents, we come across a contradiction 
regarding funds for the protection of malacca.49

a correspondence of Eighth of february, 1620 cE offers this 
negation. the letter relates to the reply by the governor to the 
king in which the former replied that for many years no money 
had come to malacca. if other documents portray so evidently 
the borrowing of loans from the Misericórdia and bishoprics for 
the sake of helping malacca, then why did the resources not reach 
malacca as the governor asked? was there a discrepancy that was 
shrouding in transfer of funds to malacca? or were the authorities 
at malacca so dishonest that they instead put the resources sent in 
their coffers? if such an occurrence had happened then could it 
be said that the portuguese were more interested in building their 
personal wealth rather than helping the Estado that was undergoing 
slow decadência .the document in concern consequently makes us 
think of two possibilities. firstly, incorrect information had been 
delivered to the king. Secondly, the authorities at malacca were 
creating an artificial scarcity of funds on the premises that the 
danger of the VOC was looming large over malacca and so more of 
resources were to be sent.

was the involvement of the Estado in other activities which led 
to the draining of resources at goa that was the core of the empire 
or was there a crisis within the funding agencies that made Estado 
more malnourished? for instance, in about the year 1616 cE, a 
congregation by the Jesuits was created in the Misericórdia of goa. 
a letter of Sixth of march, dated of the same year of the king of 
portugal to the viceroy dom Hieronymo (Jeronymo) d’azevedo 
provides us information in this regard. the king informed that 
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the chamber of goa and the directory of the Misericórdia (mesa) 
had written to him regarding the inconvenience in maintaining 
the congregation founded by the Jesuits in the convent of Bom 
Jesus maintained by the Misericórdia of goa. the king instructed 
the viceroy to examine the matter with utmost care considering 
that the reasons for the creation of the said congregation were 
most endearing. therefore in the interest of his services the king 
highly recommended the viceroy to look into the matter using 
all means that were aiming to reach a compromise involving the 
extinction of the said congregation. in the same spirit the king 
also instructed that the letter be addressed to the archbishop, dom 
frei christovao requesting him that on his part he and the viceroy 
should harmoniously decide about the matter in concern.50

the opinion of the viceroy to the king as regards to the above 
letter was that the creation of the congregation aimed to bring 
together the citizens and casados living in goa. the congregation 
came into being without interfering with the activities of the Santa 
Casa de Misericórdia regarding loans and alms. these observations 
became object of an inquiry that had taken place and had been 
approved by the archbishop of goa, bishop of malacca, the apostolic 
inquisition, desembargadores (the judges of high court). Besides all 
the religious and a larger number of authorities supporting them 
pointed the view that the existence of the congregation was in no 
way impeded the multiple activities of Misericórdia. therefore the 
king on the basis of information of those supporting a different 
point of view and wishing that the congregation be extinct would 
want to delay any decision to the time that more clear information 
was available.51

thus, it was not only one kind of problem that was troubling 
the Estado. But there were multiple problems within it that were 
a source of worry. the problems like the one mentioned above 
was the one which was inherent in the way the Misericórdia as 
an institution became dominant in the indian ocean world and 
wanted to have its sole presence over confrarias and congregations, 
for instance. But on the other hand it was this very organization 
that was funding the Estado during the time of its need. as it has 
already been mentioned this was also when the archbishop of the 
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Estado da Índia had made borrowings from the Misericórdia of 
goa and Hormuz. the importance of both of these ports cannot 
be undermined keeping in mind that one was the capital of the 
Estado and the other was an important trading establishment in 
west asia.

By the second decade of the seventeenth century, it seems that 
within the Misericórdia there arose some administrative problems. 
a document of twentieth of february, 1614 cE reflects this 
particularly. the king in his letter to the viceroy dom Hieronymo 
(Jeromymo) de azevedo reflected on the poor administration 
of the Misericórdia of mylapore. the money of the deposits 
of the said House was being used to pay the persons who were 
serving it. if the information that was delivered to the king was 
correct, then this indicated that the grant allocated by lisbon to 
the said Misericórdia was not used for the purpose for which it 
was assigned. thus the authorities in charge of the Misericórdia 
did not implement the execution of the works for which the grant 
was sent. ruy lourenço de tavora took the initiative to curtail 
some of this mismanagement. for this purpose, he requested the 
Bishop of mylapore to assume the responsibility of the deposits 
of the Misericórdia. in actual practice it was the Bishop’s duty and 
he had not been complying with it. not only this, he instructed 
the Bishop to visit the said casa but also the one at nagapattinam. 
the Bishop was asked to take responsible measures in this regard.52 
this instance also reflects that the Misericórdias and Bishoprics 
worked hand in hand and that the Bishop was requested to assume 
responsibilities of Misericórdias in time of need. the role of the 
religious and quasi-religious bodies on the coromandel as well 
as the fishery coast seems to have been relatively greater when 
compared to the western indian coast. was it the very nature of 
settlements that gave such colouration to these bodies? were such 
roles also imparted in the unofficial settlements of Southeast asian 
archipelago? 

as far as mylapore is concerned, another correspondence 
between the king and the Bishop of mylapore, frey dom Sebastĩao 
de São pedro belonging to the same date pertains to the problem 
of the Misericórdia. the news of the poor governance of the 
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Misericórdia for many years had reached the court at lisbon. 
the authorities in charge of the administration of the said House 
were using the wealth of the deceased. to control such state of 
affairs, the king ordered that no execution of the resources that 
had been granted to the dead when they were alive was to be 
done now. further, it was also observed by lisbon that neither 
the duties regarding the giving of alms was being obeyed nor the 
maintenance of the work being done. Besides, as it has already 
been noted that one of the functions of the Misericórdia was to take 
care of the orphans. But the Misericórdia at mylapore was also not 
executing this function. can such an excerpt imply that the scope 
of the institution was becoming narrower and so was becoming 
increasingly redundant? 

along with these duties, which the Misericórdia at mylapore 
was not performing, there were other activities that were putting 
the king of portugal in a state of caution. many of the Brothers 
who were being appointed in the said casa had had a sinful life. if 
one goes through the essential qualifications that the Brothers of 
Misericórdia were to have, then it can be observed that the person 
of ill repute did not have place in this organization as per to the 
regulations of the body. But at the Misericórdia of mylapore this 
norm was not observed and men of such repute were granted the 
governance of the House. Such waning conditions of the said casa 
at mylapore did seem to put the king in a worrisome state. the 
prevalent state of affairs was such that a restructuring seemed to be 
important that was duly embarked on. instructions were given by 
lisbon to the Bishop to pay a visit to mylapore also in the phase of 
the restructuring of the Misericórdia. Similarly, the Bishop was also 
ordered to survey the Misericórdia of nagapattinam, which also 
made the king anxious.53 

from the above documents, it can be observed that lisbon was 
anxious about handling of the coromandel coast. the fostering of 
the portuguese presence on the coromandel that seems to have 
been the duty of the Misericórdia and the bishopric is indicative 
of the growing concerns of lisbon with this region that was not 
previously comprehended by the echelons of the Estado. the 
coromandel was a part of what winius terms as ‘Shadow Empire’ 
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with mylapore being the capital during its heydays between 
1570 and 1610 cE. mylapore was thus an important portuguese 
settlement in the Bay of Bengal that oscillated between no-rule to 
semi-rule and vice-versa in the time period as defined by winius. 
this could be one of the reasons about lisbon’s growing concern 
towards mylapore. 

the functioning of Misericórdias and the bishoprics on the coast 
was a governing aid to the captain of fortresses/ captain of the 
coromandel coast. can one attribute to the role imparted by the 
Misericórdias and the bishoprics as an important one in the phase 
beyond the shadow empire period? though these institutions 
were quasi-religious and religious in nature but their presence was 
important for the portuguese existence on the coast. if the concept 
of the ‘core’ and the ‘periphery’ area of the empire is brought into 
use, then one can adjunct that the Misericórdias operating within 
the core areas of the Estado like those of cochin and goa were 
checked and controlled by the standardizing devices of the state. 
the one on the coromandel coast due to its distance from the 
power center remained outside the orbit of control just like all 
other institutions in the periphery did. 

nevertheless it can definitely be said that in the period when 
the VOC was constantly blocking and attacking the important 
portuguese basements, such acts of corruption within an 
important organization of the Estado was an outcome of the loose 
control by the later. it did reflect the declining condition of state 
in portuguese asia. if the immediate support system of the Estado 
in asia was involved in such mannerisms, then its fate was quite 
implicit. the very basis of the formation of the Estado da Índia 
was to trade and to spread the glory of god. if this purpose was 
not met or had alterations as has been observed, then the outcome 
was bound to be negative. thus the possibility of a political retreat 
of the portuguese can also be explained by the deteriorating 
conditions within the organization of the various Misericórdias 
that were spread throughout asia.

if other Misericórdias were also involved in such sorts of 
practices, then the fate of the Estado seems to be obvious. it can also 
be assumed that the wealth that they had collected in their corpus 
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was also due to malpractices besides getting grants from lisbon. 
Borrowing of wealth from the Misericórdias of goa or cochin by 
the portuguese authorities in asia was the only solution to combat 
the situation. one cannot also bypass the fact that the coromandel 
coast was known in the observations of the Estado as the abode 
of renegades and was famous for all kind of corrupt practices. the 
involvement of Misericórdia in fraudulent practices also reflects 
that the original purpose of this institution was at stake. 

thus this was the state of one of the two pillars of strength of 
the Estado da Índia in as early as the year 1614 cE. it is difficult 
to draw a conclusion on the basis of the malpractices and the 
corruption that the Misericórdias were witnessing in the first half 
of the seventeenth century.

The Challenging Determinants

Besides the above-discussed factor there were other factors that 
were the determinants in the decline of the portuguese power in 
the region of this study. the primacy has already been given to 
the dutch factor in various contemporary and modern writings. 
as early as 1607 cE, one comes across those documents that 
point towards the difficulties faced by portugal in maintaining the 
Carreira da Índia. it was obvious that when the portuguese had 
to share their resources in asia with other European companies, 
the trouble started then. not only was there an involvement of the 
political factor, but the factors within the Estado were also involved 
in directing it towards a retreat in the vast expanse of overseas 
empire that had been built in the course of the sixteenth century in 
asia. the expression of the different factors within the Estado took 
various shapes and natures. Some of them would be discussed in 
the subsequent few paragraphs. 

the paucity of men and also that the skilled ones was a regular 
feature of the Estado. in some of the documents, one comes across 
references about permitting of the voyages to captains who had 
never confronted enemies on the high seas.54 this implied that 
the men who were selected as captain for a particular voyage to 
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the East were either selected in haste or there was a discrepancy 
in it at lisbon. if such men were to confront the enemy then the 
results were apparent. Such men in the time of the confrontation 
with the enemy would rather not fight and let the enemy dominate. 
the king took measures when the particular matter came to 
his knowledge. other than the captains of the Estado, the ‘new 
christians’ also became the source of an inquiry. this group was 
being linked with the dutch in the trade of india and the king had 
directed the viceroy to take rigorous measures against them.55 a 
letter of a later date of the king to the viceroy also instructed that 
he should not admit into service people who are new christians.56

one may record that the Bishop of mylapore wrote about the 
problems he was facing to the viceroy. He stressed the need to 
the latter that it was important to fortify the town of mylapore 
taking into consideration its proximity to pulicat. the Bishop 
also referred to investments made by the crown to maintain 
the Sé (headquarters of the Bishopric) at mylapore. the salaries 
of the priest and the ministers who served it had not been paid. 
there was also reference made that the vijaynagar Empire used 
to provide grants to the Sé for its maintenance. due to the non-
payment of grants by the Estado, the Bishop of mylapore was 
obliged to maintain the Bishopric in sixteen thousand prados only. 
the Bishop also reported that on earlier occasion, the viceroy for 
the purpose of giving salaries had already owed eleven thousand 
padros. Besides this, whatever amount was sent to safeguard 
malacca, the Bishop had received nothing in real. the complaint 
of the Bishop was further forwarded to the king upon which the 
latter felt that the Bishop was exaggerating the situation. 

though the king noted such a complaint initially in terms of 
the Bishop wanting to return back to portugal, but later seems 
to have understood the nature of the grievance. considering the 
services rendered by the Bishop, the king ordered for the regular 
payment from his treasury as done previously.57 also, the nature of 
the bishop’s grievance shows that coromandel was not particularly 
the interest area. it is possible that the basic requirements of 
the settlements on the coast were being neglected as they were 
unofficial in nature. most of the subjects of query by the king 
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were related to appropriation of resources by the viceroy. this 
took various forms like the non-payment of salaries, borrowings 
from the Bishoprics or Misericórdias for different purposes like the 
defence of malacca. it is astounding that the Estado was having a 
paucity of funds or maybe the funds for defence were not reaching 
goa at the critical time. this reflection does posit the gradual 
coming into being what can be termed as the ‘existential crises’ in 
the portuguese overseas expansion.

Besides such obstacles that the portuguese were facing within 
their devised framework in asia, there were other kinds of 
difficulties that the Estado encountered. a document pertaining 
to twenty Sixth of february, 1616 cE reflects the behaviour of the 
guards, who were in charge of surveying the loading of the naus 
(the vedores da fazenda of the Estado da Índia) and their continued 
acts of stealing in the same. the naus belonged to a private trader, 
dom manuel coutinho. though the above mentioned incident 
was pointed in 1616, but by then stealing had become a practice. 
this malpractice, though happened in a privately owned ship, 
nevertheless reflects on the malfunctioning of the Estado da Índia. 
Besides, in the same correspondence the king corroborated that 
he had received complaints of the general dissatisfaction of the 
situation and that it has not improved with the measures that had 
been taken.58

the members of the fleet who used to travel to asia in the service 
of the Estado were given salaries by the king. an instruction by the 
king to the viceroy in the letter of the twenty Sixth of february 
relates to the inquiry of the passengers who were enrolled in Casa 
da India about the salaries received by them. these salaries were 
actually not due to them and the passengers of the said fleet had 
received them through unauthorized means.59 it is a known fact 
that offices in the Estado were mischievously sold at exorbitant 
prices for whosoever held this office was able to amass a lot of 
wealth. was the crew mentioned above not in the hope of achieving 
good positions in asia or was there so much corruption that they 
were also washed with the tide!

a correspondence of Eighth of february, 1620 cE inks an 
interesting insight on the theme. it is a well-known fact that during 
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this period malacca was under the constant siege of the dutch. 
the letter mentioned above relates to the reply by the governor 
to the king in which the former mentioned that for many years 
no money had come to malacca.60 this seems to be a remote 
possibility or just an act of hiding corruption. as we have already 
observed, the loans were borrowed from the Misericórdias of 
cochin, Hormuz and goa for sending to malacca around the year 
1614 cE. then, why was it that the money had not reach malacca? 
and if it reached, then were the authorities so corrupt that they 
did not utilize it for the purpose for which it was sent? or were 
they taking the VOC just for granted. if we go by this document 
then there are two possibilities that can be thought of. firstly, the 
document in concern is wrong and incorrect information has been 
delivered to the king. Secondly, the authorities at malacca were 
creating an artificial scarcity of funds on the premises that the 
danger of the VOC was looming large over malacca and so more of 
resources were to be required.

By the second decade of the seventeenth of century, it was 
thought by the king to discipline military force of Estado da Índia 
on the same lines as the one that existed in Europe.61 the king’s 
enthusiasm about introducing changes in the organization of army 
was in accordance with the circumstances of the time for the dutch 
had become quite belligerent in their efforts to occupy important 
places of profits. moreover the organization of the Estado da Índia 
varied greatly from that of the VOC. the latter was a well-knit 
organization and due to this fact now the portuguese had become 
cautious. it is also possible that in the course of the dutch presence 
in the region the portuguese far more understood the importance 
of existence of trade for their nation. the other point that one 
can gather from the above measure, is that the portuguese army 
was not so well disciplined. if this is true, then this could as well 
contribute to be a reason for their retreat.

the portuguese king at lisbon was aware of the growing power 
of the VOC. it is a well-established fact that the dutch were also 
focusing their attention around the coromandel coast besides 
Southeast asia. thus the link was gradually coming under the cover 
of the VOC clouds. the dutch policy towards the aforementioned 
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coast was again gaining momentum after a brief halt. the king’s 
awareness regarding the matter is reflected from a letter of the 
twentieth of february, 1621 cE in which is mentioned the 
growing power of the dutch alongside pulicat. one of the possible 
reasons cited in this letter is that the portuguese at that time were 
“no more in a position to send help due to lack of means”.62 why 
was the Estado as well as the portuguese kingdom facing such a 
crunch of resources? as it has been observed, the portuguese were 
trying to channelize their resources to malacca. But even there, 
they were not able to fulfill the need of the time. the question that 
arises here is that if such were the cases in the second decade of 
the seventeenth century then matters would become more difficult 
and grave in the years to come.

Besides, there were other acts of dishonesty and difficulties 
faced by Estado da Índia. the private trade conducted by some of 
the portuguese and the difficulties arising in the Estado were also 
a matter of concern.63 By the year 1622 cE, the lack of observation 
of the administrative measures64 that had been taken by that time 
also caused apprehension among the authorities at goa. these 
measures, some of which would be discussed in the following 
section, were taken in order to help the Estado grow in strength 
and fight its rivals. instructions were also given to the residents 
of the towns closer to the border of the enemies that they should 
train with arms.65 one of the implications of this letter could be 
that the Estado da Índia was falling short of men to fight against 
the foes. Hence, the residents of such cities were requested to take 
up arms. another interesting document pertains to a ship that 
was returning back to lisbon. in this ship, the soldiers were not 
equipped with weapons and there was private cargo on board.66 
does this letter not reflect the changing attitude of the men within 
the Estado? are these indications of weakness or precursor of the 
problems that the Estado had developed which eventually lead to 
the loss of many of its overseas territories? the ships during this 
period used to be never unarmed during the sail.

there were instances of weapons being sold by the soldiers to 
the private persons.67 yet another letter also corroborates with 
this piece of information. Here the involvement of the captains, 
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who were the most important persons in any carrack or galleon 
are also obscured in malpractices.68 one of the reasons for such 
occurrence could be the delay in payment of the salaries. another 
possibility was that many men getting the chances of amassing of 
wealth during their sojourn as a functionary of the Estado. a letter 
nineteenth of february, 1622 cE illustrates the details of such 
fact.69 there are also examples that one can cite about the acts of 
corruption at malacca as well as among the lower rank officers in 
the department of taxation.70 the behaviour of the soldiers and 
the nobility is also taken care of.71 the issues that have been raised 
regarding the behaviour and attitude of the soldiers in these letters 
are interesting. they not only reflect the life of the soldiers and 
their attitude towards the service of the Estado but also a decline 
in general of the organization. this becomes obvious by a letter 
of the king of portugal to the viceroy dom francisco da gama 
dated the Seventh of march in the subsequent year wherein the 
king not only corresponded matters related to the Estado but also 
the spirit prevailing in portugal. the king wrote to the viceroy 
about the causes of the decadence of the Estado da Índia which 
according to him were of moral in nature.72 this can be among the 
first documents in which the king observed the decadence of the 
Estado da Índia and the causes of it.

thus, the very factors that were responsible for building up 
the Estado’s empire were the ones that were responsible for its 
decadence. Besides within the span of time the factors mentioned 
above became so inherent in the Estado that it rather became 
difficult for the portuguese to revive their organization as well as 
their spirit with which they had come to asia. the claims and the 
observations made by the king of portugal in this regard as early 
as the year 1623 cE is the testimony of the fact that the portuguese 
were a receding power in asia. However, some efforts were adopted 
to stall the retreat. though one measure has been pointed by 
anthony disney as the formation of the portuguese company on 
the lines of the joint stock companies of Holland and England, we 
would try to locate if there were certain other measures adopted to 
stall the retreat.
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The Existential Crisis

the kings who ruled portugal during the seventeenth century 
did take measures to bring some changes in the administration of 
the Estado. as early as the year 1607, the king had instructed the 
viceroy to adopt defensive measures with reference to the fortresses 
of mozambique, malacca, chaul, macao, cochin and daman to 
avoid a surprise attack by the dutch.73 as far as the portuguese 
policies with the indigenous kingdoms were concerned, an early 
seventeenth century document clearly maintained that it should be 
of peace and friendship. to develop these conditions, the viceroy 
was advised to convey to monarchs like those of Bijapur, Bengal, 
avantapanaique that they must not maintain trade or entertain 
friendship with the dutch. further, the granting of authority by 
the king to the viceroy to take initiative in matters requiring 
urgent measures according to the tempo por mostrado (the need 
of the moment) was an important development in the portuguese 
endeavours to maintain their overseas territories. the opinion of 
people with greater experience was also to be sort in such matters 
and that secrecy had to be maintained while conducting the 
measures.

in the context of the functioning of the Estado, this letter is of 
particular significance. it clearly indicates the changing nature in 
the formulation of the policies of the portuguese king as well as 
that of the Estado in the early seventeenth century. in the previous 
century, the source and the initiative for the policies of the Estado 
was largely handled by the king and his advisors at lisbon. it 
was the VOC presence that made them adopt such measures like 
“tempo por mostrando”. a second aspect of no less importance was 
that the viceroy now resorted to the opinion of those who had 
better information on the matter. this implied that within a period 
of one century there had developed a public opinion in goa, surely 
formed by the high clergy, the members of the high echelons of 
the administration and the more affluent members of the trading 
community. 

the granting of political authority to the viceroy on matters 
related to the administration of overseas territories by lisbon was 
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a new development in this age. though the fiscal aspects of the 
Estado were degenerating, but an evolution in other aspects such 
as political could be observed. this new development did lay a 
mark in the history of the Estado da Índia for the authorities at 
goa did not have to wait for the reply of lisbon for a certain matter 
of concern. the initiative to take rapid decisions was now in the 
hands of goa. this measure was thought to be of great importance 
because the headquarters of the Estado da Índia did not have such 
authority before. though the king had granted this power to goa 
nonetheless the authorities in asia still could not prevent the 
retreat!

one of the regular problems that the Estado faced was the paucity 
of soldiers. it has already been noted in the previous chapter that in 
a fleet that left lisbon, had at least three hundred to four hundred 
men. But en route of their voyage, many of them succumbed to bad 
conditions on board or to the perils of the seas. of the men who 
reached india, there had to be necessary conditions so that they 
could take their positions here. from the itinerary of John Huyghen 
van linschoten and others, we are well versed that the crew that 
left lisbon for asia was meant to guard the interests of the Estado. 
the soldiers on arriving at goa were assigned positions. So the 
latter had to be fit to perform their duties which were to protect the 
settlements of the Estado. the hospital that was being constructed 
at goa held relevance with this respect. in this context, a letter 
dated of Seventeenth of January, 1607 cE holds significance. this 
was a letter of the king to the viceroy dom martin affonso de 
castro wherein the king referred to the necessity to finish the 
construction works of the hospital at goa.

the king wrote regarding the works of the hospital of goa 
that the fathers of the Compania (Jesuit company) had accepted 
the administration of it. the officers of the Camara 74 were also 
interested in the completion of this work. according to the latter, 
this work was of great importance, as it would provide a place for 
the recovery of the soldiers who arrived in india from portugal. if 
the hospital did not provide them the resources, their conditions 
would deteriorate further. in this spirit, the king ordered the 
viceroy to use the profit of the voyage to china along with the 
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grants that had been given to complete the work of the hospital. 
in case, if the amount was not enough, the viceroy in consultation 
with the well-informed had the right to plead the king for required 
resources to complete the work. Besides, the viceroy was also 
asked to assist financial payments for its maintenance. 

in addition, the king also directed the viceroy to complete 
the work of the hospital besides making him aware that in the 
proposed hospital there may be casualties three hundred to four 
hundred yearly in the age group of eighteen to thirty years. this 
approximation is a consequence of not only the seriousness of the 
disease with which the crew was affected en route their journey to 
india but also due to the fact that they had not been duly cured. 
one of the reasons was the limited amount of medicines and food 
available. the king assured the viceroy that with the participation 
of Jesuits in the administration of this hospital this aspect would 
be overcome. a close survey of the conditions of the sick people 
according to the king showed that their poor health was not due 
to necessities that they were deprived of. But the ever-existing 
suffering in their minds paced down the recovery. 

Sharing his information for the larger number of deaths, the 
king observed that with the arrival of viceroy at goa, there also 
arrived a new set of doctors. the situation for such a doctor was 
new and he having not yet acquired the knowledge of the land and 
of the diseases that occurred in the same could not be much of 
help to the sick. once the doctor started getting acquainted with 
the land, problems and the disease, a new batch of doctors without 
experience would replace them for the tenure of the viceroy with 
whom they had come would get over. thus the king recommended 
the viceroy not to disturb the doctors with experience and should 
consequently be retained in their respective hospitals.75

the king of portugal also took other measures to prevent the 
soldiers and the captains of the fleets from resisting the enemies 
(the dutch). the king apparently shared the information with 
viceroy dom Jeronymo de azevedo that the enemy ships sailing 
the seas supposed to be dominated by Estado da Índia were 
neither challenged nor resisted by the men of the Estado when 
they attacked the latter. Seeing such instances, the king instructed 
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the viceroy that in future those who did not resist the enemy or 
challenge would not be granted a new voyage. further, the king 
insisted that these measures should be brought to the knowledge 
of the sailing pilots in the strictest manner. the pilots who refused 
to obey were to be identified and an inquiry was to be ordered 
on their conduct. Such personalities were to be sent back to 
portugal as prisoners.76 thus, if such were the king’s instructions 
to the viceroy to be implemented then it seems apparent that the 
monarch had realised that besides the enemy his men were also 
responsible for the happenings in the East. 

amidst maintaining and creating better conditions for the 
appropriate governance of the overseas territories consulado77 was 
created. the idea behind the conception of the consulado was to 
help in the maintenance of the armadas that were necessary for 
the defence and maintenance of the Estado da Índia. most of the 
major settlements of the Estado had written about this. But lisbon 
was not forthcoming about its implementation and wanted to 
postpone the matter.78 though the king was aware of the situation 
prevailing in the indian ocean, he directed the viceroy to postpone 
the dialogue about consulado while resorting to soft excuses.79 the 
king was aware about the situation prevailing in the East but then 
why did he not imply the proposed consulado?

the position of the coromandel coast in the eyes of goa and 
lisbon oscillated from being the abode of renegades to the coast 
of some importance. in the correspondence with the viceroy of 
Sixteenth of January 1615 cE, the king showed interest to defend 
against the rebels and also against the European companies as far 
as the trade on the coast was concerned. in conformity with the 
conditions, the king believed that the viceroy should prioritise the 
matter considering its greater importance. for the king, it was of 
utmost importance in agreement with the decisions already taken 
to expel the enemies from pulicat and to consider the fortification 
of the city of meliapore. He also considered on the matter about 
which the viceroy had written to the king in the year 1614 cE 
with reference to the appointment on permanent basis to take care 
for the events listed. therefore to the king of portugal, it was of 
extreme importance that the steps in this regard be taken and that 
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someone with exceptional capacity should be considered. the likes 
of dom Bernardo de noronha were in the king’s concern as far as 
the appointment was concerned. the criteria for the appointment 
was that a noble with experience and known value and one who 
could be trusted for implementing the decisions was to handle this 
capacity. 80

thus by the year 1614 cE, the king of portugal had also realised 
the importance of the coromandel coast. the state in which this 
coast was with the frequent attacks by the dutch in addition to 
establishment of their factory had become the matter of concern. 
thus the king wanted to appoint a person with good repute and 
the one who could be trusted on permanent basis. if the crown 
was realising the situation and was taking such a measure it would 
have turned fruitful for the portuguese enterprise. But the state of 
affairs turned to be different. in the previous section it has also 
been observed how the king ordered the viceroy to return back the 
money that had been ordered from the Misericórdia. this shows 
the king’s concern for such institutions. He could understand the 
gravity of the situation and that is why ordered that his instructions 
should be maintained in the strictest possible manner. another 
instruction ordained by the king was the creation of the post of 
‘Ouvidor Geral’ who would take every year a survey of all acts of 
the guards who were accused of stealing. the measure was to be 
accurate. in case some guards violated the said instructions of the 
king, they were liable to a severe punishment. 81

there were also measures thought of in lisbon by which 
different strategies were considered to enhance Estado’s men-power 
so that the enemy could be combated and trade and settlements be 
defended in an effective way. in a document pertaining to Eighth 
of march, 1616 cE, the viceroy made it known through the alvara 
that in the naus that leave lisbon every year to the East there are a 
larger number of passengers and traders that have been enlisted in 
the Casa da India82. they receive salary and foodstuffs in the said 
naus during the whole sea journey and they also return back in 
the same naus in their home voyages. the travel by the passengers 
and traders was thought by the king to cause a large damage to his 
treasury. the fact in concern of the crown was that the soldiers 
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could replace such travellers. there was a paucity of soldiers in 
the East and the ones who were there were indulging in corrupt 
practices. Hence the king took the decision and instructed the 
viceroy of the Estado da Índia that at the time when the naus 
reach goa yearly, a trustworthy person should be appointed for 
an enquiry of all passengers and traders travelling from lisbon in 
the said naus. measures would be taken according to the law on 
this matter. when it would be certified that such passengers and 
traders are going to those parts of india to practice their trading 
activities, they will be compelled to return the amount received in 
Casa da India. this alvara was to be published in goa as well as in 
the Casa da India and in other regions.83

the king also ordered an inquiry regarding the payment of the 
salaries to those who arrive to the East. Besides, instructions were 
also made regarding the taxes to be collected for maintenance of 
armada necessary for the defence of the Estado da Índia. on one 
occasion, the government of the Estado was even instructed to 
induce the residents and portuguese settlers to collect resources 
for the fortification of diu.84 if this was the case of diu then it 
could be an example for other portuguese settlements too! as far 
as the new christians were concerned, the viceroy was even given 
instructions to open an inquiry as this group was thought to be 
associated with the dutch in trade of india. in a correspondence 
to the viceroy of Eighteenth of march, 1615 cE, the king refers 
to dr. goncalo da Silva being entrusted with this purpose to take 
necessary measures to contain the damage that has taken place 
against the Estado. further, a secret inquiry about new christians 
and their contact with the dutch was ordained. in case a person 
was identified as involved in the matter, the viceroy was told to 
take the most severe measures against the same and also inform 
the king about it.85

the portuguese crown was not only keeping a track of the 
information that was being delivered about the enemy (the dutch) 
but also verifying the relations of the Estado with the indigenous 
polities. when the portuguese had started their ventures in the 
indian ocean region under the aegis of Estado da Índia, it seems 
that the indigenous polities did extend their support to them then. 
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But in the seventeenth century as soon as the VOC ships started 
venturing in the waters of the indian ocean, the indigenous 
polities resorted to their help to cast out the portuguese from their 
respective areas. keeping the issue of the indigenous polities and 
their involvement with the dutch, the king of portugal instructed 
the viceroy to evaluate the behaviour of the portuguese with 
reference to the indigenous polities.86 this was an important 
measure taken by the crown as far as reviving of the portuguese 
relations with the indigenous polities was concerned.

the importance which the alvara87 of twenty ninth of march, 
1619 cE had is referred in a document exchanged between the 
king and the viceroy of twelfth of march, 1620 cE. By this alvara, 
the ministers and the factories of Estado da Índia had to vow 
that they were not holding any money of the fazenda (treasury) 
before assuming their respective duties. in case they made a false 
statement while swearing in, they would be obliged to pay nine 
times the amount they had hidden in their coffers.88 thus the 
crown brought such measures into being as it was much aware 
of how the Estado was moving towards decadence. measures of 
this sort were the requirement of the time. with the appointment 
of the new viceroy, dom francisco da gama in the year 1622 cE, 
the crown at lisbon advised him to have a clear survey of the 
king’s treasury at goa.89 this viceroy was the one who took a lot 
of measures to prevent the decline of the Estado da Índia.

dom francisco da gama (also known as conde de vidigueyra), 
is an interesting personality in the history of the Estado da Índia. He 
had served as the viceroy of the Estado twice. Being the grandson 
of vasco da gama, he thus belonged to an influential lineage. dom 
francisco’s tenure came into being due to his family name. His first 
period of vice-royalty lasted from 1597 to 1600, which can be seen 
as the last years of the monopoly of the Estado in asia. in these 
three years, the comment made by the modern historians need to 
be appraised viz. -”from the commencement he adopted a very high 
tone in his communications with others, and generally conducted 
himself in such a manner as rendered him extremely unpopular”.90 a 
person could only maintain a high tone if there was some essence 
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in the position of power he held .the portuguese were still enjoying 
the fruits of their conquests in asia, though the Estado had already 
began facing different problems within its framework.

in spite of his unpopularity, da gama was again made the viceroy. 
Between the outset of dom francisco da gama’s first tenure and the 
onset of his second viceroyalty, there is a gap of twenty two years. 
in these years, the situation had become so changed that when the 
viceroy was coming to goa to assume his duties, the English and 
the dutch attacked his carracks and galleons near mozambique! 
By this time the contest for hegemony between the Estado and 
other European powers had begun in full swing. if one looks at the 
events which took place in 1622 cE itself, then the prominent one 
was the capture of the important portuguese outpost of Hormuz. 
Besides, there were the anglo-dutch blockades of goa after dom 
francisco da gama had assumed the power. the English and the 
dutch, who were at certain times together, took different stands at 
other times. their dissolution of partnership at pulicat in the same 
year is one example. thus with the venture of the other European 
powers in the indian ocean world there grew complexities. this 
was inevitable.

the two tenures of the viceroyalty of dom francisco da 
gama can be taken as two poles between which the situation in 
portuguese asia can be analysed. the acts of conde de vidigueyra 
become interesting in this context. His first two years of the second 
viceroyalty help us to understand his actions and reactions to the 
situation. for a person who had administered the same territories 
at better times, it must have been a totally different world. 

it is a known fact that between the years 1600 and 1640 cE, the 
Estado da Índia was governed wholly through the Casa da Índia 
at lisbon. through these years portugal was under the subjection 
of Spain, but the interests of portugal and portuguese officials 
dominated. pyrard, whose sojourn to india is remembered through 
his encyclopaedic work, noted that- ‘All the ships of the Armadas are 
equipped at the expense of the King of Portugal, for they never speak 
there of Spain or the Spaniards but of Portugal, Goa and the Indies 
only.’91 So if this attitude of the portuguese in the early seventeenth 
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century is considered, then it might explain the borrowings of 
the Estado from the Misericórdia and bishopric. But on the other 
hand the arduous work of matos reflects the funds that were sent 
from lisbon and the expenditure made. thus, in the light of the 
above discussion, one can clearly adjunct the fact that the Estado 
was undergoing an existential crisis. in order to overcome it, loans 
were taken from the Misericórdias and bishoprics, which became 
a concern with time. Besides, questions were raised about the 
functioning of these institutions. 

the decade of thirties were so turbulent that even men like 
conde de linhares who was thought to be savior could hardly 
improve the state of affairs. the loss of the important fortresses 
of the Estado like Syriam, Hormuz and finally malacca in 1641 
cE points to the slow decadence the Estado was undergoing. 
defending a port like malacca for more than a century can be 
ascribed as portuguese’s valiant attempt at survival in desolated 
circumstances. the portuguese were aware of the presence of 
their European counterparts as well as of the hatred of indigenous 
polities. nevertheless, the endurance of the Estado for a continued 
existence in this phase of existential crisis barely ceased.
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▶ 5 ◀

The Decline and the Retreat  
(1642-1662 CE)

the decline of the settlements of the Estado da Índia on 
the coromandel coast and archipelago Southeast asia 
was an important development that gradually led to the 

establishment of the dutch hegemony in indonesia and the English 
one on the coromandel coast. there took place a transformation 
in the age-old links between the regions. in the previous chapter, 
it has been traced the factors that led to the retreat. in the period 
before the capture of malacca by the dutch, Syriam, Hormuz and 
pulicat had already slipped out of the hands of the portuguese. it 
was during the third decade of the seventeenth century that the 
decline gained momentum to that extent from where there was no 
looking back. despite the measures that the portuguese crown had 
taken, nothing seemed to have had bore a consequence. perhaps 
the very structure of the Estado da Índia and its working was 
responsible for this decline. the anglo-portuguese agreement was 
one such that can be counted among the very few positive aspects 
in the 1630’s from the portuguese viewpoint, relieving them of the 
burden of having to combat at least one adversary. dom miguel 
de noronha, conde de linhares, who was the viceroy between 
the years 1629 and 1635 cE made attempts to stall the portuguese 
retreat but to no avail! 

the understanding of the reasons behind the decline of the 
portuguese settlements has already been studied in the earlier 
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chapters. it has been traced that the factors within the Estado 
were partially responsible for the rapid decline of the portuguese 
settlements in the seventeenth century. the measures suggested 
by the portuguese king to the viceroy at goa were of no use, as 
they could not facilitate the portuguese in overcoming the enemy. 
relating to the process of decline that was setting in the portuguese 
settlements, it is important to understand how territories that had 
comprehended oceans as their frontiers, retreat. it would also help 
to understand how the new formations come into being in such 
frontiers. is the process similar to land-based empires? did the 
elements of the portuguese oceanic expansion manifest themselves 
in the new order that came into being in the seventeenth century? 
the interests of the country of portugal, as is well known got 
translated in the large number of territories that it acquired during 
the phase of its oceanic expansion. though the retreat of the 
portuguese started much earlier than 1641 cE, but the waning of 
the portuguese settlements is concerned in the perspective of the 
rapid decline after the said year.

The Retreat

the year 1641 cE appears to be a turning point in the history of 
the Estado da Índia. the most important port of the portuguese, 
malacca was no more occupied by them. the capture of malacca, 
however, did not cease the portuguese and the dutch colonial 
rivalry, but saw beginning of a new phase in this regard. this 
phase saw a rapid decline of the portuguese settlements on the 
coromandel coast as well as in Southeast asia. the chapter of the 
rivalry began with the proclamation of the ten-year truce between 
portugal and Holland in february 1642 cE in asia although the 
truce had already been signed in Europe in the previous year. 1 
though both the sides were to maintain peace for the next ten 
years, but the hostilities continued. By this time the viceroy at goa, 
the count de aveiras, had at least made an attempt to persuade the 
dutch to accept a local truce in asia. However, the dutch declined 
to do so since each passing month enabled them to press forward 
in their attempt to gain ground in ceylon and elsewhere.2
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the portuguese, as is known, were succumbing to the attacks by 
the dutch due to the lack of finances as well as the administration 
which was becoming incapable of organizing a coherent overall 
strategy. thus, if one keeps these aspects in mind, malacca was 
bound to be seized by the VOC. the dutch success or failures 
depended on local conditions. in the taking over of malacca, the 
VOC had the support of Johore which was the crucial factor for 
the seizure.3 the dutch council at Batavia acknowledged the facts 
while writing to the Heren Xvii much later in July, 1675 cE: “We 
must continue to remember that the Johorese contributed substantially 
toward the conquest of Malacca. Without their help we could have 
never become masters of that strong place.”4 the VOC also enabled 
Johore to build up its trading network at the cost of aceh between 
the years 1641 and 1680 cE. thus, the rewards for assisting the 
VOC in their capture of malacca were truly worthwhile. 

the fall of malacca was the last major episode in the sequence of 
portuguese reverses that extended from Syriam, through Hormuz 
and Hughli, to Japan and the Sri lankan east coast ports. the 
Estado, in the 1640’s felt a relative respite not only from the dutch 
but also from their asian adversaries.5 with the implementation 
of the ten-year truce, the fact remained that the dutch did not 
cease their hostilities. at a council meeting at goa, on the third of 
october, 1642 cE, it was decided to send a ship to Batavia to make 
the truce known to the dutch. However, the portuguese received a 
hostile reception.6

as far as the coromandel coast was concerned, a dutch fleet 
was sent two years after its occupation of malacca on a plunder 
raid to the portuguese settlement at nagapattinam. known as a 
bigger settlement of the portuguese on the coast, nagapattinam had 
been an important center for trade since the early times. However 
this raid was held off only due to the intervention of the nayak of 
tanjavur. this implied that the indigenous polities still held a role 
to play in the struggle among the European companies. a similar 
incident occurred in 1649 cE at the portuguese settlement of 
tuticorin in the territory of the nayak of madurai and once again 
the nayak checked the forces of the VOC.
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the period when the negotiations for the implementation of the 
ten-year truce were being done, the portuguese were still optimistic 
about the positive attitude and behavior of the VOC towards the 
Estado. an influential fiscal officer and later adviser to dom João 
iv, José pinto pereira’s optimism is reflected in his letter of march 
1644 cE:

“the state of affairs teaches and tells us that the most healing 
remedy for now is your majesty to go along with and adjust with 
this nation [Holland] tolerating their deceits, double dealing and 
frauds, for it is thus that i believe one can check the luck they enjoy, 
and the greatest war one can make is to enter into a peace with 
them…for once trade is free, it is a force that that will weaken 
their trade, and also the force which [you] have; which is of no 
less importance; and our trade will expand, the custom houses 
will begin to yield[money], the royal revenues will increase, [your] 
subjects who are finished and consumed by the robbery and piracy 
practiced by this enemy, the reason for his greater expansion, will 
thrive.”7

after the conquest of malacca, there was a desire on the part of 
the dutch to normalize the trade which had been disrupted by the 
long siege. passes to enter malacca were freely issued from indian 
factories and orders were placed to stop the place with goods that 
would be desired by the merchants. the other policy followed 
by the VOC was to achieve monopolistic aims through their 
commercial policies. in the context of malacca, it implied dutch 
control of the main articles of import and export with the view to 
dictate prices in the arteries of the linkages.8 the dutch were also 
trying to force the traders to call only at malacca to transact their 
business. they also had a policy of exclusive contracts with malay 
rulers to further monopolize trade. 

in Southeast asia after 1641 cE, one can observe an increasing 
dutch interest in signing treaties with the indigenous rulers. with 
the Sultan of kedah a treaty was signed on Eighteenth of June, 
1642 cE whereby a half of the tin produced or imported in kedah 
was to be sold to the dutch at a fixed price. a year later a similar 
treaty, was signed with the overlord of Junk ceylon (phuket). By 
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this treaty, the ruler promised not to allow any traders from kedah, 
perak, Java, coromandel, Bengal and other neighbouring places 
unless they had the dutch passes and had sojourned at malacca by 
paying the tolls there. with the governor of Bangery, a treaty was 
signed in 1645 cE which implied that all the tin found in the state 
was to be delivered to the dutch.

the Sultan of Johore who had helped the dutch in their 
conquest of malacca, had fallen out with them four years after the 
said event. He was trying to establish a port to rival malacca. the 
raja of kedah made several requests to the governor of malacca 
for issuing a pass to sail to the coromandel but was repeatedly 
denied. the cargoes from coromandel that comprised of cloths 
were affected by the dutch policies. the merchants who traded in 
them had to pay a heavy toll tax of ten percent on cloths. though 
there was some relief granted in it, but the merchants always 
complained of the tariff policy.

though the dutch tried to adopt measures of restrictions in case 
of the indigenous rulers, at the same time they were hostile to other 
European powers. the portuguese were one of them. By 1642 cE, 
as the portuguese documents highlights, the dutch had earmarked 
the former’s praças in the isle of ceylon and São thomé on the 
coromandel as their target to attack.9 the places aforementioned 
became the scene of conflicts between the portuguese and the 
dutch forces between 1642 and 1662 cE. one after the other they 
succumbed to the dutch pressure.

although the VOC’s sphere of activities extended across the 
indian ocean but it was only in certain regions that they could 
exercise an effective monopoly. in Sir george downing’s word, 
who served as an English envoy at the Hague at the outbreak of the 
second anglo dutch conflict, it was ‘mare clausam’ in the eastern 
waters. this meant that the dutch took measures in the east to 
carve out sections of the sea and the traffic therein for themselves 
to the exclusion of other European and asian traders.10 as observed 
earlier, the dutch had vigorously petered out the portuguese 
monopoly in Southeast asia as well as on the coromandel coast. 
they disposed off the portuguese claims and set to enunciate the 
principles on which restrictions of various kinds were introduced.
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a good review of the VOC’s attitude towards monopolizing the 
indian ocean trade and their position in it can be visualized by the 
general instructions compiled by Hereen Xvii. this compilation 
was meant to act as the guideline for the governor general and 
his council at Batavia which were issued in 1650 cE. the Hereen 
Xvii explicitly recognized that the company’s trade in asia 
could be divided into three categories: firstly, the trade in regions 
where the VOC exercised unchallenged territorial control by right 
of cession or conquest. in 1650 cE, these places were limited to 
a few islands in the moluccas and some of the fortified trading 
settlements like Batavia, malacca and pulicat. Secondly, the regions 
where the VOC enjoyed exclusive trading rights due to monopoly 
contracts negotiated with the indigenous polities such as the sultan 
of ternate and the village headman of amboyna. thirdly, trade 
conducted by virtue of treaties with the indigenous rulers on the 
basis of freely negotiated agreements as well as on the basis of free 
trade alongside merchants of all other nations. 11 

the years between 1641 and 1680 cE represent the height of 
the dutch maritime influence in the asian waters. the dutch 
influence in the coromandel- archipelago Southeast asia linkage 
had become dominant by 1662 cE. most of the important 
niches had been conquered by them. on the coromandel coast 
nagapattinam and tuticorin were captured in 1658 cE and the 
conquest of the coromandel coast was over with the capture of São 
thomé four years later. their major concern in the Bay of Bengal, 
ceylon, met with the similar end. Soon after the dutch took over 
of malacca, they seized the portuguese strongholds of galle (1641 
cE), negombo (1642 cE), colombo (1656 cE) and Jaffna (1658 
cE). the aroma of some of these cinnamon-producing islands and 
places had enthralled the dutch interest from the very days of their 
expansionist zeal in the indian ocean. 

regarding the dutch supremacy, the captain of the English ship, 
Expedition, commented that the trust the English company will 
not be-

“again circumvented by that politick nation, who aspire to the sole 
trade of india, especially that of spice, which the better to compass, 
they have for these four months invested in colombo on Zealon 
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with a straight siege, by sea and land assaulted it, and entered the 
city, but were suddenly beaten back with great loss; also four of 
their ships[lost] by fowle weather there; which have been recrewted 
from paleacatt [with] much provision, the siege still continuing, 
and tis thought they [will go] neere to carry it at last by storme, the 
portugall having not eq[ual forces] to oppose or strength by sea to 
relieve it. and for amboyana, tis wholly reduced to obedience; and 
maccassers utterly routed [with] great slaughter of their people.”12

the sentiments captivated in the above statement made by the 
English captain note the very presence and importance of the VOC 
in the region.

Makassar and the Lesser Sunda Islands 

most of the insular Southeast asia had come under the dutch 
occupation by the second half of the seventeenth century. makassar, 
which was one of the main markets for procuring spices was the 
only one left on the eastern part of the archipelago that was still 
out of the ambit of the dutch control. located at south celebes, 
this had been a land where ships from manila, goa, macao, 
England and Holland frequented. friar domingo navarette as late 
as 1657-58 cE, commented that “abundance of rich Commodities 
were brought thither from all parts of the Archipelago, and Trade 
enrich’d the Country, making its Sovereign powerful.”13 when 
the portuguese conquered malacca, many muslim merchants 
migrated to makassar. the attack by achen on Johore and later 
the dutch blockades at malacca drove malay and Javenese traders 
eastwards to makassar that soon became a great center of shipping. 
the portuguese began to trade with makassar in the second half 
of the sixteenth century on a regular basis. the popularity of the 
coromandel and Bengal cloth was encashed here by the portuguese 
in lieu of rice and slaves besides spices and rials.14

as early as 1601 cE, the dutch had established a factory at 
makassar. But when their treaty ended in 1619 cE, makassar did 
not renew it. Sanjay Subrahmanyam has opined that several of the 
concession voyages from the coromandel coast to the moluccas 
suffered after the dutch capture of ambon and tidore (1605 
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cE). Hence from about 1610 cE, the portuguese had to resort 
increasingly to makassar for cloves and other spices which were 
brought with the dutch opposition. But there was no regular 
concession route developed as makassar being the terminus.15 also, 
macasser looked to the portuguese, English, danish and chinese 
traders for support and indeed these traders flocked to makassar 
in ever increasing numbers to escape heavy duties levied at either 
malacca or at Batavia. an English merchant traveling in 1625 cE 
rightly pointed that the portuguese looked upon makassar as a 
second and better malacca and “held themselves as safe as if they 
had no enemies in India, since they never once been attacked there.”16

the portuguese on their expulsion from the moluccas had used 
makassar17 as the next base for trading in cloves, sandalwood 
and other indonesian products, under the protection of the 
tolerant muslim rulers of gowa and tallo, and in defiance of 
the monopolistic claims of the dutch East india company with 
its headquarters at Batavia since 1619 cE. prior to this when the 
portuguese had occupied malacca in the sixteenth century, many 
muslim merchants had migrated to makassar. achinese attacks on 
Johore and the blockade of malacca of the dutch led Javanese and 
malay traders to this southern market of Sulawesi. thus makassar 
had been known to give refuge to the ones expelled for no matter 
whether they were portuguese or expatriate trading communities 
or the indigenous lots. the disruption of the spice trade in the 
moluccas by the dutch made it a more approachable center for 
spices. moreover new production centers were developed in the 
small islands of ambelau and manipa, where makassar traders 
could more easily buy cloves without being seen by the dutch.18

fray Sebastein manrique, traveling between 1629 and 1643 cE 
noted that during Emperor Sumbanco’s tenure, the portuguese 
had taken shelter at makassar.19 moreover after the said king’s 
death, his successor prince carrim liquio was to remain under 
the guidance of a regent called carrim patingoloa who was a 
portuguese. Born in makassar and although a follower of islam, 
this regent, in manrique’s words was “in actual practice and in zeal 
for increasing the lustre of the Portuguese name he could hold his 
own with those most eager and anxious for the common good and 
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the enhancement of our country’s glory.”20 if we are to believe the 
fray, then there exists a paradox in personality of the regent. can 
the regent’s attitude be commented upon as his adaptability to the 
existing situation? does it indicate that the indigenous polities 
recognized well the changing tide? or was it that the said regent 
was too impressed with the portuguese and so he wanted to attain 
glory by doing such an act. 

the occupation of malacca by the dutch found expressions 
as late as the decade of seventies of the seventeenth century. 
navarrete referred that ‘when the Dutch took Malaca, most of the 
Portugueses, the Mungrels, and all others who serv’d them, retir’d 
to this Country.’21 the king received them and allocated them a 
place to live. By the time navarrete reached makassar, there was a 
considerable population of the portuguese residing there. not only 
this, any eloquent observer could also see malays residing at this 
town besides an ambassador of the nawab of golconda. according 
to navarrete, there were no charges levied for anchorage at the port 
or any other duty not to be added. the captains of the ships as well 
as the merchants bestowed gifts to the Sumbane (the king) and 
thus all trade that they did with this part of the world was free. 
Such were the attributes of the port that ‘this made it the universal 
Mart of those parts of the World’, 22 as the dominican friar observed. 

thus makassar provided immense support to the portuguese. 
the portuguese on their behalf also maintained amiable relations 
with the Sumbane. when makassar was engaged in the conquest 
of Boni, Sambawa, Xulla isles and Butung, they came in contact 
with the dutch power in 1665 cE at the latter’s establishment at 
Buntung; makassar had destroyed the establishment in an effort 
to conquer Buntung. the dutch determined to take revenge 
by sending a powerful force against makassar in 1660 cE. the 
portuguese23 in the decade of twenties had assisted makassar while 
makassar’s enemy, Boni, assisted the dutch. after a long siege, 
the ruler of makassar, Hassan udin, capitulated and accepted the 
treaty of Bongaya in 1668 cE. thus the VOC ultimately secured a 
monopoly of the trade in makassar and insisted that all non-dutch 
traders could be compelled to leave the city.
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prior to the capture of makassar, the dutch were forced to 
mount two major expeditions against it. the first one was in 
1660 cE followed by another in 1669 cE. it was only after these 
expeditions that the dutch could oust the portuguese from 
makassar. in the expulsion of the portuguese from makassar, it 
was not solely the efforts of the dutch East india company. the 
English and the danish East india companies had also sent their 
representatives to lend a hand to the VOC. the involvement of 
the three East india companies in the joint expedition against the 
portuguese at makassar does mark the Estado’s hold and presence 
in the archipelago. among the other portuguese settlements where 
the dutch or the English companies were not able to make inroads 
was macao on the south china coast and in the innermost islands 
of the lesser Sunda group that is- timor, Solor and flores- in 
indonesia.

in the lesser Sunda group of islands, timor was known 
for supplying fragrant sandalwood of both white and yellow 
variety. it was the main source of supply for the markets on the 
coromandel24 and also in china. after the conquest of malacca in 
1511 cE, it was not until fifty years later that the portuguese had 
made their first proper settlement in the lesser Sunda group of 
islands. Subsequently, it was not timor but the neighbouring Solor 
that became the center of activities. it is in records that the fathers 
of the dominican order had laid the foundation of this center 
in 1566 cE by building a stone fortress. there grew a settlement 
round this fortress that comprised of the converts and the progeny 
of the portuguese soldiers and sandalwood traders from malacca 
and macao who intermarried with the indigenous women.25 the 
mixed race that came into being was known as ‘topazes’. it was at 
Solor that trade and conversions were centered around. as far as 
timor was concerned, the portuguese only visited the island to 
collect the sandalwood.

the dominicans on their arrival at the lesser Sunda islands 
had concentrated on the conversion of the local rulers on the 
coast in order to gain their support.26 it seems that the Bishop of 
malacca had played a pertinent role in settling the lesser Sunda 
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islands with the christian religious persons. for instance, in the 
correspondences that pertain to first decade of the seventeenth 
century, one can notice the said Bishop repetitively urging the 
crown to send more religious to continue service to the faith. the 
said document does refer to a number of churches that were built 
in the earlier century.27 

the portuguese domination in the lesser Sunda islands had 
come into being since the early days of the Estado. the aromatic 
sandalwood had drawn them towards these remote islands. Since 
1561 cE, the dominicans had maintained a precarious presence at 
first at Solor. larantuka, on the island of flores was the next place 
to occupy their attention in 1613 cE. Eventually, it was timor that 
gained their interest in the course of time. the most interesting 
fact is that the Estado never controlled these islands directly but 
through the dominican order. the dominican missionaries were 
the ones who with their activities controlled these islands. the 
portuguese frequented these islands with the purpose of trade. 
the dominican influence on the populace was so much so that the 
inhabitants fought against the dutch.

the dutch power in this micro-region seemed to have grown 
in the second decade of the seventeenth century. antonio pinto 
de fonseca28 had given the information to the viceroy about the 
arrival of the dutch at malacca. in the correspondence between 
the king of portugal and the viceroy, conde de redondo dated 
Eighteenth of march, 1619 cE, according to the information of 
fonseca, the dutch had arrived at Solor. there had to be a decision 
taken to send ‘some soldiers and ammunitions’ to defend Solor. at 
this, the crown instructed the viceroy to act and adopt measures 
in the shortest possible time depending upon the situation.29 

thus in one of the correspondences, like in a letter of Sixth of 
february, 1620 cE that was communicated between the governor 
fernão de albuquerque and the viceroy, the later had instructed 
antonio pinto de fonseca to send ships from malacca to Solor with 
a dominican priest. there were no ships available at goa at that 
time. the aim was to send required foodstuffs. in the last part of 
the letter, the governor opined that as the dutch have consolidated 
their position in Solor, it was beyond the hopes of the Estado 
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to send a powerful naval unit there. it was thought to be more 
advisable to maintain contacts with the portuguese in the island as 
well as with the christians and the priests through periodical visits 
of light ships carrying food stuffs and ‘maintaining highly the spirit 
of this segment of Christians isolated from the Motherland.’30 thus, 
the portuguese had well understood their position in Solor in the 
religious as well as in economic terms.

as far as the administration of the Estado in these islands 
was concerned, John villers has noted the establishment of 
portuguese administration beyond the walls of the fortalazes that 
the dominicans and later, the portuguese military authorities 
had built successively in Solor, flores and timor. However, it was 
never seriously or systematically undertaken. this was because of 
the extraordinary degree of antagonism to their presence that the 
portuguese encountered especially at timor.31 in the first quarter 
of the sixteenth century, the captain of the fort of timor was chosen 
by dominicans prior at malacca subject to the confirmation of his 
choice by the captain of malacca. So much so that the portuguese 
settlements in these islands were not even officially listed as parts 
of the Estado da Índia till 1681 cE!

the passing of malacca from the portuguese to the dutch 
hands also brings out a noteworthy facet about the attitude of 
the missionaries like the dominicans. the request made by the 
dominican priests to the viceroy at a council meeting held at 
goa on twenty fifth of november, 1642 cE demonstrates it well. 
the said priests sought the permission of goa to travel in a dutch 
ship to Solor.32 this is a change of mind because prior to the fall of 
malacca, the dominicans had acted as autonomous body of power 
though it was through them that the Estado controlled the lesser 
Sunda islands. although the document gives a clear idea of the 
decline of the portuguese Empire beyond malacca, it also shows 
how the dominicans started deflecting from the portuguese to 
the dutch side. it also illustrates a growing initiative taken by the 
members of the dominican order to organize themselves in the 
dealings with the dutch in an autonomous set up.

the portuguese presence in the lesser Sunda islands was 
strengthened after the withdrawal from of malacca. makassar 
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was the abode that the malaccan refugees looked forward to. the 
growth of makassar had been attributed to the fall of malacca. the 
position of makassar was such that it fell in the main trade route 
between malacca and Java and the Spice islands. not only this, it 
was close to major sources of supply of goods, notably the pepper 
of south Borneo, the rice of Bima and the sandalwood of timor. 
a portuguese named francisco vieira de figueiredo, who traded 
from makassar to macao, timor, flores and the coromandel 
coast, became a favorite of the Sultan Hasan udin in the lesser 
Sunda islands.33 this gives an inkling of the trade vigour of the 
portuguese.

thus, the lesser Sunda islands were never under the direct 
control of the Estado da Índia in the sixteenth and the seventeenth 
centuries. the portuguese on being ousted from malacca took 
refuge in makassar and thereafter at larantuka in the lesser Sunda 
group. though the Estado da Índia had retreated from its center of 
power in Southeast asia in 1641 cE, nevertheless they found a new 
niche to stay on, where they had been occupied with the trading 
activities only. 

as late as 1670’s the portuguese, either the itinerants or those 
living in asia, blamed the dutch for their decline. travelling 
between 1672 and 1674 cE, the french itinerant, abbe carre while 
on his way to madras blamed the portuguese for their decline. 
pretending to be a portuguese due to existing circumstances, carre 
questioned his fellow traveler regarding his sharp reaction on the 
dutch presence. carre’s deliberation goes on as:

“Why do you blame the Dutch for all the calamities and misery that 
your nation has suffered in India? Why do you accuse that nation 
of baseness? God has used them as He does, to chastise or abase 
the pride and haughtiness with which he wished to rule and govern 
everything. No, no, I said, you must not rage against the Dutch, but 
against idolatry, against wild passion to amass treasures, against 
luxury against illicit delights and voluptuous excesses. You must 
denounce all these, for they have ruined our fine government and 
lost all our credit and reputation, as well as our trade, our towns, and 
principal places, and finally have reduced us to misery contempt all 
over the East.”34
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it is interesting to note how carre explains to the fellow traveler 
his observations about the decline of the portuguese in his 
conversation. the portuguese themselves had created the entire 
web of circumstances for the decline. the totally hostile attitude 
of carre’s fellow traveler can be countered by the consideration 
that the dutch had, though in their early years. a correspondence 
that took place between general coen and andries Soury at 
masulipatam in 1621 cE adjuncts the above fact. coen wrote: “it 
should be realized that the fort and the factories in Coromandel were 
maintained to carry on profitable trade and not simply to trouble the 
Muslims and the Portuguese.”35 

thus the retreat of the portuguese in the years from 1610 to 
1665 cE was not only the result of the rivalry with the dutch, but 
one of the causes of the portuguese retreat was also the result of 
their own design. the dutch presence acted as a catalyst as pointed 
by Sanjay Subrahmanyam.36 the taking of the beachheads like 
malacca could not have accomplished, had the local polities like 
Johore not helped the dutch. So, the dutch East india company 
which at its inception was a pure merchant’s combine enforced 
its quest for monopoly and acquired the major niches of the 
commercial world of the indian ocean. in october 1664 cE, the 
company submitted to the States-general the following list of 
their settlements in Southeast asia and the coromandel coast-
amboyna; the Banda islands, pulo roon; ternate and other islands 
in the moluccas group; makassar and manado in celebus; timor; 
Bima on Sambawa; in Sumatra, Jambi, palembang and indragiri, 
malacca, tenasserim; Junk ceylon; and factories in tonquin, 
arakan, pegu, ava and Sirian. on the coromandel coast, they had 
acquired pulicat, São thomé, nagapattinam, masulipatam and 
tuticorin. Hence, in a short period of time the dutch were able to 
build their presence that posited a strong challenge to the century-
old portuguese hegemony on the coromandel and Southeast asia. 

The Rise of the English Company as a Mercantile Power

in the first half of the seventeenth century, as already observed, 
the dutch policies and plans especially of J.p. coen had made 
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the English company concentrate its activities in india and on 
developing the bilateral trade with Europe. from the middle of the 
seventeenth century this strategy began to pay-off, as the European 
market for indian textiles expanded. this slow moving company 
gradually took lead over the dutch as participants in trade both 
within asia and between Europe and asia in the eighteenth 
century. the amboyana incident had bearings on the relations of 
the English with the VOC in the archipelago. the access to the 
Spice islands was now firmly closed due to this incident. the 
English concentrated on the pepper trade of Bantam and southern 
Sumatra, while at the same time opening contact for fine spices 
with makassar, on the southwestern arm of Sulawesi, whose 
intrepid Bugis seafarers continued to visit the islands in defiance of 
the dutch. this loophole was not closed until 1667 cE, when the 
VOC occupied makassar and forced its ruler to exclude all other 
Europeans.

Bantam and Batavia continued to have an uneasy relationship, 
punctuated by the VOC capture of malacca and the three anglo-
dutch wars of 1652-54 cE, 1665-67 cE and 1672-74 cE. 
whatever the outcomes of the wars were in Europe, in asia, the 
English invariably saw their ships captured and their Bantam 
trade interrupted. the treaty of Breda was signed at the end of the 
second war. the final VOC triumph came in 1682 cE. abu‘l fatah, 
the ‘old’ Sultan of Bantam, who had been to city dethroned under 
pressure by his son, Sultan abdul kahar, two years before, resumed 
the government by force. fulfilling one of the conditions for dutch 
assistance, the English factory was ordered out and its personnel 
evacuated Bantam on Eleventh of april, 1682 cE. news of their 
expulsion reached london in mid-march 1683 cE. preparations 
to meet the enemy force began but were soon abandoned, and it 
seemed as if the VOC would succeed in excluding its rival from the 
trade in indonesian pepper as well as fine spices.

as has already been related earlier, the English and the 
portuguese relations were always amiable except in the period 
when portugal was under the Spanish domination (1580-1640 
cE). indeed, five years before the successful portuguese revolt of 
december 1640 cE against castilian rule (the Restauração), the 
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count-viceroy of linhares, dom miguel de noronha, concluded 
a non-aggression pact with william methwold, then president of 
Surat. Soon after the accession of dom João de Bragança as king of 
portugal, there negotiated a formal peace with England at london 
in January 1642 cE.37

due to the kind of relations that existed between the English and 
the portuguese, it made the way easy for the English to establish 
fort St. george (madras) on the coromandel coast. in 1639 cE, 
the pact made by conde de linhares had already conditioned 
goa’s consent to allow an English settlement near São thomé. But 
the residents of this portuguese settlement were against this idea 
and even made an attempt to block the English from provisioning 
themselves inland. due to this the English governor threatened 
hostilities against the portuguese if the captain and the residents 
of the town continued with their approach. the intervention of 
goa led to the replacement of the obstructive captain so that the 
English could start building the said fort.38

this was the point from which the English, acting as private 
traders rather than in any official capacity, began to incorporate the 
portuguese into their operations from fort St. george and other 
meeting points, whether English, neutral or portuguese. perhaps 
chief among them was porto novo, where the English had another 
establishment, fort St. david. not only this, anglo-portuguese 
business firms also came into existence. Some of the notable ones 
which remained prominent throughout the eighteenth century 
were those of lucas luis de oliveira, João pereira de faria and 
cosmo and luis de medeiros and they appeared in madras itself.39

the dutch records as well as the correspondences of the English 
also reported an improvement in the state of English trade on 
the coromandel coast between 1649 and 1652 cE.40 But their 
position again diminished considerably after 1652 cE despite the 
fact that they enjoyed certain advantages, over the dutch due to 
their friendly relations with mir Jumla. the situation became so 
pathetic in the subsequent two years that with the exception of 
masulipatnam and fort St. george, all factories were abandoned, 
as they ran in loss. during the outbreak of the anglo-dutch war 
in 1653, there were no actual hostilities as the English ships had 
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practically stopped sailing due to the fear of the dutch. when 
peace was established, the English started seafaring again. the 
English company’s troubles with mir Jumla, in 1657-58 cE led to 
the attacks on madras, which helped the dutch to maintain their 
ascendancy on the coast.

the English trade became a serious threat to the dutch 
commercial enterprise from the early 1660’s. the investments 
of the English in the imported vertices of the cloth were large 
enough. By this time, their network of acquiring the cloth from the 
coromandel hinterland had solidified. in Southeast asia, while the 
dutch had their main market in malacca and adjacent regions, the 
English sold their cloth at aceh from where it eventually reached 
Johore. as the English developed more efficient network it caused 
a glut in the markets of Southeast asia. the situation was so severe 
in 1661 cE that for many months not a bale of coromandel cloth 
could be sold in malacca. this resulted in reducing the orders for 
the succeeding year. in the next decade, the impact of the English 
competition was felt in the cloth trade of Java as well.41

the outbreak of the second anglo-dutch war in Europe had 
repercussions in asia also. meanwhile in the second half of the 
seventeenth century, the English had grown strong. So much so 
that during the second anglo-dutch war, the dutch factors at 
masulipatnam feared an attack on their factory by the numerically 
stronger English force. the administrators at fort geldria in 
pulicat decided to postpone any decisive action until further orders 
from Batavia. in august 1665 cE, Batavia instructed the factors at 
coromandel to inflict as much damage on the English as they could. 
not only this, three yachts were sent from pulicat under peter de 
lange to capture the English ships anchored off madras. But they 
merely succeeded in seizing a small ship belonging to an English 
private trader near masulipatnam. this action was accorded by the 
golconda authorities as an unlawful violation of the peace of the 
harbour and temporarily placed the dutch in serious difficulties.

in 1672 cE, the dutch at Batavia informed their fellows in 
coromandel of the renewal of the war with England. this resulted 
in a naval engagement to the south of masulipatnam. a fleet of 
four dutch ships and ten English vessels fought which ended with 
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the victory of Hollanders. this was decisive because a fleet of four 
ships had captured three of the enemy. this success made the dutch 
factors in coromandel approve of Batavia’s recommendation that 
in the time of war no heed should be responded to the prohibition 
of the indigenous polities like golconda in their waters. the third 
anglo-dutch war in Europe ended in 1674 cE and before it no 
further hostilities with the English took place.42

thus the changing scenario especially in the late seventies was 
in favour of the English. the English East india company had 
the support of capital from home with which they could make 
large purchases from Europe. the dutch on the other hand, were 
inadequately supplied with the capital from the netherlands. they 
had to depend on the credit now for a large part of their business. 
with the fulcrum of coromandel trade increasingly going on 
the English side, the dutch openly admitted that the ascendancy 
of the trade has passed on to the English. the situation had two 
implications for the VOC. firstly they could no longer procure 
from coromandel, the textiles of right quality and quantity. 
the masulipatnam market was totally in control of the English. 
Secondly, due to the English ascendancy on the coast, the dutch 
were ousted from the market of coromandel cloth in Europe.

the English, at last, had gained grounds on the coromandel 
coast, though they were of minor importance in Southeast asia 
except in few places like Bencoolen. it was partly due to their 
private trade and interloping that the English hegemony had been 
established. the interlopers, for example, were satisfied with even 
lower rates of profit per unit than the English company’s. they 
were thus considered the most dangerous competitors for the 
dutch. due to the increased capital of their rivals, the dutch lost 
their control over the coromandel market though they posited as 
power in the insular Southeast asia. when the English abandoned 
Bantam and were involved in a war with mughals in 1689-1690 
cE, the dutch thought that they could still outrival the English. 
But these were just false hopes. the focus of the English in the 
second half of the century had been the indian sub-continent and 
not the Southeast asia.
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thus in the seventeenth century, there were different scenes 
being enacted simultaneously in the theatre beyond cape 
comorin. on the one hand there was the fading portuguese power 
whose decline was accentuated by the hostile dutch presence. 
while on the other hand, the dutch rivaled with the English in 
their quest for monopoly. the primary aim of the dutch as is well 
known was to monopolize the trade in spices. So was also the 
case of the English. initially, both the English and the portuguese 
received fatal blows due to the dutch attacks. the portuguese and 
the English had signed a treaty in 1635 cE that stood meaningless 
as far as their power relations in asia were concerned. the second 
half of the seventeenth century not only saw the dutch occupying 
the important portuguese settlements but also a rapid growth 
of the English power that absorbed the dutch supremacy. the 
English control grew strong on the coromandel in the 1670’s while 
Southeast asia remained in the ambit of the VOC’s control. So, 
the very linkages that the portuguese had explored and dominated 
to the east of cape comorin through the sixteenth and early part 
of the seventeenth century had now the dutch and the English 
presence.
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